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IPC Messages
View IPC messages, abend codes, and return codes.

Use error messages and return codes as tools you can use to identify problems and the actions required to correct the
situation causing the problem.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the IPC Messages.

Review the following IPC conventions:

Conventions for Standard Error Messages

IPC messages appear on the message line. Standard IPC messages are identified by a unique string of characters and
display in one of the following formats:

PR-ppccmmmmxxs text

Or

t-r-ppccmmmmxxs text

• PR
Identifies the message as to a terminal from a network print. For all other messages, except those generated from an
asynchronous compile, this position is blank. The network print identifier is not included in this section's description of
error messages.

• t
The asynchronous task number, included only for messages generated during an asynchronous compile. For all other
messages except those generated by a network print, this position is blank. Asynchronous task numbers are not
included in this section's description of error messages.

• r
The number of the terminal region where the message applies. Region numbers are not included in this section's
description of error messages.

• pp
The product code. This part of the message identifier tells you what was in control when the message was issued. For
example, if a message has the letters IC in these positions, t-r-ICccxxxxxxxs text, the error was issued from one of the
IPC. All messages in this section begin with IC because this section contains only IPC messages.
Other Broadcom products have the following product codes:
– DD

Datacom Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB
– DQ

Dataquery
– ID

Ideal for Datacom
If you receive an error message containing any of these product identifiers, refer to the messages documentation for
the product identified.

The third and fourth character of each standard IPC error message, cc, identifies the IPC component that generated the
error.

The component codes are:

• ED
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Editor Kernel (EDK)
• PD

Panel Definition Facility (PDF)
• PS

Print Sub System (PSS)
• SC

Session Control Facility (SCF)

Panel Management Services (PMS) messages are issued through SCF and have the prefix SC. SCF issues all SC- prefix
messages, but they can be caused by either PMS or SCF.

Characters 5-8 of each standard IPC error message, mmmm, are the component module identifier. For example, PDIN
is a PDF component module and MSGP is an SCF component module. The component modules are identified in each
message description.

Characters 9-10 of each standard IPC error message, xx, are the two-character error identifier. Usually, these two
characters are numeric, but some are alphabetic. In this section, for messages of the same component module,
alphabetic error identifiers precede numeric error identifiers. For example, message ICPSMSGSFF precedes message
ICPSMSGS06. The code identification is included in each error message description.

The last character of each standard IPC error message, s, is the severity code. Severity codes are not included in the
description of each error message. The severity codes are:

• A (for Action)
You or the console operator must perform a specific action, usually a console reply to the message.

• C (for Critical)
A critical error occurred. Contact your site coordinator.

• D (for Directive)
You or the console operator must perform a specific action that is not a console reply.

• E (for Error)
An error that can terminate processing occurred.

• F (for Fatal)
An error that terminates processing occurred.

• I (for Information)
Informational message only, no action is required.

• T (for Termination)
An error terminated all current processing.

• W (for Warning)
A condition that can lead to incorrect or unexpected results occurred.

NOTE
The severity code for many IPC error messages is determined by the circumstances under which the error is
issued. For example, an error message displayed with a severity code of W can often generate a severity code
of zero under other conditions.

The value of text is the text of the error message. In this section, text is displayed in bold characters, except for variables,
which are displayed in italics. These variables are replaced by the names of the specific commands or entities when the
message is issued. If the text of an error message includes the INTERR (internal error) keyword, an internal system error
occurred. For internal system errors, IPC take additional diagnostic actions.

The error messages in this section do not show any part of the code that precedes the IC part of the identifier, and they do
not show a severity code. This is because both the portion of the identifier that precedes the product code and the severity
code depend on the circumstances under which a message is issued. The following message is an example of a standard
IPC error message.

ICPDCMDP01 - Command invalid or incomplete starting at word
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Explanation: You issued a command that violates command syntax. The command is invalid because of a misspelling or
unspecified option. The error begins or occurs at the specified word.

User Response: Review the command syntax, make sure each word is spelled correctly, and reissue the command.

The error message parts are as follows:

• IC
The product code for IPC

• PD
The component code for the Panel Definition Facility (PDF)

• CMDP
The component module identifier; CMDP is a module of PDF

• 01
The error identification

The message text is Command invalid or incomplete... Here, word is a variable that identifies the entity in error. The
variable can change, depending on the circumstances under which the message was issued.

The Explanation tells you why this message displayed. The User Response tells you what to do.

Conventions for Atypical Error Messages

IPC Atypical Error Messages contains error messages that do not follow the standard error message format. These
messages are produced by SCF and have one of the following formats: LOGMSG: text or text.

LOGMSG text is used for messages contained in the SCF Error Message Log. The presence of messages in the log is
indicated by the receipt of the error message ICSCERRP99.

Whenever you receive an ICSCERRP99 message, check the SCF Error Log for messages with the LOGMSG text format.

Conventions for Abend Codes

Broadcom products can receive abend codes from internal services when processing terminates under abnormal
conditions. Where these codes are presented and whether they are accompanied by explanatory text depends on the
component that generates them. In general, for terminal-based activities, the generated abend code displays on the
terminal in the following format: xxxx text

The value of xxxx is a two- to four-character alphanumeric abend identifier and text is the message text. In most cases,
the abend code also exists in the dump data set produced by the abend. Whenever you receive an abend, make sure you
save the dump listing to help Broadcom Support determine the problem.

The Virtual Library System (VLS) produces abend codes of a different format: nnn text

The value of nnn is a three-digit identifier and text is the message text. These codes and their accompanying messages
are found in the VLSUTIL section of the SYSPRINT output.

The sections that contain the abend code descriptions are arranged alphabetically by component. Under the component,
the modules are listed alphabetically. However, the abend codes are not in alphabetical order. When you look for a
description of an abend, look through the module listings until you find it. For more information, see Datacom/DB ABEND
Codes.

Conventions for Return Codes

Some error messages that result from the failure of IPC services refer to the return codes from the failed service, for
example:

ICSCINIT66 "LOCATE SESSION STORAGE" for the SCB failed, RC= xx refers to the failure of VPE $LSS to locate
session storage for the SCB control block macro.
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IPC Standard Error Messages
This section lists the IPC standard error messages in the numerical order.

ICEDITOR01
Entity-name not found

Reason:

The named entity cannot be found in the appropriate library, table, or index.

Action:

Make sure that you are in the proper system and that the Entity-name is spelled correctly. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR02
String not found in range:Lines  line-range Col column-range

Reason:

The search string specified was not found in the line-range and column-range specified for the command. You can specify
the line-range and column-range explicitly in the command or by default in your edit session.

Action:

If the line-range, column-range, or search string were specified incorrectly, reissue the command. If line-range or column-
range were set by default in your command to incorrect values, either specify the line-range/column-range explicitly in the
command or reset your session options to have the command assume proper defaults for the search. If the search-string
should be found in a specified line-range and column-range, correct the data so that the search is successful.

ICEDITOR03
Command does not apply to the current facility

Reason:

The primary command entered is not valid in the current mode. The current mode (EDIT or DISPLAY) is normally
displayed in the upper right hand corner of your edit session screen.

Action:

See product documentation for specific circumstances under which you can use the command.

ICEDITOR04
Command cannot be applied to current status

Reason:

EDK disabled the command because of a change in entity status. This is a deliberate occurrence that prevents certain
commands from being used during some phases of an EDIT/DISPLAY session.

Action:

See product documentation for specific circumstances under which you can use the command.

ICEDITOR05
CHECKPOINT was not required
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Reason:

An edit command contained the CHECKPOINT option, but the previous session did not end abnormally.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

ICEDITOR06
ROLLBACK was not required

Reason:

An edit command contained the ROLLBACK option, but the previous session did not end abnormally.

Action:

None. This is an informative message.

ICEDITOR07
Command requires at least two parameters (line#|TOP|BOT|)

Reason:

The number of parameters specified in a COPY command was invalid. This refers to the specification of source line-range
and destination-line in the entity being edited:

• The source line range can consist of one or two sequence numbers from the entity being copied. A sequence number
can be an actual sequence number in the member or one of the keywords TOP or BOTTOM. The line-range must
always be present in the COPY command.

• The destination-line always consists of a sequence number in the entity being edited but can be represented by the
keywords TOP or BOTTOM. The destination-line is also a required parameter.

Review the product documentation for exact syntax requirements.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR08
Invalid COPY syntax (TOP/BOTTOM)

Reason:

The keywords TOP and BOTTOM are not properly used for one or more of the following reasons:

• BOTTOM is used as start-source.
• TOP is used as end-source.
• TOP and BOTTOM are used as source but destination is not TOP or BOTTOM.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR09
Starting line parameter is greater than ending line parameter
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Reason:

The SOURCE lines are invalid for one or more of the following reasons:

• The start-source is greater than end-source.
• The source line-range and destination-line were typed in the wrong order into the command. As a result, the editor

misinterpreted the line-range you entered.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR10
Source line(s) not found

Reason:

If you used a single line number as a source line-range of a COPY command, the line number could not be found in
the source entity. If the source line-range consisted of two sequence numbers (or keywords), then no lines were found
between the two sequence numbers provided in the source entity.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR11
Invalid FIND syntax - String not supplied

Reason:

The search-string is cleared at the beginning of an edit session. Until a FIND or CHANGE command is issued, you cannot
issue the FIND command without a search-string specified in the command. Some products issue the FIND command
without a search-string if you press a predefined PF key during an edit session. If you press such a key before a search-
string is established, then this message is also issued.

Action:

If you wanted a FIND command, reissue the command with a search-string (see product documentation for details). If the
FIND was the result of accidentally pressing a PF key, continue with your session. No action is needed.

ICEDITOR12
Invalid BOUNDS: Lines line-range Col column-range

Reason:

You specified a FIND or CHANGE command with an invalid line-range or column-range. A valid line-range can consist of:

• A single sequence number.
• A low-range sequence number (or the keyword TOP) and a high-range sequence number (or the keyword BOTTOM):

the low-range sequence number must never exceed the high-range sequence number.

A valid column-range must always consist of a pair of a low-range column and a high-range column number. As with line-
range, the low-range must never exceed the high-range.

Action:

If you specified the line-range or column-range incorrectly, reissue the command or set column bounds with the SET EDIT
BOUNDS command so that the search is successful.
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ICEDITOR13
Invalid STRING LENGTH for bounds: Lines line-range Cols column-range

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• The length of the string was greater than the width of the bounds established for the command (either specified
explicitly in the command or specified implicitly by default through SET EDIT BOUNDS).

• The value of the beginning column bound is greater than the rightmost data column.

Action:

Shorten the string or widen the bounds. Either adjust the string or bounds specification in the FIND or CHANGE command
or issue the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to specify the default column-range. Then reissue the command.

ICEDITOR14
Region too small for INPUT - Please reformat

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• You issued an INPUT command with a window-type that is not WINDOW or CONTEXT.
• You issued an INPUT command in a session-region that contains too few lines to support the requested INPUT

WINDOW or CONTEXT specifications.

Action:

Depending upon the reason for the message:

• Reissue the command with an input window-type of WINDOW or CONTEXT.
• Verify that the command was prefixed with the appropriate region number. If the number was correct, you can:
• REFORMAT the existing session-regions to accommodate the requested window-format for INPUT
• Change the window-format explicitly in the command, or
• Change the window-format implicitly by issuing the SET EDIT WINDOW or SET EDIT CONTEXT command.

 

ICEDITOR15
Invalid RENUMBER number - Valid range 1-maxvalue

Reason:

The increment (the RENUMBER number of the message) of a RENUMBER command (specified explicitly in the
command or using the default value of 100) would renumber existing lines beyond 999999, the maximum value allowed
for EDITOR sequence numbers. The EDITOR computed that the maximum possible increment for the current entity is
Maxville.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR16
Scroll LEFT does not apply to current facility
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Reason:

The SCROLL LEFT command cannot be applied in current circumstances. The command is ignored.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR17
Scroll RIGHT does not apply to current facility

Reason:

The SCROLL RIGHT command cannot be applied in current circumstances. The command is ignored.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR18
Scroll PAGE does not apply to current facility

Reason:

The SCROLL PAGE command cannot be applied in current circumstances. The command is ignored.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR19
Invalid CHANGE syntax - String No.1 is null

Reason:

There are two possible explanations for this message:

• The search-string is cleared at the beginning of an edit session. Until a FIND or CHANGE command is issued, the
CHANGE command must be issued with a search-string specified in the command.

• You cannot issue the CHANGE command with an explicit null-string search-string, such as: CHANGE //A/, which
requests that the null-string be changed to the letter A. Such a request cannot be honored.

Action:

If you actually wanted a CHANGE command, reissue the command with a search-string (see product documentation for
details).

ICEDITOR20
Changed num-1 field(s) in num-2 record(s)

Reason:

As the result of a CHANGE command, the search-string was foundnum-1 times in the line and column-range specified by
the command. There were num-2 lines that contained the search string. They were changed.

Action:

None.
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ICEDITOR21
Invalid length for HEX string

Reason:

The length of a HEX character-string in a FIND or CHANGE command was odd or zero.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR22
Invalid HEX digit - Valid digit "0" thru "F"

Reason:

You entered a FIND or CHANGE command with a search-string or replacement string that uses the HEX option, but the
string specified with the HEX option contained an invalid character. The valid characters for hexadecimal digits are: 0-9, A-
F (inclusive).

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR23
Sequence overflow - Renumbered by increment

Reason:

The requested EDIT operation caused a sequence number overflow. The entity was automatically renumbered using the
increment-value increment.

Action:

None.

ICEDITOR24
Possible sequence error - Renumbered by increment

Reason:

An internal error might have occurred causing an out of sequence condition. The entity was automatically renumbered
using the increment-value increment.

Action:

Try to determine if an internal error occurred by issuing the DISPLAY INTERR command. Use the PRINT SCREEN
command to obtain hardcopy. Contact your Site Administrator. Contact Support. The integrity of the entity remains intact.

ICEDITOR25
Empty PSS output - Display not performed

Reason:

The DISPLAY OUTPUT command just issued cannot be executed because the output member it refers to contains no
output lines.
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Action:

None.

ICEDITOR26
OPEN forced by user, Last active USR was "previous-user-id"

Reason:

The Ideal for Datacom integrity check of VLS date-timestamp versus Datacom Datadictionary date-time stamp was
bypassed using the special override @I$BYPASS option of the EDIT command. The user previous-user-id was the name
of the last active user of the entity.

Action:

None.

ICEDITOR27
Prior abend (USR previous-user-id active) - choose CHECKPOINT or ROLLBACK

Reason:

The EDIT command found that a previous abnormal termination occurred. The backup member is available for viewing to
allow the user to decide which member he wants to keep.

Action:

The user is currently viewing the checkpoint member from the last edit session. Several courses of action are open to the
user:

• This checkpoint member can be viewed by the use of SCROLL commands or SCROLL PF keys. Entering any change
to the data or performing an editor command to change the data commits the user to the use of the checkpoint
member. The initial data in the checkpoint member (before the first change in your new session) becomes the backup
member for the session until a new CHECKPOINT command is issued or until the edit session ends successfully.

 

• You can display the backup member by entering the command DISPLAY ROLLBACK. You cannot enter or change
data while in DISPLAY-ROLLBACK mode. You can take several options while in DISPLAY-ROLLBACK mode:

• The RETURN command lets you review the checkpoint member again (as in 1).
• You can issue the CHECKPOINT or ROLLBACK commands (described below).
• You can end the edit session (using the END command or another non-EDITOR command that ends the session).

 

• The CHECKPOINT command initiates the edit session on the checkpoint member, which now becomes the backup
member for the session until a new CHECKPOINT command is issued or until the session ends successfully.

• The ROLLBACK command creates a new checkpoint member by copying the current backup member. The checkpoint
member from the previous edit session is discarded.

 

ICEDITOR28
Prior abend (USR previous-user-id active) - DIS ROLLBACK for backup

Reason:
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During a previous edit session on the current entity, an abort occurred. The previous-user-id was the user performing the
edit when the abort occurred. The DISPLAY session shows the data that contains the most recent changes made at the
time that the edit session was aborted. To show the backup version that contains data from the time of the most recent
editing checkpoint, issue the command DISPLAY ROLLBACK.

To display the current member after reviewing the backup version, issue the command RETURN.

You can scroll in the current and backup versions to display as much of the data as you like.

Action:

Display as much of the current and backup members as needed. You can clear the abort condition only by editing the
current entity. You can then issue either the command CHECKPOINT, which tells the editor to begin the new edit session
where the most recent session left off, or ROLLBACK, which tells the editor to begin the new edit session from the data in
the backup version.

When the edit session is completed, the backup version is deleted. 

ICEDITOR29
Unknown line command(s)

Reason:

The line commands highlighted in the margin of the edit session are not valid for the product or edit-facility of your current
edit session. This can sometimes be due to a bad setting for the command SET EDIT MULTIPLIER where you reversed
the positions of the line command and its multiplier.

Action:

Reenter the highlighted line-command or enter the RESET line-command to clear all pending margin commands.

ICEDITOR30
''n'' does not apply to current commands

Reason:

You cannot use a multiplier with the highlighted line-command. Review the setting of the command SET EDIT
MULTIPLIER.

Be certain that a multiplier is not implied by cursor position, overtyping of characters in the margin, or ambiguous multiplier
positioning (in such a way that sequence number digits are interpreted as multipliers).

Action:

Reenter the highlighted line-command or enter the RESET line-command to clear all pending margin commands.

ICEDITOR31
Multiplier ''n'' is out of range 1-100 (or 1-255 for *)

Reason:

The highlighted line-command contains a multiplier outside the valid range. The *+ and *- commands allow a range of
1-255, all others allow a range of 1-100. Review the setting of the command SET EDIT MULTIPLIER.

Be certain that a multiplier is not implied by cursor position, overtyping of characters in the margin, or ambiguous multiplier
positioning (in such a way that sequence number digits are interpreted as multipliers).

Action:
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Reenter the highlighted line-command or enter the RESET line-command to clear all pending margin commands. 

ICEDITOR32
Line command(s) do(es) not apply to current facility

Reason:

You entered one or more line commands. The highlighted line commands are not valid for the current entity or mode.

Action:

Verify that you are using the correct entity in the appropriate mode. If so, correct the command error and reenter or enter
the RESET line command to clear all pending line commands.

ICEDITOR33
Line command(s) cannot be applied to current status

Reason:

EDK disabled the command because of a change in entity status. This is a deliberate occurrence that prevents certain
commands from being used during some phases of an EDIT/DISPLAY session.

Action:

See product documentation for specific circumstances under which you can use the command.

ICEDITOR34
More than 15 line commands

Reason:

At most, 15 line commands can be pending for an edit session.

Action:

Reduce the number of pending commands by using the ERASE/EOF key at the left of the margin that contains a
line command you chose to postpone or eliminate. You can also use the RESET line command to clear all pending
commands.

ICEDITOR35
Overlap between line commands

Reason:

A conflict exists between a pending paired block command and appending COPY, MOVE, REPEAT, or DELETE line
command that occurs in the line-range governed by the block.

Action:

Reduce the number of pending commands by using the ERASE/EOF key at the left of the margin that contains a
line command you chose to postpone or eliminate. You can also use the RESET line command to clear all pending
commands.

ICEDITOR36
Illogical sequence of line commands
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Reason:

You entered at least two line commands that cannot be logically executed together. For instance, you enter two paired
sets of line commands with overlapping ranges or more than one AFTER/BEFORE command is pending at the same
time.

Action:

Reduce the number of pending commands by using the ERASE/EOF key at the left of the margin that contains a
line command you chose to postpone or eliminate. You can also use the RESET line command to clear all pending
commands.

ICEDITOR37
Replacement string will not fit in col boundary: column-range

Reason:

The replacement string specified in a CHANGE command does not fit in the columns column-range.

Action:

A number of alternatives are open:

• Manually alter the entity being edited (for example, by making the data appear partially on one line and partially on the
next line) so that the search-string can be properly changed into the replacement-string without column overflow.

• Change the replacement string in the command.
• Change the column boundaries used by the command, either explicitly in command options or implicitly by setting

different SET EDIT BOUNDS.

 

ICEDITOR38
DESTINATION parameter is invalid

Reason:

The DESTINATION line number is invalid because it overlaps the line-range of the copy SOURCE.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICEDITOR40
Backup member not found - checkpoint forced

Reason:

ROLLBACK could not be executed because the backup member was not found.

Action:

There is no action that corrects the situation in your current session. You can continue editing the checkpointed entity if
you determine that the data you are editing represents the data from your most recent session. However, the message is
an indication of possible source library corruption. If there is any question that the data does not represent the entity you
were editing in the previous session, see your Site Administrator.
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ICEDITOR41
Prior abend (USR previous-user-id active) - Copy rejected

Reason:

You cannot use the source entity in a COPY command (the entity where lines are copied) because it was last used as part
of an aborted edit session. The edit session on the source entity must be completed before you can copy it into the current
entity being edited.

Action:

Contact the user previous-user-id to determine how to complete the edit session that was previously in progress. You can
complete the edit session on the source entity without further change to the source entity by performing the EDIT and
CHECKPOINT commands. You can roll back the edit session on the source entity by issuing the EDIT and ROLLBACK
commands.

ICEDITOR80
INTERR: Date compare failed

Reason:

An internal integrity check has failed. The value of the date-last-modified attribute in the dictionary does not match the
value of the date-last-modified field in the VLS member. This can be caused by improper backup and restore procedures
that result in the dictionary and VLS being out of synchronization. Ideal for Datacom only supports simultaneous full
backups and restores of the entire Ideal for Datacom VLS and dictionary tables, with both systems quiescent.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to audit the most recent backup and restore operations. You might need to perform a full
restore of Ideal for Datacom and the dictionary tables to the most recent full concurrent backup.

ICEDITOR81
INTERR: Member corrupted by user "user-id"

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDITOR82
INTERR: Unable to read the EDITOR option member

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 
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ICEDITOR83
INTERR: Recursive call to the EDITOR

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDITOR84
INTERR: Parameter error found in macro $EDITOR

Reason:

This error should never occur.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDITOR85
INTERR: Command unknown to the EDITOR

Reason:

This command was issued internally by Broadcom software that is unknown to EDK.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDITOR86
INTERR: EDBUFFER has been destroyed

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDITOR87
INTERR: EDK internal error - see error log

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.
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Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDSERV51
INTERR: internal error text

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Write down the text of the message and contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICEDSETP01
Invalid command syntax

Reason:

The command entered has one or more syntax errors.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or use acceptable values associated with acceptable keyword syntax.
Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your session.

ICEDSETP02
SET SITE requires administrator authorization

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue the command as specified.

Action:

Obtain proper authorization from your Site Administrator to perform the operation you intended or have an authorized
person perform the needed operation. If you obtain additional authorization, you might need to logoff your current session
and logon to reinitialize the authorizations that the editor stored.

ICEDSETP03
Specify numbers between 1 and 240

Reason:

The command SET EDIT BOUNDS low-column high-column and its equivalent SET EDIT COLUMNS low-column high-
column make the following requirements on the range of columns specified in the command:

• Both the low-column and high-column specification must be integers between the values 001 and 240 inclusive.
• The low-column value cannot exceed the high-column value. The message indicates that these restrictions were

violated.

Action:
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Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICEDSETP04
Starting number should not be greater than ending number

Reason:

The command SET EDIT BOUNDS low-column high-column and SET EDIT COLUMNS low-column high-column make
the following requirements on the range of columns specified in the command:

• Both the low-column and high-column specification must be integers between the values 001 and 240 inclusive.
• The low-column value cannot exceed the high-column value.

The message indicates that these restrictions were violated.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICEDSETP05
Command is invalid starting at word

Reason:

The command SET EDIT word ... contained an unsupported keyword or the command SET EDIT valid-keyword word
contained a value for the keyword that was unexpected.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICPDADVW01
Dataview  dataview-name not cataloged

Reason:

The dataview is not cataloged in Ideal for Datacom.

Action:

Check the validity of the dataview name and version. Ensure that the dataview is cataloged in Ideal for Datacom.

ICPDADVW02
Insufficient authorization for DVW dataview-name access

Reason:

You are not authorized to access the dataview.

Action:
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Check authorization with your Site Administrator.

ICPDADVW03
Internal error in accessing dataview  dataview-name

Reason:

An internal error occurred while fetching the dataview from the Ideal for Datacom VLS object library.

Action:

If the dataview was created in Datacom Datadictionary, check its status. Run the trace facility, then call Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDADVW04
Internal error during concatenation of linked bundles

Reason:

An internal error occurred during the process of concatenating the linked bundles of fields from the dataview.

Action:

Run the online/batch trace facility and call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDADVW05
Dataview field selection exceeds maximum supported

Reason:

The dataview field selection exceeds the maximum that is supported. This error can occur during either a CREATE
PANEL USING DATAVIEW command or from the COPY prompter in a PDF edit session.

Action:

If this error occurred on a CREATE command, first create the panel with no fields. Then use the COPY prompter to select
groups of fields in the dataview rather than all the fields at once.

If this error occurred in the COPY prompter, specify a smaller range of fields in the Field Selection prompt on the same
line as the dataview name.

ICPDADVW06
Insufficient storage during copy dataview process

Reason:

Internal storage mechanisms failed to obtain sufficient storage for this request.

This failure occurred during the internal phase of allocating storage for the linked bundles to contain dataview field
information.

Action:

Check in-house core requirements, consider increasing storage pool sizes. If increasing storage size fails to resolve the
problem, run on-line/batch trace facility and report the problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICPDADVW07
Dataview  dataview-name Version version-numbernot found

Reason:

The dataview specified was not found in the dictionary.

Action:

Check spelling and then ensure that the dataview exists in the dictionary. If these efforts fail to identify the problem, call
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDADVW08
No flds could be selected from DVW dataview-name

Reason:

There are several causes for this error. However, all result from the same problem: no dataview fields were found eligible
to be copied into the panel. This message can arise:

• When the command CREATE PNL ... USING DVW is employed, but no fields exist in the dataview or else the
dataview does not contain fields recognized by Ideal for Datacom.

• When the COPY mode of EDIT PANEL is employed and a field-selection list explicitly references a field number that
does not exist on the dataview or be used (for example, group-field or a field that employs REDEF or DEPENDING
ON) in a panel.

Only elementary fields are valid as the source for panel fields. 

Action:

If the error resulted from the command CREATE PNL ... USING DVW, correct the command to access a dataview with
fields valid for use in a panel or correct the dataview and recatalog it before attempting to incorporate it into a panel.

If the error resulted from an invalid selection list while in COPY mode of EDIT PANEL, correct the field numbers in the
selection list, select a different dataview that contains the explicit fields you want or correct the dataview and recatalog it
before trying its incorporation into a panel. 

ICPDADVW09
INTERR: Aux data bad: DVW dataview-name field field-name

Reason:

The dataview indicated is corrupt. The field indicated was found to have bad auxiliary information. As a result, the panel
creation was terminated.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDCMDP02
Command invalid or incomplete starting at "illustrated"

Reason:

You issued a command that violates command syntax. The command is invalid because of a misspelling or because of an
unspecified option. The error begins or occurs at the specified word.
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Action:

Review the command syntax, make sure each word is spelled correctly and reissue the command.

ICPDCMDP03
Command contains an invalid special character

Reason:

You issued a command that contains at least one invalid special character.

Action:

Review the command syntax, change or delete each invalid special character, and reissue the command.

ICPDCMDP04
INTERR: Command parser stack overflow

Reason:

You issued a command that the Panel Definition Facility (PDF) command parser could not interpret.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Determine which command caused the error. Review command syntax, correct any errors, and resubmit. If the error
recurs, use the DIS ERR or DIS INTERR command, record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDCMDP05
INTERR: Repetition problem in command parser

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the PDF command parser.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and, if possible, determine which command caused the error. Report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDCMDP06
VERSION number must be between 1 and 999

Reason:

The requested version number is not a number from 1 through 999.

Action:

Request a version number from 1 to 999.

ICPDCMDP07
INTERR: Service not available
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Reason:

The requested service is not available in the PDF command parser.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDCMDP08
INTERR: Service not yet ready

Reason:

The requested service could not be completed by the PDF command parser.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDCMDP09
Command does not apply to the current entity type

Reason:

You specified a command that cannot be used for the current entity.

Action:

Review the action you want to take and review command syntax. Modify the command or the entity it references, check
your spelling, and reissue the command.

ICPDCMDP10
Command does not apply to the current facility

Reason:

You specified a command that cannot be executed in the current facility.

Action:

Make sure you are in a facility that allows the command. If the facility allows the command, review command syntax and
check your spelling. Reissue the command.

ICPDCMDP11
Copies must be a number from 1 through 99

Reason:

The requested number of output copies is not a number from 1 through99.

Action:

Request a number of copies from 1 through 99.
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ICPDCMDP13
Command is invalid when there is no current entity name

Reason:

You did not define a current panel or member before issuing a command that requires the existence of a current panel or
member. If there is no current panel or member, you must specify the name of that panel or member, and then issue the
command.

Action:

Make sure you have a current panel or member before you issue the command, or specify a panel or member as part of
the command.

To make a panel or member current, issue one of the following commands for that panel or member:

CREATE entityname

DISPLAY entityname

EDIT entityname

You can then omit the panel or member name when you issue commands that apply to the current panel or member.

ICPDCONV01
"word" is an invalid keyword parameter

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDCONV02
panel "pnlname" cannot be found in the "libname" library

Reason:

You tried to convert the named panel, but that panel does not exist in the named library.

Action:

Make sure you specified the system and library that contain the panel. If the system and library contain the panel you want
to convert, make sure you spell the panel name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDCONV03
"name" is an invalid name

Reason:

The name of the panel or library you specified is invalid because it contains an equal sign or is more than eight characters
long.

Action:

Specify the panel or library name without using an equal sign or using more than eight characters.
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ICPDCONV04
"MDUOLL" cannot be used as an output library

Reason:

You specified MDUOLL as the output library for the OLIB= keyword.

Action:

Specify a valid output library. Make sure the library name does not contain an equal sign and is no more than eight
characters long.

ICPDCOPM01
User not authorized for @I$CALL of PDCOPM

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction. 

ICPDCOPM03
Keyword "word" must be VER=, CAT=, LIB=

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDCOPM05
Sub-system + panel-name "name" is invalid

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDCOPM06
"parameter" is not in a valid format

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.
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ICPDCOPM08
Sub-system + panel-name is required

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDCOPM09
Member-name "memname" must be 24-characters

Reason:

A panel name that is enclosed by apostrophes must be 24 characters long.

Action:

Specify a 24-character panel name and reissue the command.

ICPDDELM01
Sub-system + panel-name is required

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDELM03
Keyword "word" must be VER=, CAT=, or LIB=

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDELM04
Member-name "memname" must be 24-characters

Reason:

A panel name that is enclosed by apostrophes must be 24 characters long.

Action:

Specify a 24-character panel name and reissue the command.
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ICPDDELM05
Sub-system + panel-name "name" is invalid

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDELM06
"parameter" is not in valid format

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDELM07
User not authorized for @I$CALL of PDDELM

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDEQP01
Sub-system + panel-name is required

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDEQP02
Entity type of "type" is invalid

Reason:

You tried to dequeue the named invalid entity type. Valid entity types are:

LIB

library

MEM

member
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PNL

panel

Action:

Specify a valid entity type and entity name and reissue the command.

ICPDDEQP03
Keyword "word" must be VER=

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDEQP04
"rsrcname" is not 24-characters long

Reason:

A resource name that is enclosed by apostrophes must be 24characters long.

Action:

Specify a 24-character resource name and reissue the command.

ICPDDEQP05
Sub-system + panel-name "name" is invalid

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDEQP06
"parameter" is not in valid format

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDEQP07
User not authorized for @I$CALL of PDDEQP

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.
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Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDDMPF01
Member "memname" cannot be found in "libname"

Reason:

You tried to DUMP the named member, but that member does not exist in the named library.

Action:

Make sure you specified the library that contains the member. If the library contains the member you want to DUMP, make
sure you spell the member name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDDMPF02
Invalid character in field "xxxx"

Reason:

You issued the DUMP command, but then entered at least one invalid specification in the FLD=, OFF=, or REC= input
area of the display panel header. The following specifications are valid:

• FLD=ddd
The value of ddd is the actual one- to three-character decimal field number.

• FLD=+dd
The value of dd is an increment from the previous field number.

• FLD=-dd
The value of dd is a decrement from the previous field number.

• FLD=+
Displays the next field (same as +1).

• FLD=-
Displays the previous field (same as -1).

• OFF=hhhh
The value of hhhh is the actual one- to four-character hexadecimal offset.

• OFF=+hhh
The value of hhh is an increment from the previous hexadecimal offset.

• OFF=-hhh
The value of hhh is a decrement from the previous hexadecimal offset.

• OFF=+
Displays the next full page (or last page).

• OFF=-
Displays the previous full page (or first page).

• REC=dddd
The value of dddd is the one- to four-character starting record number.

• REC=+ddd
The value of ddd is an increment from the previous starting record number.

• REC=-ddd
The value of ddd is a decrement from the previous starting record number.

• REC=+
Displays the next full page of records.

• REC=-
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Displays the previous full page of records.

Action:

Enter a valid specification and reissue the DUMP command.

ICPDDMPF03
Extension "name" of field "fldname" cannot be found

Reason:

You issued the DUMP PNL command, but specified an invalid extension in the EXT= input area of the named field. Valid
values are:

• C
Comment.

• E
EDIT (IN).

• I
Initial value, always present.

• M
EDIT MAST (OUT).

• N
Name.

• P
EDIT PATTERN (OUT).

• R
RANGE VALUES.

• 0
Field itself (control area).

Action:

Assign a valid value to EXT= and reissue the DUMP PNL command.

ICPDDMPF04
Cannot access library "libname"

Reason:

After you issued the DUMP command, you specified the named invalid library in the LIB= input area of the display panel
header.

Action:

Check your JCL for the ddname of the VLS library that contains the member you want to dump. Specify a valid library
name in the LIB= input area and reissue the DUMP command.

ICPDDMPM01
User not authorized for @I$CALL of PDDMPM

Reason:

You are not authorized to dump a VLS member.
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Action:

If you should be authorized to dump a VLS member, ask that your authorization be reviewed.

ICPDDMPM03
Keyword "word" must be VER=, CAT=, LIB=

Reason:

You specified the named invalid word in the call to PDDMPM (@I$CALLof PDDMPM). Valid keywords are:

• CAT=
• LIB=
• VER=

Action:

Specify a valid keyword and reissue the command.

ICPDDMPM05
Sub-system + panel-name "name" is invalid

Reason:

You specified the named invalid subsystem and panel name in the call to PDDMPM (@I$CALL of PDDMPM). The
correct format for the subsystem and panel name is: ssspnlname, where sss is the three-character subsystem name, and
pnlname is the one- to eight-character panel name.

Action:

Specify a valid subsystem and panel name and reissue the command.

ICPDDMPM06
"parameter" is not in a valid format

Reason:

You specified the named invalid parameter in the call to PDDMPM(@I$CALL of PDDMPM). Valid parameters are:

• VER=vvv
The value of vvv is the three-digit version.

• LIB=libname
The value of libname is the one- to eight-character library name.

Action:

Specify a valid parameter and reissue the command.

ICPDEDIT01
Panel "pnlname" cannot be found in the "libname" library

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the named panel, but that panel does not exist in the named library.

Action:
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Make sure you are in the proper system. Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a list of the
panels in the current system. If the current system contains the panel you want to EDIT or DISPLAY, make sure you spell
the panel name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDEDIT02
This function cannot be performed on a panel with no fields

Reason:

The function that you tried to perform does not operate on a panel that has no fields.

Action:

Make sure the panel layout includes at least one field before you reissue this command.

ICPDEDIT03
Panel field cannot be found

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the extended field definition of a field that does not exist on the panel.

Action:

Display the summary table to make sure the field exists. When you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command, make sure
the field name you specify is spelled correctly.

ICPDEDIT04
Sub-panel "pnlname" cannot be found in the "libname" library

Reason:

You tried to use the FACSIMILE command on a panel, but specified the named Prefix or Suffix panel, which does not
currently exist in the named panel library associated with the current system.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command and make sure that the Prefix or Suffix panel exists. Reissue
the FACSIMILE command and make sure the Prefix or Suffix name you specify on the panel parameters panel is spelled
correctly.

ICPDEDIT05
Sub-panel "pnlname" is a variable panel
Reason:
The named panel is a Prefix or Suffix panel, which cannot contain repeating groups.
Action:
Delete or redefine the repeating group on the Prefix or Suffix panel.

ICPDEDIT06
Panel set does not fit the current region size

Reason:
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You tried to use the FACSIMILE command on a panel that contains a variably occurring repeating group. The current
region is too small to contain the panel.

Action:

If you are in split screen-mode, issue the COMBINE command before you reissue the FACSIMILE command.

ICPDEDIT07
Facsimile cannot be displayed on "pnlname" panel with no fields

Reason:

You tried to use the FACSIMILE command, but one of the following errors occurred:

• The panel you specified contains no fields.
• The panel you specified calls a subpanel, for example, a Prefix or Suffix panel, that contains no fields.

The named panel contains no fields. It can be a main panel or a subpanel.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the named panel includes at least one field before you reissue the FACSIMILE command.

ICPDEDIT08
Region is too small for service

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY a panel summary table in a region too small to contain the entire table.

Action:

If you are in split screen mode, issue the COMBINE command before you try to EDIT or DISPLAY the panel summary
table.

ICPDEDIT09
Sub-panel "pnlname" is used more than once

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• You specified the named panel as both the Prefix and Suffix panel on the Panel Parameters Fill-in panel.
• You specified the named panel as its own Prefix or Suffix panel on the Panel Parameters Fill-in panel.

Action:

Change the specification in the Prefix or Suffix panel name field on the Panel Parameters Fill-in panel. Make sure the
panel is used only once.

ICPDEDIT10
Panel buffer exceeds 32K

Reason:
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You tried to DISPLAY or EDIT a facsimile of a panel that is larger than 32K, the maximum size of a panel. This error
occurred because you have a large panel that contains a repeating group. A facsimile of such a panel can expand to more
than 32K in size.

Action:

Reduce the size of the panel by redefining or deleting the repeating group.

ICPDEDIT11
User has exceeded 64 panel limit

Reason:

An internal error occurred. A PDF/PMS user can acquire up to 64panels in one transaction.

Action:

Reduce the number of acquired panels. If this error persists, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP01
INTERR: Insufficient memory

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP02
INTERR: Internal system error

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP03
INTERR: Output control char wrong. Fix VPE batch file table.

Reason:

The carriage control character in the I/O buffer does not match the control character specified in the file definition.

Action:

Check the VPE batch file table to be sure that the RECFM parameter is set to FBA or to FBM for AUXPRINT and
PSSPRT01 through PSSPRT16. Reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICPDERRP11
INTERR: LIB format error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP12
INTERR: LIB READ error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP13
INTERR: LIB WRITE error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP14
INTERR: Insufficient memory

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP15
INTERR: MEM format error, LIB=libname

Reason:
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An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP16
INTERR: Error in LIB index, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP17
INTERR: LIB enqueue timeout, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP18
INTERR: LIB cannot be accessed, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP19
INTERR: LIB is full, LIB=libname

Reason:

The named library has no more available space.

Action:
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Use the PDF DELETE command to remove unneeded members from this library and reissue the command. However,
if all of the members are needed, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site
Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library
size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger dataset for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up, because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

 

ICPDERRP20
INTERR: MEM capacity exceeded, MEM=memname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the member. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP21
INTERR: MEM not found, MEM=memname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the member. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP22
INTERR: MEM already exists, MEM=memname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:
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Write down the name of the member. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP23
INTERR: Internal LIB error

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the library. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP31
INTERR: Main PNL not found, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP32
INTERR: Region is too small for service, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. You have requested a service for which there are not enough lines on the screen.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP33
INTERR: Error retrieving PNL from LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.
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ICPDERRP34
INTERR: Sub-PNL not found, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP35
INTERR: Error retrieving sub-PNL from LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP36
INTERR: Variable PNL used as sub-PNL, PNL=item-1

Reason:

You tried to use a variable panel as a Prefix or Suffix panel. A Prefix or Suffix panel must be a fixed-length panel.

Action:

Modify the Prefix or Suffix panel so that it is a fixed-length panel.

ICPDERRP37
INTERR: Invalid main PNL MEM on LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP38
INTERR: Invalid sub-PNL MEM on LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.
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Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP39
INTERR: PNL date/time stamp out of sync, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP40
INTERR: Main PNL name does not match LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP41
INTERR: Sub-PNL name does not match LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDERRP42
INTERR: Internal PNL error

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Write down the name of the panel. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command
area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.
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ICPDERRP51
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB is full

Reason:

The output library has no more available space.

Action:

Use the PDF DELETE command to remove unneeded members from this library and reissue the command. However,
if all of the members are needed, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site
Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL) and use the following
procedure to increase library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger dataset for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use SCPSUTIL to initialize the library.
6. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up, because you create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICPDERRP52
INTERR: MAXLINES exceeds site maximum, OUTPUT item-1

Reason:

The displayed number exceeds the site-defined default for the maximum number of lines for print output.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator for the site maximum. Use the SET OUT SESSION command to display the Print Options
panel. Either change the value for the maximum number of lines to a value less than the site maximum, or ask your Site
Administrator to increase the value of the site maximum if it is too low.

ICPDERRP53
INTERR: Invalid DESTINATION type, OUTPUT item-1

Reason:

You specified the named invalid type for DESTINATION. Valid types are:

• LIB online library
• NET network printer
• SYS system printer

Action:
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Specify one of these valid types as the DESTINATION.

ICPDERRP54
INTERR: Invalid DESTINATION name, OUTPUT item-1

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• The named DESTINATION name does not exist.
• You specified a DESTINATION name that does not match the DESTINATION type, for example, you specified the

name of a system printer, but specified the destination type as network.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS (DIS OUT DESTINATIONS) command in the command area. Make sure
that the name assigned to DESTINATION was defined and that the name matches the DESTINATION type.

ICPDERRP55
INTERR: Invalid OUTPUT status, OUTPUT xxxx

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP56
INTERR: OUTPUT COPIES exceeds maximum, OUTPUT item-1

Reason:

You specified a value for OUTPUT COPIES that exceeds the maximum of99 copies.

Action:

Reduce the number of copies requested to a number from 1 through 99.

ICPDERRP57
INTERR: Number of simultaneous OUTPUTs exceeds max of 16

Reason:

You tried to create more than 16 reports from a single program.

Action:

Reduce the number of reports generated by that program. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICPDERRP58
INTERR: Invalid OUTPUT name specified: name

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP59
INTERR: Maximum print lines exceeded, OUTPUT ID xxxx

Reason:

The number of lines in your report exceeds the maximum number of lines defined at open time.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to increase the maximum number of lines.

ICPDERRP60
INTERR: Print Subsystem internal error

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP61
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB in use, please try later

Reason:

You tried to access the output library, but it was in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If you continue to receive this message, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the library.

ICPDERRP62
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB directory is full

Reason:

You tried to create a member on the OUTPUT LIBRARY, but there is not enough room for the new member. The library
can contain members that should be deleted because their retention periods expired.

Action:
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Ask your Site Administrator to perform a recovery on the library or to use the PDF DELETE command to remove
unneeded members from this library and reissue the command. However, if all of the members are needed, ask your Site
Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility
(VLSUTIL) and the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger dataset for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use SCPSUTIL to initialize the library.
6. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up, because you create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICPDERRP98
INTERR: xxxx,ERRID=nnn,ERRID=item-2

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDERRP99
INTERR: Internal system error

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Many conditions can generate this message.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDETBL01
Fields can only be moved to one destination

Reason:

There is more than one destination that is using this field. However, a field can only be moved to one destination. The
cursor was placed on the move operation symbol that is at the start of the field.

Action:
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Either remove the reference to this field at additional destinations or change the operation symbol to the copy operation
symbol. The destinations using the field can be determined from the list of pending operations displayed on the pending
line.

ICPDETBL02
There is insufficient space at the destination

Reason:

When fields are moved or copied to a destination, they replace blanks and null characters. There must be a sufficient
number of blank or null characters to accommodate all of the source fields for the destination.

Action:

You must provide additional blank or null character positions at the destination for the move or copy operation. Either use
the terminal character delete and insert keys to provide additional space for the destination or remove the destination
clause and place it at a location in the panel that has more room.

ICPDEXEP02
MEMBER userid   memname not found

Reason:

The named member cannot be found.

Action:

Make sure you spell the optional user-id and the member name correctly, and reissue the command.

ICPDEXEP04
"command" may not be executed in an EXECUTE MEMBER

Reason:

You tried to issue an invalid command from a PDF executable member. You cannot issue the following commands from an
executable member:

• COMBINE
• DDOL
• OFF
• SPLIT

Action:

Remove all prohibited commands from the member and resubmit the member.

ICPDFDEF01
"REAL" attribute table missing pseudo value for "pnlname"

Reason:

Attributes of panel fields on the named panel were converted to an internal numeric value that cannot be located.

Action:
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Write down the error message number and text, the name of the panel, the names of the fields, and all other relevant
information. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDFDEF02
Panel field cannot be found

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY a panel field that does not exist.

Action:

Look at the Summary Table. Make sure the field name is spelled correctly, and reissue the command.

ICPDFIRF01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Input Rules Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFIRN01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Input Rules Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFLAF02
"xxxx" EXTENSION NOT FOUND IN "fldname" FIELD

Reason:

PDF cannot locate information needed for the named field.

Action:

Delete the field from the panel, then re-add the field. If the problem recurs, report it to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

ICPDFLAF03
PMS FUNC="FUNC=xx" - RETURN CODE="CO DE=xx"

Reason:

The layout processor function received a non-zero return code.

Action:
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Write down the named function and the return code. Search the documentation for a description of the code. Report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDFORF01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Output Rules Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFORN01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Output Rules Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFSUF01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Field Summary Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFSUN01
This panel has no fields defined

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Field Summary Table of a panel that has no fields defined.

Action:

Make sure the layout of the panel includes at least one field before you reissue the EDIT or DISPLAY command.

ICPDFXYF01
panel field cannot be found

Reason:

The field named in a DATAENTRY command cannot be located. You specified either DISPLAY PNL pnlname DAT nn or
EDIT PNL pnlname DAT nn, where pnlname is the name of a panel and nn is a field name or number.

Action:
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Look at the Summary Table and check the panel's field names and numbers. Reissue the command.

ICPDICCB01
"INPUT" is not allowed on this panel

Reason:

From stand-alone PDF, you tried to use the INPUT command on something other than the panel layout panel.

Action:

If you want to modify the panel layout, go to the panel layout panel before you use the INPUT command.

ICPDICCB02
Version number must be numeric

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric version number. Valid values are 1through 999.

Action:

Specify a valid version number and reissue the command.

ICPDICCB03
Run Status must be "R" or "P"

Reason:

You specified an invalid run status. Valid values for run status are:

• P
private

• R
resident

Action:

Specify a run status of P or R and reissue the command.

ICPDICCB04
PNL pnlname VER version not found in current system

Reason:

You specified a panel name and panel version that do not exist in the current system.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a list of the
panels in the current system. If the current system contains the panel and the version you want, make sure you spell the
panel name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDICCB05
"SCROLL" is not allowed on this panel
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Reason:

You issued the SCROLL command on the facsimile of a panel that contains a variably occurring repeating group.
However, on this type of panel the SCROLL command is invalid.

Action:

If you want to use the SCROLL command on this panel, delete the repeating group or fix its size. If you prefer to keep the
variably occurring repeating group on this panel, take no action.

ICPDLINK02
Only one repeating group is allowed per panel

Reason:

You tried to specify more than one repeating group on a single panel.

Action:

Look at the Field Summary Table. Check the level numbers and make sure you specified only one repeating group on the
panel.

ICPDLINK03
No more than "24" fields per panel row are allowed

Reason:

You tried to add fields to a panel layout, but you created a row with more than 24 fields. One row cannot contain more
than 24 fields.

Action:

Change the panel layout. Make sure that no row contains more than 24 fields.

ICPDLINK04
Panel definition exceeds the maximum size allowed

Reason:

You tried to increase the size of panel to more than 32K, the maximum size for one panel.

Action:

Modify the panel. Make sure the size of the panel is below the 32K limit.

ICPDMDVP01
Dataview field insertion not valid in this environment

Reason:

You can copy fields from a dataview only in a Ideal for Datacom environment.

Action:

You must copy dataview fields into a panel only under Ideal for Datacom.
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ICPDMDVP02
Conflict in copy dataview options specified

Reason:

A conflict exists in the specification of copy dataview options.

Action:

Select a different combination of options.

ICPDMDVP04
Version MUST be numeric, 'PROD' or 'Tnnn'

Reason:

The form of the version number is incorrect.

Action:

Enter either PROD for a dataview that is in PROD status or the letter T followed by a three-character version number. Use
the Tnnn form for dataviews that are in test status.

ICPDMDVP05
Field Insertion Selection is invalid or incomplete

Reason:

The field insertion selection is invalid as specified.

Action:

Check field insertion selection for valid sequencing.

ICPDMDVP06
Specify NUMERICs followed by either a COMMA, HYPHEN, or SPACE

Reason:

The field insertion selection is invalid as specified.

Action:

Check field insertion selection for valid sequencing.

 

ICPDMDVP07
Field Insertion Selection RANGE invalid

Reason:

Field insertion selection range is invalid.

Action:

Check the selection and retype a numeric entry.
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ICPDMEDP02
Panel "pnlname" cannot be found in the "libname" library

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the named panel, but that panel does not exist in the named library.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a list of the
panels in the current system. If the current system contains the panel you want to EDIT or DISPLAY, make sure you spell
the panel name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDMEDP04
Panel "pnlname" cannot be found in current system

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the named panel, but the panel does not exist in the current system.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a list of the
panels in the current system. If the current system contains the panel you want to EDIT or DISPLAY, make sure you spell
the panel name correctly before you reissue the command.

ICPDMEDP05
Panel "pnlname" ver "nnn" cannot be found in current system

Reason:

You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the named panel, but that version of the panel does not exist in the current system.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a list of the
panels in the current system. If the current system contains the panel you want to EDIT or DISPLAY, make sure you spell
the panel name correctly and specify a valid version number before you reissue the command.

ICPDMEDP06
Panel "pnlname" version "nnn" is not in "TEST" status

Reason:

You tried to EDIT a panel that was marked to PROD or HIST.

Action:

Duplicate the panel to the next version or duplicate the panel to a new name before you try to EDIT it.

ICPDMEDP07
Panel busy, try again later

Reason:

You tried to EDIT a panel that some other user was editing or compiling.
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Action:

Try again. If no one else is using this panel, this message can indicate an outstanding enqueue. If there is an outstanding
enqueue, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the panel.

ICPDMEDP08
User is unauthorized to EDIT a panel

Reason:

You are not authorized to EDIT or DISPLAY a panel.

Action:

If you should be authorized to EDIT or DISPLAY a panel, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDMEDP09
BACKUP member

Reason:

You issued the DISPLAY ROLLBACK (D ROLL) command on a panel. Now, you are viewing the backup member for that
panel, that is, the panel definition that existed at the last checkpoint. This is an informative message.

Action:

No action is required. To return to the current panel definition from the backup member, either type Return and press the
Enter key or press the PF2 key.

ICPDMEDP10
A prior abend occurred - Display mode

Reason:

You issued the DISPLAY PANEL pnlname command for a panel where an abend occurred in a previous editing session.

Action:

No action is required, however, two actions are possible:

• To view the backup member for the displayed panel, that is, the panel definition that existed at the last checkpoint,
issue the DISPLAY ROLLBACK (D ROLL) command on the panel. You receive the ICPDMEDP09 message. To return
to the current panel definition from the backup member, either type Return and press the Enter key or press the PF2
key.

• If you want to exit from the panel, either type Return and press the Enter key or press the PF2 key.

 

ICPDMEDP11
Command does not apply to current facility

Reason:

You specified a command that cannot be executed in the current facility, for example, you issued the DISPLAY
ROLLBACK (D ROLL) command on a FACSIMILE panel. The system takes no action.

Action:
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No action is required, however, you can make sure you are in a facility that allows the command. If the facility allows the
command, review command syntax, check your spelling, and reissue the command.

ICPDMEDP12
Prior abend occurred - Choose CHECKPOINT or ROLLBACK

Reason:

You issued the EDIT PANEL pnlname command for a panel where an abend occurred in a previous editing session.

Action:

You can edit one of two panel definitions: the panel definition that existed at the last checkpoint or the current panel
definition, which is displayed. If you edit the displayed panel, you create a new checkpoint and cannot view the panel
definition from the previous editing session.

To view the panel definition that existed at the last checkpoint, issue the DISPLAY ROLLBACK (D ROLL) command on the
panel. You receive the ICPDMEDP09 message. To return to the current panel definition from the backup member, either
type Return and press the Enter key or press the PF2 key. You have two choices:

• You can edit the panel definition that existed at the last checkpoint: issue the ROLLBACK command.
• You can edit the currently displayed panel definition: issue the CHECKPOINT command. This specifies a new

checkpoint.

 

ICPDMEDP13
Panel in use by user user-id, try again later

Reason:

The panel is being edited by the user specified.

Action:

Try again later or contact the user to verify they are still accessing the panel in an edit session. If not, then that user
should edit the panel and expect to get a message to choose ROLLBACK or CHECKPOINT to recover a previously
abended edit session.

ICPDMEFP01
Other high-lighted fields cant be input when type changed to X

Reason:

You entered values for fields on the Extended Field Definition panel that are valid only for numeric fields. You then
changed the field type and attribute to alphanumeric.

Action:

If you want the field to be alphanumeric, remove all values that pertain only to numeric fields.

ICPDMEFP02
Wrong option in high-lighted field(s)

Reason:

You entered an invalid value in a field.
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Action:

Check the list of valid values that is displayed, and type a valid value into the field.

ICPDMEFP03
Flds  fld1 have fieldname "both"

Reason:

You tried to change the field name on the Extended Field Definition panel to the name of a field that already exists on this
panel. The name of each field on a panel must be unique.

Action:

Make sure that the name of each field on a panel is unique.

ICPDMEFP04
First character of name cannot be numeric

Reason:

You tried to change the first character of a field name on the Extended Field Definition panel to a number. The first
character of a field name cannot be numeric.

Action:

Make sure the first character of the field name is a valid character and that each field name conforms to all naming
convention rules.

ICPDMEFP05
Input-fill-character must be zero for type=N

Reason:

You specified something other than a 0 or a Z as the input-fill character for a field of type=N (numeric).

Action:

Specify 0 or Z in the input-fill-character field. An entry of 0 is automatically converted to Z.

ICPDMEFP06
Range value cannot be longer than field

Reason:

You specified a minimum or maximum value that is longer than the field definition.

Action:

Change the minimum or maximum value. Make sure that neither value is longer than the field.

ICPDMEFP07
Edit output cannot be longer than field

Reason:

You specified an edit pattern on the Extended Field Definition panel that exceeds the length of the field.
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Action:

Change the edit pattern or the length of the field. Make sure the edit pattern conforms to the length of the field.

ICPDMEFP08
Output-fill-character cannot be a numeric digit

Reason:

You specified a numeral (0-9) as the output-fill-character. Valid values for the output-fill-character are:

• S
Spaces

• L
Low value

• U
Underscore

Action:

Specify one of these valid values for the output-fill-character.

ICPDMEFP09
Cannot have "ensureinput" on a "required field"

Reason:

You selected both the ensureinput option on the Field Summary Table panel or the Extended Field Definition panel and
the required field option on the Input Rules panel. The ensureinput option automatically returns the input-fill-character
to your program only if no data was entered in a field. A required field forces you to enter a value into a field. These two
options are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Select only one of these two options.

ICPDMEFP10
DBCS data is invalid as an attribute

Reason:

You specified DBCS data in the attribute field of the Extended Field Definition. A list of valid attribute values displays on
the Extended Field Definition panel. Valid attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
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Lowlight
• A

327x alpha
• N

327x numeric
• E

Ensure received
• C

Cursor

Action:

Enter one or more of these valid attribute values into the attribute field. Make sure you do not enter conflicting attributes,
such as U and P, into the attribute field.

ICPDMEFP11
"-" invalid in assembler name

Reason:

You put a dash (-) in the assembler name field. You cannot use a dash as part of the assembler name.

Action:

Change the assembler name, make sure it does not contain a dash, and reissue the command.

ICPDMEFP12
Minimum-required-decimals only valid for justify=A

Reason:

You specified a value for the minimum-required-decimals field on the Extended Field Definition panel, but justify=A (align
by decimal point) was not specified. You can only enter a value into that field when justify=A is specified.

Action:

Either specify justify=A before you specify a value in the minimum-required-decimals field or leave the field blank.

ICPDMEFP13
Invalid character in alphanumeric name

Reason:

You specified a field name that contains at least one invalid character on the Extended Field Definition panel. Valid
characters are alphanumeric or national characters.

Action:

Change the field name. Make sure that the characters it contains are alphabetic or national characters. Reissue the
command.

ICPDMEFP14
Minimum-value must be less than or equal Maximum-value

Reason:
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Minimum value is greater than the maximum value for a field on the Extended Field Definition panel. The minimum value
must be equal to or less than the maximum value.

Action:

Change one or both of these values. Make sure the maximum value is greater than or equal to the minimum value.

ICPDMEFP15
"x" is an invalid attribute

Reason:

You specified an invalid value in the attribute field on the Extended Field Definition. A list of valid attribute values displays
on the Field Definition panel. Valid attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
Lowlight

• A
327x alpha

• N
327x numeric

• E
Ensure received

• C
Cursor

Action:

Enter one or more of these valid attribute values into the attribute field. Make sure you do not enter conflicting attributes,
such as U and P, into the attribute field.

ICPDMEFP16
"attr1" and "attr2" are conflicting attributes

Reason:

You specified the named mutually exclusive attributes for a single field on the Extended Field Definition. For example, U
(unprotected) and P (protected) are conflicting attributes.

Action:

Select only one of the named attributes as an attribute of the field.
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ICPDMEFP17
Cannot have more than 1 decimal point

Reason:

You specified more than one decimal point in the Minimum or Maximum value field on the Extended Field Definition panel.
You can specify only one decimal point in either field.

Action:

Use only one decimal point when you specify the Minimum or Maximum value.

ICPDMEFP18
The sum of the number of integer and decimal places must be > 0

Reason:

You specified a value of 0.0 as the In.dp specification on the Extended Field Definition panel. Valid values are greater than
zero (0.0). If you do not specify a value for In.dp, PDF automatically specifies an integer value equal to the length of the
field.

Action:

Either specify a value greater than zero (0.0), for example, 0.1, or remove the value of 0.0 from the In.dp specification and
allow PDF to use the field length as the In.dp specification.

ICPDMEFP19
Cannot have non-numeric character

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric character in the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field for a numeric field on the
Extended Field Definition panel. Valid characters are numeric.

Action:

Change the specification. Make sure you enter only numeric characters into the Minimum or Maximum Value fields for
numeric fields.

ICPDMEFP20
Sum of integer + decimal places > 18

Reason:

The sum of the integer and decimal place values you specified in the In.dp specification on the Extended Field Definition
panel is more than 18.

Action:

Modify the In.dp specification. Make sure the total of the integer and decimal place values is 18 or fewer.

ICPDMEFP21
Sum of integer + decimal places > field length

Reason:
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The length of the integer and decimal place values you specified in the In.dp specification on the Extended Field Definition
panel is greater than the length of the field that contains the values.

Action:

Either modify the In.dp specification so that the field can contain the total number of numeric characters specified or
lengthen the field. Make sure these values are compatible before you continue.

ICPDMEFP22
Minimum-required-decimals > decimal-places

Reason:

You specified a value in the minimum-required-decimal (Mn.dp) field on the Extended Field Definition panel that exceeds
the number specified in the integers.decimal-places (In.dp) specification.

Action:

Change the value in at least one of these fields, preferably the value specified in the Mn.dp field. Make sure the value in
the Mn.dp field is less than or equal to the value specified in the In.dp field.

ICPDMEFP23
Field-length > 30 for numeric field

Reason:

You changed a field's type from X (alphanumeric) to N (numeric) on the Extended Field Definition panel, but the field's
length is greater than characters. Numeric fields, including the Edit pattern, cannot exceed 30 characters.

Action:

Either modify the field so that it contains no more than 30 characters, or change the field type back to X (alphanumeric).

ICPDMEFP24
Edit-pattern cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Check the Edit pattern, the In.dp specification, the Minimum Value field, and the Maximum Value field. Then change one
or more assigned values to make these four specifications compatible.

ICPDMEFP25
No decimal-places allowed when justify=L

Reason:

You specified that a field has decimal places and is left justified. You cannot have decimal places in a left justified field.

Action:

Either change the value entered in the justify field on the Input Rules panel to R (right justify) or A (align by decimal) or
change the In.dp specification on the Extended Field Definition panel or the Summary Table panel.
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ICPDMEFP26
Justify=A only valid for type=N

Reason:

You specified that an alphanumeric field (type=X) is aligned by decimal (justify=A). An alphanumeric field cannot have a
decimal place or be aligned by decimal. Only numeric fields (type=N) can be justified by alignment.

Action:

Either change the value entered in the justify field on the Input Rules Table to L (left) or R (right) or change the field type to
N (numeric).

ICPDMEFP27
Minimum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Check the Minimum value, the In.dp specification, and the Edit pattern, then change one or more assigned values to make
these three values compatible.

ICPDMEFP28
Maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Check the Maximum value, the Minimum value, the In.dp specification, and the Edit pattern, then change one or more
assigned values to make these four specifications compatible.

ICPDMEFP29
Both minimum and maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You specified Minimum and Maximum values as integer values, but you specified an integer and decimal value as the
In.dp specification. These values must agree.

Action:

Specify Minimum and Maximum values that agree with the In.dp specification, or change the In.dp specification to agree
with the Minimum and Maximum values.

ICPDMEFP30
Extra characters beyond end of number

Reason:

There is at least one embedded space in either the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field.
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Action:

Change the assigned value in either field by removing embedded space.

ICPDMEFP31
Too many integer digits

Reason:

You specified a Minimum or Maximum value on the Extended Field attribute panel that is longer than the field itself.

Action:

Reduce the Minimum or Maximum value or increase the length of the panel field. Make sure these three values are
compatible.

ICPDMEFP32
Negative range only valid when allow-minus-sign=Y

Reason:

You specified a negative value for the Minimum Value field or the Maximum value field on the Extended Field Definition
panel, but you did not specify Y (yes) for the allow-minus-sign field. To have a negative Minimum or Maximum value, you
must specify allow-minus-sign as Y.

Action:

Either change the Minimum or Maximum Value field to a positive value or specify Y in the allow-minus-sign field.

ICPDMEFP33
Cannot have more than 1 minus-sign

Reason:

You specified more than one minus sign in the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field on the Extended Field
Definition panel.

Action:

Delete one or more of the minus signs. Make sure you have no more than one minus sign in the Minimum or Maximum
Value fields.

ICPDMEFP34
Too many decimal digits

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with more decimal digits than were specified in the In.dp specification on the Summary Table
panel or on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Make sure the value of the Edit pattern agrees with the value of the In.dp specification. Decrease the number of digits
used in the Edit pattern, or increase, if possible, the number of digits used in the In.dp specification.
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ICPDMEFP35
Edit-pattern has too many picture positions

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with more than 19 picture positions.

Action:

Modify the Edit pattern. Make sure the Edit pattern contains no more than 19 picture positions.

ICPDMEFP36
Edit-pattern has illegal picture character

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with at least one invalid picture character. Valid picture characters are:

• "$"
dollar sign

• ""*
asterisk

• "+"
plus sign

• ","
comma

• "."
period

• "?"
question-mark

• "<-"
left-arrow

• ">"
right-arrow

• "/"
slash

Action:

Specify an Edit pattern using only these valid picture characters. Make sure your Edit pattern contains no more than 19
picture positions.

ICPDMEFP37
Edit-pattern has duplicate decimal point

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with more than one decimal point on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Delete one or more of the decimal points. Make sure you have no more than one decimal point in the Edit pattern.
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ICPDMEFP38
Edit-pattern has mixed suppression characters

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains more than one type of suppression character. Only one type of suppression
character can be used in an Edit pattern.

Action:

Change your Edit pattern. Make sure you use only one type of suppression character.

ICPDMEFP39
Edit-pattern has duplicate signs

Reason:

You specified either a plus sign (+) or a minus sign (-) more than once in the Edit pattern.

Action:

Change your Edit pattern. Specify only one sign and specify that sign once only.

ICPDMEFP40
Edit-pattern has mixed sign characters

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains both plus (+) and minus (-) signs.

Action:

Change your Edit pattern. Specify only one sign and specify that sign once only.

ICPDMEFP41
Edit-pattern has invalid repeat factor

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric value for the number of times a character in an Edit pattern is repeated. Only numeric values
are valid repeat factors.

Action:

Use a numeric value to specify the number of times a character repeats.

ICPDMEFP42
Edit-pattern has no digit positions

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains only suppression characters and no 9's.

Action:

Provide at least one digit position.
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ICPDMEFP43
DEII field names must be LE 15 characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Extended Field Definition panel. A PDF field name that a DE-II application uses
cannot be more than 15 characters long.

Action:

Specify the name of the field and make sure the field name contains no more than 15 characters.

ICPDMEFP44
This field is valid only when a range is specified

Reason:

ALLOW EOF permits the terminal EOF key to be used on a field regardless of the range specification. This option is only
valid when MIN and MAX range values were entered.

Action:

Remove the option value entered or enter a MIN and MAX range specification.

ICPDMFAP01
Data was entered into an unnamed field

Reason:

You entered data into an unnamed field when you edited the facsimile of a panel.

Action:

Specify a name for the field on the panel's Summary Table before you enter data into that field.

ICPDMHDP01
Datacom Datadictionary required relationships outstanding

Reason:

An ADDENTIT is processed for the current entity occurrence, but at least one required relationship was not implemented.

Action:

Contact your Site Administrator.

ICPDMHDP02
Panel "pnlname" already exists (libname)

Reason:

You tried to issue the CREATE panel name command, but a panel with that name already exists in the named library. You
cannot create a panel that already exists.

Action:
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Use the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display the names of existing panels. Either EDIT the existing
panel of that name or choose a unique name for your new panel and reissue the CREATE panel name command.

ICPDMHDP03
Panel-name must be supplied

Reason:

You entered a Short description or a Description on the Panel Creation fill-in panel, but you did not specify the panel
name.

Action:

Specify a unique panel name on the Panel Creation fill-in panel.

ICPDMHDP04
Panel-name "pnlname" contains an invalid character

Reason:

You specified a panel name that contains at least one invalid character. Valid characters are alphanumeric or national
characters.

Action:

Specify a panel name that conforms to naming conventions.

ICPDMHDP05
Library "libname" is full

Reason:

You tried to EDIT a panel's Identification definition, but the named library is full.

Action:

Use the PDF DELETE command to remove unneeded members from this library and reissue the command. However,
if all of the members are needed, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site
Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library
size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 
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ICPDMHDP06
Choose R, RES, RESIDENT, P, PRI, or PRIVATE for Run Status

Reason:

This message is only issued from stand-alone PDF. You specified an invalid Run Status on the Identification panel. Valid
values for Run Status are R (RESIDENT or RES), which enables the panel to reside in global storage, or P (PRIVATE or
PRI). P is the default. This message is only generated when you edit the Identification panel under PDF/PMS.

Action:

Specify a valid Run Status on the Identification panel.\

ICPDMHDP07
Data Administrator - has rejected request

Reason:

The user exit for Datacom Datadictionary rejected your request to create panel. The panel name might be invalid.

Action:

Refer to site standards and to appropriate documentation. Specify a valid panel name. If the error recurs, contact your Site
Administrator.

ICPDMHDP09
Version MUST be numeric, PROD or Tnnn

Reason:

The form of the version number is incorrect.

Action:

Enter either PROD for a dataview that is in PROD status or the letter T followed by a three character version number. Use
the Tnnn form for dataviews that are in test status.

ICPDMHDP10
DVW version has invalid numeric digits

Reason:

The form of the version number is incorrect.

Action:

Enter either PROD for a dataview that is in PROD status or the letter T followed by a three-character version number. Use
the Tnnn form for dataviews that are in test status.

ICPDMHDP11
Field RANGE must be numeric

Reason:

Field numbers specified in a range must be numeric.

Action:
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Reenter the field range specification using the numbers of the fields shown in the dataview display.

ICPDMHDP12
Start range cannot be greater than end range

Reason:

The leftmost field number in a range specification must be less than the rightmost field number.

Action:

Reenter the field range ensuring that the leftmost field number is less than the rightmost number.

ICPDMHDS01
User not authorized to create panels

Reason:

You are not authorized to CREATE a panel.

Action:

If you should be authorized to CREATE a panel, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDMHDS02
Panelname must be from 1 to 7 characters long

Reason:

The panel name must be from one to seven characters in length.

Action:

Reenter the create command with a panel name that fits the above guidelines. 

ICPDMHDS03
Panel "pnlname" already exists on "xxx"

Reason:

You tried to issue the CREATE PANEL panel name command, but a panel with that name already exists in the named
VLS library. You cannot create a panel that already exists.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display the names of existing panels. Either EDIT the existing
panel or choose a unique name for your new panel and reissue the CREATE PANEL panel name command.

ICPDMHDS04
Dataview  dataview-name  Ver  dataview-version not found

Reason:

The dataview indicated above was not found. Ensure that the version number is correct for the named dataview.

Action:
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Reenter the create command with the correct name and version.

ICPDMHDS05
Dataview  dataview-name not cataloged

Reason:

A dataview must be cataloged before it can be used as the source for fields to copy into a panel.

Action:

Use the CATALOG command to catalog the dataview before using it as the source for fields to copy into a panel.

ICPDMHDS06
Dataview  dataview-name is in use, try later

Reason:

Another user is currently holding the dataview for modification. Its unavailable for use in a create panel command at this
time.

Action:

Wait until the dataview is available before reattempting this create command. You can also choose to add the dataview
fields into the panel after the panel is created. This can be done using the COPY fill-in screen that is available in a panel
edit session.
If the dataview does not become available for an extended period of time, see your Site Administrator to determine if a
dequeue is necessary.

ICPDMHDS07
Internal error in accessing dataview  dataview-name

Reason:

An internal error occurred while trying to access the dataview.

Action:

Use the PRINT SCREEN command to obtain hardcopy. Contact your Site Administrator. Contact Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPDMHDS08
A version of panel pnlname already exists in pnlsystem

Reason:

A panel with this name already exists in the specified system. The existing panel might have a version number greater
than 1. You cannot create a panel when one exists under the same name in any version.

Action:

Make sure that the panel being created does not already exist in any version in the specified system.

ICPDMIRP01
Invalid character in alphanumeric name
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Reason:

You specified a field name that contains at least one invalid character on the Input Rules panel. Valid characters are
alphanumeric or national characters.

Action:

Change the field name. Make sure that the characters it contains are alphabetic or national characters. Reissue the
command.

ICPDMIRP03
First character of name cannot be numeric

Reason:

You tried to change the first character of a field name on the Input Rules panel to a number. The first character of a field
name cannot be numeric.

Action:

Make sure the first character of the field name is a valid character, and make sure that each field name conforms to all
naming convention rules.

ICPDMIRP04
Input-fill-character must be zero for type=N

Reason:

You specified something other than a 0 or a Z as the input fill character for a field of type=N (numeric).

Action:

Specify 0 or Z in the input-fill-character field. An entry of 0 is automatically converted to Z.

ICPDMIRP05
Range value cannot be longer than field

Reason:

You specified a Minimum or Maximum value that is longer than the field definition.

Action:

Change the Minimum or Maximum value. Make sure that neither value is longer than the field.

ICPDMIRP06
Cannot have "ensureinput" on a "required field"

Reason:

You selected both the ensureinput option on the Summary Table panel or the Extended Field Definition panel and the
required field option on the Input Rules panel. The ensureinput option automatically returns the input-fill-character to your
program only if no data was entered in a field. A required field forces you to enter a value into a field. These two options
are mutually exclusive.

Action:

Select only one of these two options.
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ICPDMIRP07
Minimum-required-decimals only valid for justify=A

Reason:

You specified a value for the minimum- required-decimals field on the Input Rules panel, but justify=A (align by decimal
point) was not specified. You can only enter a value into that field when justify=A is specified.

Action:

Either specify justify=A before you specify a value in the minimum-required-decimals field or leave the field blank.

ICPDMIRP08
Minimum-value must be less than or equal Maximum-value

Reason:

Minimum value is greater than the Maximum value for a field on the Input Rules panel. The Minimum value must be equal
to or less than the Maximum value.

Action:

Change one or both of these values. Make sure the Maximum value is greater than or equal to the Minimum value.

ICPDMIRP09
Specify "N", "", "H", or "B" for error-handling*

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for error-handling on the Input Rules panel. Valid values are:

• N
No value

• &asterisk.
Fill with error-fill-character

• H
High intensity

• B
H when illegal value and * when required field is missing

Action:

Specify either N, *, H, or B for error-handling.

ICPDMIRP10
Specify "Y" or "N" for required

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for required on the Input Rules panel. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for required.
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ICPDMIRP11
Specify "N", "R", "L", or "A" for justify-input

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for justify-input on the Input Rules panel. Valid values are:

• N
No justification

• R
Right justification

• L
Left justification

• A
Align by decimal point

Action:

Specify either N, R, L, or A for justify-input.

ICPDMIRP12
Specify "M" or "U" for case

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for case. Valid values are:

• M
Mixed case (upper and lower case)

• U
Upper case only

Action:

Specify either M or U for case.

ICPDMIRP13
Specify "Y" or "N" for allow-digit-separator

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for allow-digit-separator. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for allow-digit-separator.

ICPDMIRP14
Specify "Y" or "N" for allow-minus-sign

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for allow-minus-sign. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for allow-minus-sign.
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ICPDMIRP15
Specify "Y" or "N" for allow-currency

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for allow currency. Valid values are Y for yes or N for no.

Action:

Specify either Y or N for allow-currency.

ICPDMIRP16
Specify "E", "T", or "N" for check-digit

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for check-digit. Valid values are:

• E
Modulo 11

• T
Modulo 10

• N
None

Action:

Specify either E, T, or N for check-digit.

ICPDMIRP17
Cannot have more than 1 decimal point

Reason:

You specified more than one decimal point in the Minimum or Maximum value field on the Input Rules panel.

Action:

Use only one decimal point when you specify the Minimum or Maximum value.

ICPDMIRP18
You must specify integer or decimal places

Reason:

You must specify integer or decimal places.

Action:

Specify integer or decimal places.

ICPDMIRP19
Cannot have non-numeric character

Reason:
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You specified a non-numeric character in the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field for a numeric field on the
Input Rules panel. Valid characters are numeric.

Action:

Change the specification. Make sure you enter only numeric characters into the Minimum or Maximum Value fields for
numeric fields.

ICPDMIRP20
Sum of integer + decimal places > 18

Reason:

The sum of the integer and decimal place values is greater than 18.

Action:

Modify the In.dp specification. Make sure the total of the integrand decimal place values is 18 or fewer.

ICPDMIRP21
Sum of integer + decimal places > field length

Reason:

The sum of the integer and decimal places is greater than the field's length.

Action:

Revise the In.dp specification so that the sum of the integer and decimal places is less than or equal to the field length.

ICPDMIRP22
Minimum-required-decimals > decimal-places

Reason:

You specified a value in the minimum-required-decimal (Mn.dp) field on the Input Rules panel that exceeds the number
specified in the integers.decimal places (In.dp) specification.

Action:

Change the value in at least one of these fields, preferably the value specified in the Mn.dp field. Make sure the value in
the Mn.dp field is less than or equal to the value specified in the In.dp field.

ICPDMIRP23
Field-length > 30 for numeric field

Reason:

The field length is greater than 30. This exceeds the maximum length supported for a numeric field.

Action:

Reduce the field length to be less than or equal to 30.

ICPDMIRP24
Edit-pattern cannot be converted
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Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Input Rules panel.

Action:

Check the Edit pattern, the In.dp specification, Minimum value, and Maximum value fields on the Extended Field Definition
panel, and change one or more assigned values to make these four specifications compatible.

ICPDMIRP25
No decimal-places allowed when justify=L

Reason:

You specified that a field has decimal places and is left justified. You cannot have decimal places in a left justified field.

Action:

Either change the value entered in the justify field on the Input Rules panel or change the In.dp specification on the
Extended Field Definition panel or the Summary Table panel.

ICPDMIRP26
Justify=A only valid for type=N

Reason:

You specified that an alphanumeric field (type=X) is aligned by decimal (justify=A). An alphanumeric field cannot have a
decimal place or be aligned by decimal. Only numeric fields (type=N) can be justified by alignment.

Action:

Either change the value entered in the justify field on the Input Rules Table to L (left) or R (right) or change the field type to
N (numeric).

ICPDMIRP27
Minimum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Check the Minimum value, the In.dp specification, and the Edit pattern, then change one or more assigned values to make
these three values compatible.

ICPDMIRP28
Maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting information on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Check the Maximum value, the Minimum value, the In.dp specification, and the Edit pattern, then change one or more
assigned values to make these four specifications compatible.
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ICPDMIRP29
Both minimum and maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You specified minimum and maximum ranges as integer values, while specifying an integer and decimal value in the In.dp
specification on the Summary Table or Extended Field Definition panel. These values must agree.

Action:

Specify Minimum and Maximum values that agree with the In.dp specification, or change the In.dp specification to agree
with the Minimum and Maximum values.

ICPDMIRP30
Extra characters beyond end of number

Reason:

There is at least one embedded space in either the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field.

Action:

Change the assigned value in either field by removing embedded space.

ICPDMIRP31
Too many integer digits

Reason:

You specified a Minimum or Maximum value on the Extended Field attribute panel that is longer than the field itself.

Action:

Reduce the Minimum or Maximum value or increase the length of the panel field. Make sure these three values are
compatible.

ICPDMIRP32
Negative range only valid when allow-minus-sign=Y

Reason:

You specified a negative value for the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field on the Input Rules panel, but you
did not specify Y (yes) for the allow-minus-sign field. To have a negative Minimum or Maximum value, you must specify
allow-minus-sign as Y.

Action:

Either change the Minimum or Maximum Value field to a positive value or specify Y in the allow-minus-sign field.

ICPDMIRP33
Cannot have more than 1 minus-sign

Reason:

You specified more than one minus sign in the Minimum Value field or the Maximum Value field on the Input Rules panel.

Action:
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Delete one or more of the minus signs. Make sure you have no more than one minus sign in the Minimum or Maximum
Value fields.

ICPDMIRP34
Too many decimal digits

Reason:

You specified a Minimum value or a Maximum value with more decimal digits than were specified in the In.dp specification
on the Summary Table panel or on the Extended Field Definition panel.

Action:

Make sure the Minimum and Maximum values agree with the value of the In.dp specification. Decrease the number
of digits specified for the Maximum or Minimum value or increase, if possible, the number of digits used in the In.dp
specification.

ICPDMIRP35
Minimum-required-decimals cannot be converted

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric value for a field's minimum required decimal (Mn.dp) specification. Only numeric values are
valid.

Action:

Specify a numeric value for minimum required decimals.

ICPDMIRP36
Only group fields may be conditionally required

Reason:

You specified a non-group field as C (conditional) for required. Only group fields can be conditionally required. Valid
values for non-group fields are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify Y or N for required.

ICPDMIRP37
Specify "Y" or "N" for must-fill

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for must-fill. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify Y or N for must-fill.

ICPDMIRP38
Specify "Y" or "N" or "C" for required

Reason:
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You specified an invalid value for required. Valid values are:

• Y
Yes

• N
No

• C
Conditional

Action:

Specify either Y, N, or C for required. You can only specify C for group fields.

ICPDMIRP39
Continue previous field name or remove previous ";"

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Input Rules panel. You entered a ; (semicolon) in the 18th position, which
means that you intend to continue the name of the field on the next line. However, you did not enter any characters on the
second line. A valid specification for a continued field name requires at least one character on the second line.

Action:

There are two possible actions:

• If you fully specified the name of the field on one line, delete the ; (semicolon). Reissue the command.
• If you did not fully specify the name of the field on one line, complete the field name specification on the second line.

Reissue the command.

 

ICPDMIRP40
A field may not be continued more than once

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Input Rules panel. You tried to specify a field name on more than two lines. You
can continue a field name on a second line by typing the continuation character, ; (semicolon), in the 18th position on the
first line, but you can only continue the field name once.

Action:

Modify the field name specification. If you specified more than one continuation character, ; (semicolon), remove all of
them except for the one on the first line, and shorten the name of the field. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name more than once and that your field name is no more than 32 characters long. Reissue the command.

ICPDMIRP41
Field names must be 15 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Input Rules panel. A PDF field name that a DE-II application uses cannot be
more than 15 characters long.

Action:
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Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 15 characters, and reissue the command.

ICPDMIRP42
Field names must be 32 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Input Rules panel. A valid field name can contain no more than 32 characters.

Action:

Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 32 characters. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name onto more than one line. Reissue the command.

ICPDMIRP43
Specify "Y" or "N" for Allow EOF value

Reason:

The value entered for Allow EOF in range is not valid.

Action:

Enter either Y for yes to allow EOF in a range or N for no to disallow EOF in a range.

ICPDMLYP01
The last edit-id in the range must be > the first

Reason:

You tried to add a field to a panel using the displayed symbol, but that character is a PDF symbol that is reserved for
another action, such as START, END, DELETE, or REPEAT. The add field symbol displays on the Parameters panel fill-in.
Its default value is +.

Action:

Check the Parameters panel fill-in to see the valid add field symbol. You can change the add field symbol specification.
Use a valid symbol to add a field to your panel.

ICPDMLYP02
Only up to 9 fields can be copied or moved at a time

Reason:

With copy or move fields pending, the additional copy or move operations exceeds the maximum number allowed. The
maximum number of copy and move operations that can be outstanding at a time is 9.

Action:

Specify no more than a total of 9 copy and move operations at one time.

ICPDMLYP03
Only up to 50 destinations can be specified at a time

Reason:
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With destinations already pending, you exceeded the total number of destinations allowed at one time. The maximum
number of destinations that you can specify at one time is 50.

Action:

Specify no more than a total of 50 destinations at one time.

ICPDMORP01
Invalid field name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Output Rules Table panel. A valid field name can contain only alphanumeric or
national characters.

Action:

Specify a field name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMORP02
Invalid color option

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for color on the Output Rules Table panel. Valid color values are:

• B
Blue

• G
Green

• N
Neutral

• P
Pink

• R
Red

• T
Turquoise

• W
White/black

• Y
Yellow

Action:

Specify one of these valid values for color.

ICPDMORP03
Wrong option in highlighted field(s)

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for extended highlighting. Valid values are:

• N
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None
• B

Blinking
• R

Reverse video
• U

Underscore

Action:

Specify either N, B, R, or U for extended highlighting.

ICPDMORP05
An alpha field cannot have a mask

Reason:

You specified the field type as X (alphanumeric) on the Extended Field Definition panel, but you specified an Edit pattern
for the field on the Output Rules Table. An alphanumeric field cannot have an Edit pattern. Only a numeric field can have
an Edit pattern.

Action:

Either specify the field type as N (numeric) on the Extended Field Definition panel. Then specify the Edit pattern or delete
the Edit pattern from the Output Rules Table.

ICPDMORP06
Mask > field length

Reason:

The Edit pattern you specified on the Output Rules Table is longer than the field itself.

Action:

Modify the Edit pattern or the field definition. Either shorten the Edit pattern or redefine the field on the Layout panel to
make it longer. Make sure that your new specifications are compatible.

ICPDMORP07
Numeric mask contains spaces

Reason:

There is at least one embedded space in the Edit pattern. An Edit pattern cannot contain space.

Action:

Change the assigned value of the Edit pattern by removing embedded space.

ICPDMORP09
Edit-pattern has too many picture positions

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with more than 19 picture positions.
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Action:

Modify the Edit pattern. Make sure the Edit pattern contains no more than 19 picture positions.

ICPDMORP10
Edit-pattern has illegal picture character

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with at least one invalid picture character. Valid picture characters are:

• "$"
dollar-sign

• ""*
asterisk

• "+"
plus-sign

• ","
comma

• "."
period

• "?"
question-mark

• "<-"
left-arrow

• ">"
right-arrow

• "/"
slash

Action:

Specify an Edit pattern using only these valid picture characters. Make sure your Edit pattern contains no more than 19
picture positions.

ICPDMORP11
Edit-pattern has duplicate decimal point

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern with more than one decimal point on the Output Rules Table panel.

Action:

Delete one or more of the decimal points. Make sure you have no more than one decimal point in the Edit pattern.

ICPDMORP12
Edit-pattern has mixed suppression characters

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains more than one type of suppression character. Only one type of suppression
character can be used in an Edit pattern.

Action:
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Change your Edit pattern. Make sure you use only one type of suppression character.

ICPDMORP13
Edit-pattern has duplicate signs

Reason:

You specified either plus sign (+) or minus sign (-) more than once in the Edit pattern.

Action:

Change your Edit pattern. Specify only one sign and specify that sign only once.

ICPDMORP14
Edit-pattern has mixed sign characters

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains both plus sign (+) and minus sign (-).

Action:

Change your Edit pattern. Specify only one sign and specify that sign only once.

ICPDMORP15
Edit-pattern has invalid repeat factor

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric value for the number of times a character in an Edit pattern is repeated. Only numeric values
are valid.

Action:

Use a numeric value to specify the number of times a character repeats.

ICPDMORP16
Edit-pattern has no digit positions

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern that contains only suppression characters and no 9s.

Action:

Provide at least one digit position.

ICPDMORP17
Continue previous field name or remove previous ";"

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Output Rules panel. You entered a ; (semicolon) in the 18th position, which
means that you intend to continue the name of the field on the next line. However, you did not enter any characters on the
second line. A valid specification for a continued field name requires at least one character on the second line.

Action:
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There are two possible actions:

• If you fully specified the name of the field on one line, delete the ; (semicolon). Reissue the command.
• If you did not fully specify the name of the field on one line, complete the field name specification on the second line.

Reissue the command.

 

ICPDMORP18
A field may not be continued more than once

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Output Rules panel. You tried to specify a field name on more than two lines.
You can continue a field name on a second line by typing the continuation character, ; (semicolon), in the 18th position on
the first line, but you can only continue the field name once.

Action:

Modify the field name specification. If you specified more than one continuation character, ; (semicolon), remove all of
them except for the one on the first line, and shorten the name of the field. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name more than once and that your field name is no more than 32 characters long. Reissue the command.

ICPDMORP19
Field names must be 15 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Output Rules panel. APDF field name that a DE-II application uses cannot be
more than 15 characters long.

Action:

Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 15 characters, and reissue the command.

ICPDMORP20
Field names must be 32 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Output Rules panel. A valid field name can contain no more than 32 characters.

Action:

Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 32 characters. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name onto more than one line. Reissue the command.

ICPDMORP21
Output-fill-character cannot be a numeric digit

Reason:

The value entered for the output fill character is incorrect. It cannot be a numeric digit or zero (Z).

Action:

Revise this entry with a valid output fill character value.
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ICPDMPAP01
INTERR: text item-2

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDMPAP02
Special symbol appears in panel field context

Reason:

You tried to change the default value for one of the PDF symbols on the Panel Parameters panel, but you specified a
character that is already contained in one of the panel fields.

Action:

Either specify a different character for the special symbol or remove the character from the panel field before you specify
that character as a PDF symbol.

ICPDMPAP03
Conflicting special symbol assignments

Reason:

You changed the default special symbol assignments on the Panel Parameters panel, but you assigned one special
symbol to more than one function. Each symbol can be assigned to only one function.

Action:

Check all special symbol specifications and make sure that each symbol is used for only one function.

ICPDMPAP04
Decimal-symbol specification must be "." or ","

Reason:

You specified an invalid value as the decimal-symbol specification used to show decimal places. Valid values are a
comma (,) or a period (.).

Action:

Specify the comma or period as the decimal symbol.

ICPDMPAP05
Highlighted fields are invalid

Reason:

You entered an invalid value in a field. The field is highlighted and the cursor is positioned on the first highlighted field.
Valid values are usually displayed in brackets to the right of that field.
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Action:

Check the list of valid values that is displayed and type a valid value into the field. If no options are displayed, refer to the
appropriate Broadcom product documentation.

ICPDMPAP06
Invalid help-panel-name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid name for a Help panel. The Help panel name must be a one- to eight-character name that begins
with a numeric or national character, contains only numeric or national characters, and contains no embedded hyphens
(-) or space.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMPAP07
Invalid prefix-panel-name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid Prefix panel name. The Prefix panel name must be a one- to eight-character name that begins
with a numeric or national character, contains only numeric or national characters and contains no embedded hyphens
(-) or space.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMPAP08
Invalid suffix-panel-name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid Suffix panel name. The Suffix panel name must be a one- to eight-character name that begins
with a numeric or national character, contains only numeric or national characters and contains no embedded hyphens
(-) or space.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMPAP09
Invalid processor-name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid processor name. Either it contains characters that are not alphanumeric or national or its first
character is numeric.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.
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ICPDMPAP10
Invalid initializer-name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid initializer name. Either it contains characters that are not alphanumeric or national or its first
character is numeric.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMPAP11
Invalid pf-key-table format

Reason:

You specified an invalid name for the PF-key table name on the Panel Parameters fill-in. A valid PF-key table name
is a one- to eight-character name that begins with a numeric or national character, contains only numeric or national
characters, and contains no embedded hyphens (-) or space.

Action:

Specify a name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMPAP12
Value must be specified

Reason:

You did not specify a value for a required field on the Panel Parameters fill-in.

Action:

Specify a valid value for each required field.

ICPDMPAP13
Output-fill-character cannot be a numeric digit

Reason:

You specified a numeral (0-9) as the output-fill character. Valid values for the output-fill character are:

• S
Spaces

• L
Low value

• U
Underscore

Action:

Specify one of these valid values for the output-fill character.
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ICPDMPAP14
Sub-panel "pnlname" is used more than once

Reason:

You specified a name for a Prefix or Suffix panel that was already specified as the name of the Main, Prefix, or Suffix
panel. Each panel must have a unique name.

Action:

Specify the name of the Prefix or Suffix panel. Make sure the name of each panel is valid and unique.

ICPDMPAP15
Version number must be numeric

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric version number for a Help, Prefix, or Suffix panel. A version number must be a number from
1 through 999.

Action:

Specify a valid version number for the panel.

ICPDMPAP16
Preexisting fields exceed chosen pnl width

Reason:

You specified a panel width on the Panel Parameters panel that would truncate preexisting fields on the Layout panel.

Action:

Either increase the panel width specification on the Panel Parameters panel, or shorten the lengths of the fields on the
Layout panel. Make sure your specifications are compatible.

ICPDMPAP17
Choose a panel width between 80 and 236

Reason:

You specified a value for panel width that is less than 80 or greater than 236.

Action:

Specify a number from 80 through 236 for panel width.

ICPDMPAP18
Panel width must be numeric

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric value for panel width on the Panel Parameters panel. A valid value for panel width is a
number from 80 through 236.

Action:
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Specify a number from 80 through 236 for panel width.

ICPDMSTP01
INTERR: item-1   item-2

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDMSTP02
Invalid field name format

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Field Summary Table. It contains at least one invalid character. A valid field
name contains only alphanumeric or national characters.

Action:

Specify a field name that conforms to naming convention rules.

ICPDMSTP03
"x" is invalid attribute

Reason:

You specified an invalid value in the attribute column of the Field Summary Table. Valid attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
Lowlight

• A
327x alpha

• N
327x numeric

• E
Ensure received

• C
Cursor
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Action:

Specify one or more of these valid values in the attribute column. Make sure you do not enter conflicting attributes, such
as U and P, into the attribute field.

ICPDMSTP04
"attr1" and "attr2" are conflicting attributes

Reason:

You specified the named mutually exclusive attributes for a single field on the Field Summary Table. For example, U
(unprotected) and P (protected) are conflicting attributes.

Action:

Select only one of the named attributes as an attribute of the field.

ICPDMSTP05
Field type must be "X" or "N"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value in the type field of the Field Summary Table. Valid values are:

• N
Numeric

• X
Alphanumeric

Action:

Specify N or X in the type field.

ICPDMSTP06
In.dp cannot be input when type=X

Reason:

You specified integer and decimal positions (In.dp specification)for a field on the Field Summary Table panel, but you
specified the field type as X (alphanumeric). These two specifications are mutually exclusive. You can only enter a value
for the In.dp specification when the field type was specified as N (numeric).

Action:

Either delete the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel to keep an alphanumeric field or specify N for the
field type before entering a value for the In.dp specification.

ICPDMSTP08
Cannot have "ensureinput" on a "required field"

Reason:

You selected both the ensureinput option on the Field Summary Table panel and the required field option on the Extended
Field Definition panel. The ensureinput option automatically returns the input-fill-character to your program. A required
field forces you to enter a value into a field. These two options are mutually exclusive.

Action:
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Select only one of these two options.

ICPDMSTP09
DBCS data is invalid as an attribute

Reason:

You specified DBCS data in the attribute field of the Field Summary Table panel. Valid attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
Lowlight

• A
327x alpha

• N
327x numeric

• E
Ensure received

• C
Cursor

Action:

Enter one or more of these valid attribute values into the attribute field. Make sure you do not enter conflicting attributes,
such as U and P, into the attribute field.

ICPDMSTP11
Only one repeating group is allowed per panel

Reason:

A panel can only have one repeating group.

Action:

Revise the field level to 2.

ICPDMSTP12
Elementary items in a group must remain at level 3

Reason:

You tried to change an elementary item in a repeating group to level2 on the Field Summary Table panel. Elementary
items in a repeating group must be specified as level 3.
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Action:

Either keep the level number of all repeating elementary items at 3 or remove the repeating group specification.

ICPDMSTP13
Only level numbers "2" or "3" are allowed

Reason:

You specified an invalid level number. Valid level number values are 2 or 3.

Action:

Specify each level number as 2 or 3.

ICPDMSTP14
Non-numeric occurrences value

Reason:

You created a repeating group, but specified a non-numeric value in the occurs field on the Field Summary Table. Valid
values are a number or an asterisk.

Action:

Specify a numeric value or * in the occurs field.

ICPDMSTP15
Groups must begin with the first field on a row

Reason:

You specified a field as level 3, but it is not the first field on a row. Repeating groups cannot occupy the same line as a
non-repeating elementary field.

Action:

Modify at least one field by changing the level specification. Make sure that any repeating group is on a line by itself.

ICPDMSTP16
Occurrences may only be modified on a group field

Reason:

You tried to change the occurrences field for a non-group item. Only repeating groups allow modifications to the
occurrences field.

Action:

Do not modify the occurrence field of a non-group item.

ICPDMSTP17
More than 1 decimal point specified

Reason:
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You specified more than one decimal point in the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel. You can specify
only one decimal point in this field.

Action:

Use only one decimal point when you specify the In.dp specification.

ICPDMSTP18
No integer or decimal places specified

Reason:

You specified a value of 0.0 as the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel. Valid values are greater than
zero (0.0). If you do not specify a value for In.dp, PDF automatically specifies an integer value equal to the length of the
field.

Action:

Either specify a value greater than zero (0.0), for example, 0.1, or remove the value of 0.0 from the In.dp specification and
allow PDF to use field length as the In.dp specification.

ICPDMSTP19
Non-numeric character specified

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric character in the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel. A valid In.dp
specification can contain only numeric characters and, if needed, one decimal point.

Action:

Change the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel. Use only numeric characters and, if needed, no more
than one decimal point.

ICPDMSTP20
Sum of integer + decimal places > 18

Reason:

The sum of the integer and decimal place values you specified in the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table
panel is more than 18.

Action:

Modify the In.dp specification. Make sure the total of the integer and decimal place values is 18 or fewer.

ICPDMSTP21
Sum of integer + decimal places > field length

Reason:

The length of the integer and decimal place values you specified in the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table
panel is greater than the length of the field that contains the values.

Action:
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Either modify the In.dp specification so that the field can contain the total number of numeric characters specified or
lengthen the field. Make sure these values agree before you continue.

ICPDMSTP22
Minimum-required-decimals > decimal-places

Reason:

You specified a value in the minimum-required-decimal (Mn.dp)field that exceeds the number specified in the
integers.decimal places specification (In.dp).

Action:

Change the value of at least one of these fields. Make sure the value specified in the minimum-required-decimal field
conform to limits imposed by the In.dp specification.

ICPDMSTP23
Field-length > 30 for numeric field

Reason:

You changed a field type from X (alphanumeric) to N (numeric), but the field length is greater than 30 characters. Numeric
fields, including the Edit pattern, cannot exceed 30 characters.

Action:

Either modify the field so that it contains fewer than 31 characters or change the field type back to X (alphanumeric).

ICPDMSTP24
Edit pattern cannot be converted

Reason:

You specified an Edit pattern on the Extended Field Table panel that is incompatible with other values on the Field
Summary Table panel.

Action:

Check the In.dp specification, the Maximum Value field, the Minimum value field, and the required number of decimal field.
Either change one or more of the assigned values in these fields to make them compatible with the Edit pattern or change
the Edit pattern.

ICPDMSTP25
No decimal-places allowed for justify=L

Reason:

You specified L (left-justify) for a field on the Extended Field Definition panel and then specified a value for the In.dp
specification on the Field Summary Table panel. You cannot have decimal places in a left-justified field.

Action:

Either change the value in the justify field before you specify the In.dp specification or remove the In.dp specification.
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ICPDMSTP26
Justify=A only valid for type=N

Reason:

You specified field justification as A (align by decimal) on the Extended Field Definition panel, but then specified a field
type of X (alphanumeric) on the Field Summary Table panel. An alphanumeric field cannot have a decimal place or be
aligned by decimal. Only a field with a field type of N (numeric) can be justified by alignment.

Action:

Either change the value entered in the justify field to L (left) or R (right) or change the field type to N (numeric).

ICPDMSTP27
Minimum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting specifications on either the Extended Field Definition panel or on the Field Summary Table panel.

Action:

Check the Edit pattern, the In.dp specification, the Minimum value field, and the Maximum Value field on both panels.
Determine which specifications conflict, then change one or more of them. Make sure your specifications are compatible
before you continue.

ICPDMSTP28
Maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You entered conflicting specifications on either the Extended Field Definition panel or on the Field Summary Table panel.

Action:

Check the Edit pattern, the In.dp specification, the Minimum value field, and the Maximum Value field on both panels.
Determine which specifications conflict, then change one or more of them. Make sure your specifications are compatible
before you continue.

ICPDMSTP29
Both minimum and maximum of range cannot be converted

Reason:

You specified a Minimum value and a Maximum value on the Extended Field Definition panel, but these values are
not compatible with the value entered in the In.dp specification on the Field Summary Table panel. The Minimum and
Maximum values were specified as integers with decimal places, but you changed the field type to alphanumeric.

Action:

Either change the value of the In.dp specification or change the Minimum and Maximum values. Make sure these
specifications are compatible before you continue.

ICPDMSTP30
Group entries with conditionally required fields cannot be deleted
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Reason:

You tried to delete a group field from the Field Summary Table panel, but the field was specified as C (conditional) for
required. You can only remove a field that was specified as N (not required) for required.

Action:

Change the required specification from C (conditional) to N (not required) on either the Extended Field Definition panel or
on the Input Rules Table panel. You can then delete the group entry from the Field Summary Table panel.

ICPDMSTP31
Nullable field must be "Y" or "N"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for N (nullable field) on the Field Summary Table panel. Valid values are Y for yes or N for
no (the default).

Action:

Specify either Y or N for N (nullable field).

ICPDMSTP32
Continue previous field name or remove previous ";"

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Field Summary Table panel. You entered a semicolon in the 18th position,
which means that you intend to continue the name of the field on the next line. However, you did not enter any characters
on the second line. A valid specification for a continued field name requires at least one character on the second line.

Action:

There are two possible actions:

• If you fully specified the name of the field on one line, delete the semicolon. Reissue the command.
• If you did not fully specify the name of the field on one line, complete the field name specification on the second line.

Reissue the command.

 

ICPDMSTP33
A field may not be continued more than once

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Field Summary Table panel. You tried to specify a field name on more than
two lines. You can continue a field name on a second line by typing the continuation character, ; (semicolon), in the 18th
position on the first line, but you can only continue the field name once.

Action:

Modify the field name specification. If you specified more than one continuation character, ; (semicolon), remove all of
them except for the one on the first line and shorten the name of the field. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name more than once and that your field name is no more than 32 characters long. Reissue the command.
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ICPDMSTP34
Field names must be 15 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Field Summary Table panel. A PDF field name that a DE-II application uses
cannot be more than 15 characters long.

Action:

Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 15 characters, and reissue the command.

ICPDMSTP35
Field names must be 32 or less characters

Reason:

You specified an invalid field name on the Field Summary Table panel. A valid field name can contain no more than 32
characters.

Action:

Modify the name of the field so that it contains no more than 32 characters. Make sure that you do not continue the field
name onto more than one line. Reissue the command.

ICPDMSTP36
Field length must be valid numeric: 1-236

Reason:

The length of a field must be in the range of 1 to 236 characters.

Action:

Revise the field length so that it is in the valid range.

ICPDMSTP37
Field length cannot exceed pnl width

Reason:

The field would exceed the width of the panel given the starting position of the field and the length entered.

Action:

Revise the field length so that the field does not extend beyond the width of the panel.

ICPDMSTP38
New field length would overlay the next field

Reason:

The field would overlay the subsequent field in the panel given its starting position and the length specified.

Action:

Revise the field length so that the field does not overlay the next field in the panel.
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ICPDMSTP39
You must first complete pending layout operations

Reason:

While edit operations are pending in layout, no repeating group field changes are allowed. Therefore, you cannot delete 0
repeating group or add or remove a field from a repeating group.

Action:

Before performing the repeating group change selected, you must first reset or complete the edit operations that are
pending in layout.

You can also continue other changes in summary by first restoring the summary field assignment that was in error.
For example, if the level of a field was changed from 2 to 3, first restore the level back to 2 and then continue with any
additional changes.

ICPDMSTP40
Sum of integer and decimal places must be GE edit pattern

Reason:

The new In.dp specification changes the length of the field. However, the new field length is smaller than the length of the
field's edit pattern.

Action:

Change the IN.DP specification so that the sum of the integer plus decimal digits is greater than or equal to the length of
the edit pattern.

ICPDPCBD01
Operand cannot be specified for this TYPE of field

Reason:

There are three types of fields that can be defined for panel: alphanumeric fields (type X), numeric fields (type N), and
repeating-group fields (type G):

Type X is inconsistent with the operands:

• CHECK-DIGIT
• CURRENCY
• DIGIT-SEP
• EDIT-PATTERN
• IN.DP
• MIN-REQ-DECIMALS
• MINUS-SIGN
• OCCUR

Type N is inconsistent with: OCCUR and INFILL (with value other than Z).

Type G is inconsistent with:
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• ALLOWEOF
• ATTRIBUTES
• CASETRAN
• CHECK-DIGIT
• COLOR
• COLUMN
• CURRENCY
• DIGIT-SEP
• EDIT-PATTERN
• ERRHANDL
• EXTENDED-HILITE
• IN.DP
• INFILL
• INITIAL-VALUE
• JUSTIFY
• LENGTH
• LEVEL 3
• MAXIMUM-VALUE
• MIN-REQ-DECIMALS
• MINIMUM-VALUE
• MINUS-SIGN
• MUSTFILL
• NO-UC-TRAN
• NULLABLE
• OUTFILL
• REQUIRED
• ROW
• VAR-DELIM

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICPDPCBD02
Operand cannot be specified for this TYPE of field

Reason:

There are three types of field that can be defined for a panel: alphanumeric fields (type X), numeric fields (type N), and
repeating-group fields (type G):

Type X is inconsistent with the operands:
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• CHECK-DIGIT
• CURRENCY
• DIGIT-SEP
• EDIT-PATTERN
• IN.DP
• MIN-REQ-DECIMALS
• MINUS-SIGN
• OCCUR

Type N is inconsistent with: OCCUR and INFILL (with value other than Z).

Type G is inconsistent with:

• ALLOWEOF
• ATTRIBUTES
• CASETRAN
• CHECK-DIGIT
• COLOR
• COLUMN
• CURRENCY
• DIGIT-SEP
• EDIT-PATTERN
• ERRHANDL
• EXTENDED-HILITE
• IN.DP
• INFILL
• INITIAL-VALUE
• JUSTIFY
• LENGTH
• LEVEL 3
• MAXIMUM-VALUE
• MIN-REQ-DECIMALS
• MINIMUM-VALUE
• MINUS-SIGN
• MUSTFILL
• NO-UC-TRAN
• NULLABLE
• OUTFILL
• REQUIRED
• ROW
• VAR-DELIM

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICPDPDIN02
Region size of x lines is needed for PDF, y available.
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Reason:

Either you tried to run PDF in a region of fewer than 9 lines or you tried to run PDF in a region that has fewer lines than
the number displayed in this error message.

Action:

Reformat the screen to create a larger region.

ICPDPLAM01
INTERR: addressing beyond end of last panel field

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDPLAM02
INTERR: addressing beyond end of last panel field

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDPLAM03
INTERR: Corrupt panel. Extension length bad in fld  field-name

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDPSAM02
Panel field #xxxx cannot be found

Reason:

An internal error occurred. You tried to EDIT or DISPLAY the Summary Table for a panel, but the named field could not be
located.

Action:

Write down the error message number and text, the name of the panel, the name of the field, and all other relevant
information. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICPDPSAM03
"REAL" attribute table missing pseudo value for "x"

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Attributes of a panel field were converted to an internal numeric value that cannot be located.

Action:

Write down the error message number and text, the name of the panel, the name of the field, and all other relevant
information. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDRENM01
User not authorized for @I$CALL of PDRENM

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDRENM03
Keyword "word" must be VER=, CAT=, LIB=

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDRENM05
Sub-system + panel-name "name" is invalid

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDRENM06
"parameter" is not in a valid format

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.
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ICPDRENM08
Sub-system + panel-name is required

Reason:

This error occurs when a reserved command, @I$CALL, is specified improperly.

Action:

Use this command only on Ideal for Datacom Technical Support instruction.

ICPDRENM09
Member-name "memname" must be 24-characters

Reason:

A panel name that is enclosed in apostrophes must be 24 characters long.

Action:

Specify a 24-character panel name and reissue the command.

ICPDSERV02
Panel definition exceeds the maximum size allowed

Reason:

You tried to DISPLAY or EDIT a facsimile of a panel that is larger than 32K, the maximum size of a panel. This error
occurred because you have a large panel that contains a repeating group. A facsimile of such a panel can expand to more
than 32K in size.

Action:

Reduce the size of the panel by redefining or deleting the repeating group.

ICPDSETP01
"option" is not a valid "SET PANEL" option

Reason:

You tried to issue the SET PANEL option value command, but you specified the named invalid option.

Action:

For stand-alone PDF, specify SET PNL, then press Enter to use the SET prompter. This displays a list of valid options and
values. Otherwise, check your product documentation. Select a valid option and value and reissue the SET PNL option
value command.

ICPDSETP02
"value" is an invalid setting for the "option" option

Reason:

You tried to issue the SET PANEL option value command, but you specified the named invalid value for the named
command option.

Action:
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For stand-alone PDF, specify SET PNL, then press Enter to use the SET prompter. This displays a list of valid options and
values. Otherwise, check your product documentation. Select a valid value for the option and reissue the SET PNL option
value command.

ICPDSETP03
User is not authorized

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue a SET PANEL command.

Action:

If you should be authorized to issue a SET PANEL command, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDSETP04
"option" is not a valid "SET EDIT" option

Reason:

You tried to issue a SET EDIT option value option, but you specified the named invalid option.

Action:

Select a valid option and value and reissue the SET EDIT option value command.

ICPDSETP05
Specified library cannot be accessed

Reason:

You specified a library that cannot be accessed. This can occur when the file does not exist or when the file is closed.

Action:

Check the ddname associated with the VLS panel or member library. If the specified library exists, review command
syntax and reissue the commands that led to this error. If the error recurs, contact your Site Administrator.

ICPDSETP07
Command incomplete; specify setting for "item-1"

Reason:

You tried to issue the SET PANEL option value command, but you did not specify a value for the named option.

Action:

For stand-alone PDF, specify SET PNL, then press Enter to use the SET prompter. This displays a list of valid options and
values. Otherwise, check your product documentation. Select a valid option and value and reissue the SET PNL option
value command.

ICPDSETP08
Invalid setting specified for the "option" option

Reason:
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You tried to issue the SET PANEL option value command, but you specified an invalid value for the named option.

Action:

Specify SET PNL, then press Enter to use the SET prompter. This displays a list of valid options and values. Otherwise,
check your product documentation. Select a valid option and value and reissue the SET PNL option value command.

ICPDSETP09
Specify "" or a number between 80 and 236 for "SET PNL WIDTH"*

Reason:

You issued the SET PANEL WIDTH n command, but specified an invalid value for the default panel width. Valid values for
n are *, which sets the panel width to the number of columns displayed on the screen or a number from 80 through 236.

Action:

Select either * or a number from 80 through 236 and reissue the SET PANEL WIDTH n command.

ICPDSETP10
Specify "N", "Y", or "Z" for "SET PNL PF781011"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the PF781011 option, for example, the assignment of PF keys 7, 8, 10, and 11, of the
SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• N
PF keys 7, 8, 10, and 11 are not assigned.

• Y
PF7=SCR -, PF8=SCR +, PF10=SCR top, PF11=SCR bottom

• Z
PF7=SCR -, PF8=SCR +, PF10=SCR left, PF11=SCR right

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP11
Specify "UPPER" or "MIXED" for "SET EDIT CASE"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the CASE option of the SET EDIT command. Valid values are:

• UPPER
Upper case text.

• MIXED
Mixed upper and lower case text.

Action:

Specify UPPER or MIXED and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP12
Specify "OFF" or "ERRORS" for "SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT"
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Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the HIGHLIGHT option of the SETEDIT command. Valid values are:

• OFF
Turns off highlighting.

• ERRORS
Highlights errors.

Action:

Specify OFF or ERRORS and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP13
Specify an integer value for "SET EDIT CONTEXT"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the CONTEXT option of the SETEDIT command. Valid values are numeric.

Action:

Specify a numeric value and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP14
Specify a one-byte symbol for "symbol"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for one of the PDF layout symbols(STARTSYM, ENDSYM, DELSYM, NEWSYM, or
REPSYM). The specified value cannot be more than one character long.

Action:

Specify one character for the layout symbol and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP15
Specify "UPPER" or "MIXED" for "SET PNL CASE"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the CASE option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• UPPER
Upper case text.

• MIXED
Mixed upper and lower case text.

Action:

Specify UPPER or MIXED, and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP16
Specify "PERIOD" or "COMMA" for "SET PNL DECIMAL"

Reason:
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You specified an invalid value for the DECIMAL option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• PERIOD
Displays a decimal point as a period.

• COMMA
Displays a decimal point as a comma.

Action:

Specify PERIOD or COMMA and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP17
Specify "UPPER" or "MIXED" for "SET PNL LAYOUTCASE"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the LAYOUTCASE option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• UPPER
Upper case text.

• MIXED
Mixed upper and lower case text.

Action:

Specify UPPER or MIXED, and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP18
Specify "SPACE","LOWVALUES",and "ZERO", "UNDERSCORE" or a character

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the INFILL (input fill character)option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• SPACE
Blank.

• LOWVALUES
Lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence.

• ZERO
Zero (0) which must be specified for numeric fields.

• UNDERSCORE
Underscore.

• x
Character you specify as the input fill character.

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP19
Specify "SPACE","LOWVALUES","UNDERSCORE" or a character

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the OUTFILL (output fill character) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• SPACE
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Blank.
• LOWVALUES

Lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence.
• UNDERSCORE

Underscore (_).
• x

Character you specify as the output fill character.

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP20
Specify "SPACE" or a character for "SET PNL NONDISPLAY"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the NONDISPLAY option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• SPACE
Blank.

• x
Character you specify as the NONDISPLAY character.

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP21
Specify "SPACE","LOWVALUES","ZERO" or "INFILL" for "NULLFIELD"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the NULLFIELD option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• SPACE
Blank.

• LOWVALUES
Lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence.

• ZERO
Zero (0) which must be specified for numeric fields.

• INFILL
Underscore.

• x
Character you specified as the input fill character.

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP22
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL PF13"

Reason:
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You specified an invalid value for the PF13 option, for example, the assignment of PF keys 1 and 3, of the SET PANEL
command. Valid values are:

• Y
PF1=HELP, PF3=CLARIFY

• N
PF keys 1 and 3 are not assigned.

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP23
Attribute string must not exceed 6 characters for "attr"

Reason:

You specified a value for either the TFATTRIBUTE (text field attribute) or the IFATTRIBUTE (input field attribute) option of
the SET PANEL command that is longer than 6 characters. You can specify up to six attributes.

Action:

Specify from 1 to 6 attributes and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP24
Invalid field attribute; specify U, P, S, H, I, L, A or N

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for either the TFATTRIBUTE (text field attribute) or the IFATTRIBUTE (input field attribute)
option of the SET PANEL command. Valid field attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
Lowlight

• A
327x alpha

• N
327x numeric

Action:

Specify from one to six of these valid attribute values in the attribute field. Make sure you do not enter conflicting
attributes, such as U and P, into the attribute field.
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ICPDSETP25
Specify a one-byte character for "SET PNL ERRORFILL"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ERRORFILL option of the SETPANEL command. The specified value cannot be
more than one character long.

Action:

Specify one character for the layout symbol and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP26
Specify "NONE","ERRORFILL","","HIGHLIGHT", or "BOTH"*

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ERRORHANDLING option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• NONE
No highlighting.

• ERRORFILL
Fill with error fill character.

• &asterisk.
Fill with error fill character.

• HIGHLIGHT
High intensity display.

• BOTH
Both ERRORFILL and HIGHLIGHT.
The BOTH option highlights a field that contains an invalid value and places the error-fill-character into a missing
required field

Action:

Specify one of these valid values and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP27
Specify NEUTRAL, BLUE, RED, PINK, GREEN, TURQUOISE, YELLOW or WHITE

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for COLOR. Valid values are:

• Blue
• Green
• Neutral
• Pink
• Red
• Turquoise
• White
• Yellow

Action:

Specify one of these valid values for COLOR.
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ICPDSETP28
Specify "DEFAULT","BLINKING","REVERSE" or "UNDERSCORE" for EXHI

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for EXHI (extended highlighting).Valid values are:

• Blinking
• Default
• Reverse
• Underscore

Action:

Specify one of these valid values for extended highlighting.

ICPDSETP29
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL REQUIRED"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the REQUIRED option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP30
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWDIGSEP"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWDIGSEP (allow digit separator) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid
values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP31
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWDECSYM"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWDECSYM (allow decimal symbol) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid
values are:
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• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP32
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWMINSIGN"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWMINSIGN (allow minus sign) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid
values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP33
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWCURRSIGN"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWCURRSIGN (allow currency sign) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid
values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP34
Specify "ON" or "OFF" for "SET PNL LEGENDS"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the LEGENDS option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:
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Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP35
Library name must not exceed 8 characters

Reason:

You issued the SET PANEL LIBRARY or the SET PANEL MEMBERLIB command, but specified an invalid library name. A
library name cannot be more than 8 characters long.

Action:

Specify a valid one- to eight-character library name using alphanumeric characters and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP36
Specify an alphanumeric library name

Reason:

You issued the SET PANEL LIBRARY or the SET PANEL MEMBERLIB command, but specified an invalid library name. A
library name can only contain alphanumeric or national characters.

Action:

Specify a valid one- to eight-character library name using alphanumeric characters and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP37
"attr" is invalid; specify U, P, S, H, I, L, A or N

Reason:

You specified the named invalid value for either the TFATTRIBUTE(text field attribute) or the IFATTRIBUTE (input field
attribute) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid field attribute values are:

• U
Unprotected

• P
Protected

• S
Skip

• H
Highlight

• I
Invisible

• L
Lowlight

• A
327x alpha

• N
327x numeric

Action:

Specify from 1 to 6 of these valid attribute values in the attribute field. Make sure you do not enter conflicting attributes,
such as U and P, into the attribute field.
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ICPDSETP38
"attr1" and "attr2" are conflicting attributes

Reason:

You specified the named conflicting values for either the TFATTRIBUTE (text field attribute) or the IFATTRIBUTE (input
field attribute) option of the SET PANEL command. For example, P (protected) and U (unprotected) are conflicting
attributes.

Action:

Determine which attribute field caused the error, remove at least one of the conflicting attributes, and reissue the
command.

ICPDSETP39
"SET SITE PNL SYSTEM" is invalid; SYSTEM is not in the PDOPTSCB

Reason:

You cannot modify the system identifier at the site level. However, you can modify the system identifier for the duration of
your session.

Action:

If you want to change the system identifier for the duration of the session, issue the SET PANEL SYSTEM sysid
command, where sysid is a three-character system identifier.

ICPDSETP40
Specify a 3-character system id for "SET PNL SYSTEM"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the SYSTEM option of the SETPANEL command. A system identifier must be three
characters long.

Action:

If you want to change the system identifier for the duration of the session, issue the SET PANEL SYSTEM sysid
command, where sysid is a three-character system identifier.

ICPDSETP43
Specify "ON" or "OFF" for "SET PNL WIDEOPTION"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the WIDEOPTION option of the SETPANEL command. Valid values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.
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ICPDSETP44
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL SCROLL"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the SCROLL (Process Application on Scroll) option of the SET PANEL command. Valid
values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP45
Conflicting symbol assignments: "sym1" is"sym2"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for one of the PDF default layout symbols (STARTSYM, ENDSYM, DELSYM, NEWSYM, or
REPSYM). You cannot specify a character that is already in use. Each default layout symbol character must be a unique
special character.

Action:

Specify one unique special character for the layout symbol and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP46
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWNULL"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWNULL (allow null field)option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP47
Specify "YES" or "NO" for "SET PNL ALLOWSPACE"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the ALLOWSPACE (allow space)option of the SET PANEL command. Valid values are:

• YES|ON|Y
Enable the option.

• NO|OFF|N
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Disable the option.

Action:

Specify YES, Y, ON, NO, N, or OFF and reissue the command.

ICPDSETP48
Specify "BLK" or "NUL" for "SET PNL LAYOUT"

Reason:

The value for this option is incorrect.

Action:

Specify a valid form of the option for blank fill mode, BLK or NUL, in the command: SET PNL LAYOUT þBLK/NUL_.

ICPDSETP49
Invalid option chosen for panel COPY command

Reason:

The value entered for the COPY option is incorrect.

Action:

Please enter a correct value for this option. Valid values are:

• H
Fields are copied into the panel in a horizontal direction

• V
Fields are copied into the panel in a vertical direction

• S
Sideview: heading fields are generated in front of each data field

• C
Columnview: heading fields are generated on top of each data field

• N
None: no heading fields are generated

• T
Top: all fields are generated at the top of the current panel

• B
Bottom: all fields are generated at the bottom of the current panel

 

ICPDSETP50
SITE is not valid for SET PNL SESSION OPTIONS

Reason:

SITE panel options cannot be set through this command. You must enter PDF site options individually.

Action:

Enter site options individually. You can only use this command to enter PDF session options through the fill-in screen.
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ICPDSUBP01
MEM memname in use, please try later

Reason:

The named member is currently in use.

Action:

Try again later. If no one else is using this member, this message can indicate an outstanding enqueue. If there is an
outstanding enqueue, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the member.

ICPDSUBP02
MEM memname not found for current USR

Reason:

The named member you specified in the SUBMIT memname command cannot be located.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER (D IND MEM) command to display a list of members for your user-ID. Make sure the
member name you specified was spelled correctly. If the member name was misspelled, check the spelling and reissue
the SUBMIT command. If this error recurs, contact your Site Administrator.

ICPDSUBP05
MEM memname does not contain any records

Reason:

The named member is empty.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER (D IND MEM) command to display a list of members for your user-ID. If the proper
member name was not specified, retype and resubmit.

ICPDSUBP06
First record of memname does not start with "//"

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request. You can only submit members that contain JCL streams. The first record of this member
is not a valid JCL record because it does not start with two slashes (//).

Action:

Make sure the JCL of the named member is valid. Start the first record with // and resubmit.

ICPDSUBP07
JOB card contains an invalid character in column x

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request for a member. The job card contains an invalid character in the job name area in the
named column.
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Action:

Review JCL syntax. Retype the job card and make sure all command syntax is valid. Resubmit the member.

ICPDSUBP08
JOB name exceeds 8 characters

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request for a member. The job name for the JCL stream is more than eight characters long.

Action:

Review JCL syntax. Shorten the job name and resubmit the member.

ICPDSUBP09
JOB card must specify a job name starting in column 3

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request for a member. The job card has a space in column 3. The job name must begin in
column 3.

Action:

Review JCL standards for job names. Put the first character of the job name in column 3 and resubmit the member.

ICPDSUBP10
JOB card must contain the word "JOB"

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request for a member. The job record does not contain the word JOB.

Action:

Review JCL syntax. Enter JOB into the job record and resubmit the member.

ICPDSUBP11
First character of JOB name must begin with A-Z, @, # or $

Reason:

You submitted an invalid request. The job name of the submitted JCL stream does not begin with a letter or a national
character.

Action:

Review JCL standards for job names. Make sure the first character of the job name is a letter or a national character and
resubmit the member.

ICPDSUBP12
JOB jobname submitted

Reason:
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The named job, which is contained by the member you specified in the SUBMIT command, was submitted. This is not an
error message.

Action:

None.

ICPDUCOP01
Panel "pnlname-1" or "pnlname-2" already in use

Reason:

You issued a command to duplicate or rename a panel; however, either the source panel (pnlname-1) or the target panel
(pnlname-2) is currently in use.

Action:

To execute the command that caused the error, wait for the user currently employing the object to complete work with the
object. Be certain that the user ENDed activity with the object. Then reenter the command.
If you are using the object in another region of your screen, end activity on that screen.
If the error persists, see your Site Administrator.

ICPDUCOP02
Old panel "pnlname" not found in "libname"

Reason:

The panel to duplicate or rename was not found in the named library.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Then, issue the DISPLAYINDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a
list of all panels in the system. Make sure the name of the panel you specified was spelled correctly. If it was misspelled,
retype and reissue the command.

ICPDUCOP03
New panel name is the same as the old name "pnlname"

Reason:

You tried to duplicate or rename a panel, but you specified a panel name that is already in use. The name of each panel
must be unique.

Action:

Either specify a unique panel name or copy the named panel to another system.

ICPDUCOP04
New panel "pnlname" is already in "libname"

Reason:

You tried to duplicate or rename a panel, but the named panel already exists in the named library. The name of each
panel must be unique.

Action:
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Either specify a unique panel name or copy the named panel to another system.

ICPDUCOP05
User not authorized for this form of DUPLICATE or RENAME PANEL

Reason:

You are not authorized to duplicate or rename a panel.

Action:

If you should be authorized to duplicate or rename a panel, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDUCOP06
New panel name, system, and library are the same as old ones

Reason:

You tried to duplicate or rename a panel, but specified a panel name, a library name, and a system name that already
exist. The name of each panel must be unique in a system.

Action:

Either specify a unique panel name or copy the panel to another system.

ICPDUCOP07
Library "libname" is full

Reason:

The library you specified to contain the renamed or duplicated panel is full.

Action:

Use the PDF DELETE command to remove unneeded members from this library and reissue the command. However,
if all of the members are needed, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site
Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library
size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICPDUCPP01
Highlighted fields are required

Reason:

No data was entered in one or more required entry fields on the prompter panel. An empty required field is filled with
question marks (?) and highlighted.

Action:

Type valid specifications into the highlighted fields and press the Enter key. If you want to cancel prompter panel activity,
press the Clear key to display the Main Menu.

ICPDUCPP02
INTERR: UCPP CMD has unmatched left brace

Reason:

An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. A left brace was omitted in the invisible command prototype
field.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDUCPP03
INTERR: UCPP stack size exceeded

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The size of the internal stack for the prompter panel processor was exceeded.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDUCPP04
INTERR: UCPP CMD has unmatched right brace

Reason:

An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. Aright brace was omitted in the invisible command prototype
field.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDUCPP05
INTERR: UCPP CMD has invalid implied continuation

Reason:
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An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. A continuation was implied in an invisible command prototype
field; the last character was non-blank, but the next-to-last character was not blank.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDUDEL01
"pnlname" already in use

Reason:

You tried to delete a panel that is in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If no one else is using this panel, this message might indicate an outstanding enqueue. If there is an
outstanding enqueue, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the panel.

ICPDUDEL02
"pnlname" cannot be found in "libname"

Reason:

The panel you tried to delete was not found in the named library.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Then, issue the DISPLAYINDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a
list of all panels in the system. Make sure the name of the panel you specified was spelled correctly. If it was misspelled,
retype and reissue the command.

ICPDUDEL03
Only DELETE PANEL or MEMBER is supported

Reason:

You specified an invalid entity type for a DELETE command. Valid entity types are Member and Panel.

Action:

If you want to delete a panel or a member, specify:

DELETE PANEL pnl VER nnn

DELETE MEMBER mem

Where:

• pnl
The name of a panel that is in HIST or TEST status.

• nnn
The version number of the panel.

• mem
The name of a member.
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ICPDUDEL04
User not authorized for this type of DELETE

Reason:

You are not authorized to delete a panel or a member.

Action:

If you should be authorized to delete a panel or a member, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDUDEL05
Userid must be 3 characters long

Reason:

You issued a DELETE MEMBER memname uid command, but specified a user ID that was not three characters long.

Action:

Retype the three-character user ID and reissue the command.

ICPDUDEL06
Member "memname" not found for user "uid"

Reason:

You tried to delete the named member, but the member could not be located for the named user ID.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER (D IND MEM) command to display an index of members. Make sure the name of the
member you want to delete was spelled correctly. If the member name was misspelled, retype and reissue the command.

ICPDUDEQ01
User not authorized for DEQUEUE

Reason:

You are not authorized to dequeue a resource.

Action:

If you should be authorized to dequeue a resource, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICPDUDEQ02
1 exclusive + 10 shared dequeues failed to free resource

Reason:

A dequeue attempt failed. Where there are two or more PDF systems running, if a DEQUEUE command was issued
from one PDF system and the enqueue exists in another PDF system, this error is generated. This error can occur when
more than one PDF system is operating online or when at least one PDF system is operating online and at least one PDF
system is operating in batch and the enqueue and dequeue exist in different operating system address space.

Action:
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Reissue the DEQUEUE command in the PDF system where the enqueue exists.

ICPDUDEQ03
Resource "rsrcname" was not enqueued

Reason:

You tried to dequeue the named resource, but that resource was not enqueued.

Action:

If you are trying to dequeue a panel, make sure you are in the proper system. Make sure the resource name was spelled
correctly. If you misspelled the resource name, retype and reissue the DEQUEUE command. If the resource name was
spelled correctly, then you never enqueued the resource. Take no action.

ICPDUDEQ04
Only DEQUEUE PANEL, MEMBER or LIBRARY is supported

Reason:

You specified an invalid resource for a DEQUEUE rsrc command. Valid resources are Library, Member, and Panel.

Action:

If you want to dequeue a resource, specify PANEL, MEMBER, or LIBRARY when you issue the DEQUEUE command.

ICPDUDEQ05
Name is required for DEQUEUE PANEL or MEMBER

Reason:

You did not specify a panel or member name when you issued the DEQUEUE command. Valid command formats are:

DEQUEUE MEMBER mem

DEQUEUE PANEL pnl VER nnn

Where:

• mem
The name of a member.

• pnl
The name of a panel.

• nnn
The version number of the panel.

• Action:
Specify a valid name when you issue the DEQUEUE PANEL or the DEQUEUE MEMBER command.

 

ICPDUDEQ06
Userid must be 3 characters long

Reason:
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You issued a DEQ MEM memname uid command to dequeue a member for another user, but specified an invalid user ID.
A user ID must be three characters long.

Action:

Specify a valid three-character user ID and reissue the command.

ICPDUDMP01
User not authorized for DUMP PANEL

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue the DUMP PANEL command.

Action:

If you should be authorized to issue the DUMP PANEL command, ask your Site Administrator to review your
authorization.

ICPDUPDR01
INTERR: item-1   item-2

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated IPC function. IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPDUPDR02
Fields must begin with PDF special symbols

Reason:

You tried to add a field to a previously created layout, but you specified an invalid new field character. The valid PDF new
field symbol displays at the top of the Panel Layout panel.

Action:

Use a valid new field symbol to add a new field. If you want to specify a different new field symbol, use the Panel
Parameters fill-in panel.

ICPDUPDR03
"END" field symbol must not be used to start a field

Reason:

The following conditions can generate this error message:

• You tried to add a field to a previously created layout, but you specified an invalid end field character.
• You did not enter a new field symbol.
• You tried to delete a field by spacing over the start field character.

The valid PDF new field and end field symbols display at the top of the Panel Layout panel.
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Action:

Use valid new field and end field symbols to add a new field. If you want to specify a different new field or end field
symbol, use the Panel Parameters fill-in panel.

ICPDUPDR04
Fields must be added/deleted using PDF special symbols

Reason:

You tried to add or delete a panel field by using an invalid newfield symbol, an invalid delete field symbol, or by spacing
over the field. The valid PDF new field and delete field symbols display at the top of the Panel Layout panel.

Action:

Use a valid new field symbol to add a new field and a valid delete field symbol to delete a field. If you want to specify a
different new field or delete field symbol, use the Panel Parameters fill-in panel.

ICPDUPDR05
Length of field must be greater than zero characters

Reason:

A PDF field must contain at least one character that is not a PDF field symbol. There are three possible explanations:

• A PDF start field symbol is immediately followed by any PDF field symbol.
• A PDF new field symbol is immediately followed by any PDF field symbol.
• A PDF start field or new field symbol is not followed by any characters at all. In this case, PDF automatically inserts a

PDF end field symbol that immediately follows the start field or new field symbol.

Action:

Redefine the field. Make sure each field specification consists of at least one space between the new field symbol and the
end field symbol.

ICPDUPDR06
Length of field fldname <- number of integers + decimals

Reason:

You tried to shorten the named panel field, but the field now contains less characters than specified in the In.dp
specification on the Extended Field Definition panel. The named field must conform to the In.dp specification.

Action:

Either change the panel layout to make the field conform to the In.dp specification or change the In.dp specification on the
Extended Field Definition panel.

ICPDUPDR07
Length of field fldname <- value range value

Reason:

The named field contains fewer characters than specified in the specifications on the Extended Field Definition panel. The
length of the named field must conform to these specifications.
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Action:

Check the length of the field on the panel layout against the length specified on the Extended Field Definition panel. Either
change the length of the field on your panel layout or change the specifications on the Extended Field Definition panel.

ICPDUPDR08
Length of field fldname <- output edit pattern

Reason:

The named field contains fewer characters than the number of characters specified for the Edit pattern on the Extended
Field Definition panel. The length of the field must conform to the Edit pattern.

Action:

Check the length of the field on the panel layout against the length specified in the Edit pattern on the Extended Field
Definition. Either change the length of the field on your panel layout or change the Edit pattern on the Extended Field
Definition panel.

ICPDUPDR09
Numeric fields must be less than 31 characters long

Reason:

You entered an invalid numeric field on the panel layout. A numeric field, including the Edit pattern, cannot contain more
than 30 characters.

Action:

Shorten the numeric field so that the field, including the Edit pattern, contains no more than 30 characters.

ICPDUPDR10
Fields containing DBCS data can only be edited on a 5550

Reason:

You tried to edit double-byte characters on a terminal that is not a5550 terminal.

Action:

Use a 5550 terminal to edit DBCS data.

ICPDUPDR14
The edit-id must be a number from 1 to 9

Reason:

The edit-id is the number that refers to the source field for a move or copy operation in layout. Edit-ids are assigned
consecutively in the same order as fields are numbered in SUMMARY. However, edit-ids are different numbers than
SUMMARY field numbers.
You can mark up to nine source fields for move or copy operations. As the panel is scanned, fields marked for these
operations are implicitly numbered. You can determine the number assignments from the Pending line when edit
operations are pending.

Action:
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When supplying edit-ids at a destination to refer to source fields, ensure that at most nine source fields are marked. Use
the associated edit-id for the source fields to place at the destination.

ICPDUPDR15
The destination clause is not in a valid format

Reason:

The destination clause indicated by the position of the cursor is not in a valid format. The destination clause consists of
the destination character followed by the edit-ids of the source fields. Edit-id is a term for the relative number of the fields
marked for copies or moves.
See the explanation in message ICPDUPDR14. The search order follows the field sequence displayed in summary.

The correct format is !n or !n-m.

Where:

• !
Destination character

• n
Edit-id from 1 to 9

• m
Second edit-id in a range.

The notation ! is equivalent to !1 for the first field marked to move or copy.

Action:

Correct the destination clause indicated by the position of the cursor. Use the RESET command to remove all edit
operations.

 

ICPDUPDR16
The last edit-id in the range is missing

Reason:

The destination clause indicated by the position of the cursor is not in a valid format. The destination clause consists of
the destination character followed by the edit-ids of the source fields. Edit-id is a term for the relative number of the fields
marked for copies or moves.
See the explanation in message ICPDUPDR14. The search order follows the field sequence displayed in summary.

The correct format is !n or !n-m.

Where:

• !
Destination character

• n
Edit-id from 1 to 9

• m
Second edit-id in a range.

The notation ! is equivalent to !1 for the first field marked to be moved or copied.

Action:
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To indicate a range of source fields, enter the edit-id of the first source field immediately followed by the range indicator -
(hyphen), then followed by the edit-id of the last field in the range.

 

ICPDUPDR17
The last edit-id in the range must be > the first

Reason:

The destination clause indicated by the position of the cursor is not in a valid format. The destination clause consists of
the destination character followed by the edit-ids of the source fields. Edit-id is a term for the relative number of the fields
marked for copies or moves.
See the explanation in message ICPDUPDR14. The search order follows the field sequence displayed in summary.

The correct format is !n or !n-m.

Where:

• !
Destination character

• n
Edit-id from 1 to 9

• m
Second edit-id in a range.

The notation ! is equivalent to !1 for the first field marked to be moved or copied.

Action:

The edit-id following the range indicator hyphen must be the edit-id of the last field in the range. Therefore, this number
must be greater than the edit-id number of the first field in the range.

ICPDUPDR18
"DEST" symbol must not be placed in a field

Reason:

The destination symbol indicated by the position of the cursor was found in the boundary of a field. Since this special
symbol indicates the destination for fields to move or copy, it must not be placed in a field.

Action:

If the intention is to mark a destination, place the destination symbol outside of any existing fields on the panel.

If the intention is to use this character as part of the text of a field, first change the destination character. You must set
special PDF layout symbols, such as the destination symbol, to a character that is not already contained in the text of any
field on the panel.

You can also remove the destination symbol entirely by overtyping it with a blank or using the terminal delete function to
delete it.

ICPDUPDR19
Only "New" and "Dest" symbols allowed on input rows

Reason:
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You entered a special PDF layout symbol that is not permitted on an input row. An input row is one that is created as a
result of the INPUT command. The only special PDF symbols permitted on an input row are the symbol for creating a new
field and the symbol to mark the destination of a move or copy operation.

Action:

Correct the symbol indicated by the position of the cursor as described above.

ICPDVSYM01
Special symbol appears in panel field context

Reason:

A PDF special symbol conflicts with the text residing in the current panel fields. When entering a new PDF special symbol
value, the character must not already exist in any of the fields of the panel.

Action:

Select a new character for the PDF special symbol that does not conflict with the text of the panel fields. Some of the PDF
special symbols are optional.

Optional PDF special symbols are :

• Delete field symbol
• Move field symbol
• Copy field symbol
• Destination symbol

If one of the optional PDF special symbols is in conflict, remove it by placing a blank over the symbol character. The
cursor position indicates which PDF special symbol is in conflict with the panel text.

ICPDVSYM02
Conflicting special symbol assignments

Reason:

Two or more of the PDF special symbols have the same character.

The cursor indicates one of the special symbols that is duplicated.

Action:

Each of the PDF special symbols must be a unique character. Change any additional characters that are the same so that
it results in unique values.

More than one optional PDF special symbol can be empty.

ICPDVSYM03
PDF-special-symbol must be specified

Reason:

You must specify the PDF special symbol indicated by the cursor position. This special symbol is not optional.

Action:

Enter a character value for this special symbol.
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ICPDVSYM04
Pending operations in layout must be completed first

Reason:

You must complete all move or copy operations before you can change this PDF special symbol.

Action:

Complete all move or copy edit actions before trying to change the PDF special symbol indicated by the cursor position.

The command RESET removes all pending edit operations. This is an alternative to completing outstanding edit
operations.

ICPDVSYM05
Destination symbol must also be specified

Reason:

When you define a move or copy PDF special symbol, you must also define a destination symbol.

Action:

Either remove the assignment of the move or copy special symbol or define a destination symbol.

ICPDVSYM06
Move or copy symbol must also be specified

Reason:

You must define a move or copy symbol when you define a destination symbol.

Action:

Either remove the destination symbol or define a move or copy symbol.

ICPDXDIP02
User "user-id" must be 3 characters

Reason:

You issued the DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER user-id command, but specified a user ID that was not three characters
long.

Action:

Specify a three-character user ID and reissue the command.

ICPDXDIP04
Entity type must be "PANEL" or "MEMBER"

Reason:

From stand-alone PDF, you tried to display the index of an invalid entity type. Valid command formats are:

• DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER

• DISPLAY INDEX PANEL
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Action:

To display the index of a panel or a member, specify either DISPLAY INDEX PANEL for panels or DISPLAY INDEX
MEMBER for members and reissue the command.

ICPDXDIP06
Library "libname" cannot be found

Reason:

From stand-alone PDF, you specified the named invalid library name so PDF could not access a member or panel library
name in the CVT. To enable PDF to access one of these libraries, use one of the following commands:

SET PNL LIBRARY libname

SET PNL MEMBERLIB memname

Where:

• libname
The one to eight-character name of a panel library.

• memname
The one to eight-character name of a member library.

Action:

Make sure you spell the library name correctly and issue one of the following commands:

SET PNL LIBRARY libname

Or

SET PNL MEMBERLIB memname

ICPDXPOP01
Requested entity in use, please try later

Reason:

You issued a PRINT command for a definition, member, or output that is currently in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If no one else is using this entity, this message can indicate an outstanding enqueue. If there is an
outstanding enqueue, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the resource.

ICPDXPOP03
Command successfully processed output number = nnn

Reason:

The panel or member you specified in a PRINT command was processed successfully. The print output number displays.
This is not an error message.

Action:

To view the output, issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT nnn command, where nnn is the number displayed in the message text.
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ICPDXPOP04
PNL not found in current system

Reason:

The panel you specified in the PRINT command cannot be found in the current system.

Action:

Make sure you are in the proper system. Then, issue the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL (D IND PNL) command to display a
list of all panels in the system. Make sure the name of the panel you specified was spelled correctly. If it was misspelled,
retype and reissue the command.

ICPDXPOP09
MEM not found for USR

Reason:

The member you specified in the PRINT command could not be located.

Action:

Make sure the member name is spelled correctly and belongs to the specified user, then reissue the command.

ICPDXPOP11
Invalid USR name or id

Reason:

The user ID you specified in the PRINT command cannot be found in the current system.

Action:

Make sure the user ID is spelled correctly and reissue the command.

ICPDXPOP13
Invalid DESTINATION name

Reason:

You specified an invalid destination name in the PRINT prompter. You must define a valid destination to the PDF system.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to display of all valid destinations defined to PDF. Make sure you
spelled the destination name correctly and reissue the PRINT command.

ICPDXPOP14
Invalid number of COPIES

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of copies in the PRINT command. A valid value is a number from 1 through
99.

Action:
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Specify a valid value for the number of copies and reissue the PRINT command.

ICPDZCOP01
Member "memname1" or "memname2" already in use

Reason:

You issued a command to duplicate or rename a member that is already in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If no one else is using this member, this message can indicate an outstanding enqueue. If there is an
outstanding enqueue, ask your Site Administrator to dequeue the member.

ICPDZCOP02
Old member "memname" not found in "libname"

Reason:

The member to duplicate or rename was not found in the library.

Action:

Make sure you specified the correct user ID and that the member name was spelled correctly. Reissue the command.

ICPDZCOP03
New member name and user same as old ones

Reason:

You tried to duplicate or rename a member, but you specified the name of the old member as the name of the new
member for the same user. You must give a new member a unique name.

Action:

Specify a unique name forthe new member and reissue the command. 

ICPDZCOP04
New member "memname" is already in "libname"

Reason:

You specified the name of a new member, but that member name already exists in the library. You must give a new
member a unique name.

Action:

Specify a unique name for the new member and reissue the command.

ICPDZCOP05
Description must be less than 25 characters

Reason:

You entered the description of a member that is more than 24characters long. The maximum length for the description of
a member is 24 characters.
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Action:

Edit the description and reduce its length. Make sure the description is no more than 24 characters long.

ICPDZCOP06
Old member "memname" not found for user "usrname"

Reason:

The member you want to duplicate or rename cannot be located for the specified user ID.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER command to display a list of members for your user ID or use the DISPLAY INDEX
MEMBER USER username command to display a list of members for another user ID. Make sure the member name is
spelled correctly and a user ID is specified if the member does not belong to you. Reissue the command.

ICPDZCOP07
New member "memname" already exists for user "usrname"

Reason:

You specified the name of a new member, but a member of that name already exists for that user. You must give a new
member a unique name.

Action:

Specify a unique name for the new member and reissue the command. 

ICPSINIT00
SPOOL QUEUE RECOVERY SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

Reason:

The recovery of the PSS Spool was successful. This informational message is directed to the console operator.

Action:

No action is required.

ICPSINIT01
SPOOL QUEUE SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED

Reason:

The PSS Directory was created successfully on the PSS Spool. This informational message is directed to the console
operator.

Action:

None.

ICPSINIT98
ENQUEUE FAILED, RESOURCE name  abend RF=v1 R0=v2

Reason:
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During PSS initialization, the resource named was not available.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the error code. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPSINIT99
ERRORS DETECTED AT PSS INITIALIZATION abend

Reason:

Errors were generated during an attempted initialization of PSS. An abend code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the error code. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICPSMSGS05
Resource busy. Please try later

Reason:

Another user (or possibly your own session in another region of your terminal) is using the named object.

Action:

To execute the command that caused the error, wait for the user currently employing the object to complete work with the
object. Be certain that the user ENDed activity with the object. Then reenter the command.

If you yourself are using the object in another region of your screen, end activity on that screen.

If the error persists, see your Site Administrator.

ICPSMSGS06
Unable to interpret command starting at "xxx"

Reason:

You issued a command that violates command syntax. The command is invalid because of a misspelling, an unspecified
option, or operands incorrectly ordered. The error begins or occurs at the specified xxx.

Action:

Review the command syntax. Make sure that all necessary options are specified in correct order and that each word is
spelled correctly, then reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS07
Command contains invalid special character

Reason:

You issued a command that contains at least one invalid special character.

Action:

Review the command syntax, change or delete each special character, and reissue the command.
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ICPSMSGS08
INTERR: message test PARSER STACK OVERFLOW

Reason:

One or more commands on the SCF command lines were too complex for the PSS command parser to interpret.

Action:

Simplify the command into several smaller commands.

ICPSMSGS09
INTERR: message-text REPETITION ERROR

Reason:

One or more commands on the SCF command lines were repeated.

Action:

Correct the commands and resubmit.

ICPSMSGS10
Default DEST is LIB, but OUTPUT already there

Reason:

Your print request is invalid. You tried to print an output from the library, but you did not specify a printer destination in the
PRINT command. The default destination is the library.

Action:

Specify a valid printer destination for the PRINT command and resubmit.

ICPSMSGS14
Command not currently supported

Reason:

The command is not supported in the current release. The command might be obsolete or might be for a future release.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS15
OUTPUT member "memname" not found

Reason:

The named output member was not found in the PSS spool library.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. Make sure you spelled the name of the output member correctly. If you
misspelled it, retype the command and resubmit.
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ICPSMSGS16
Special AUTHORIZATION is required to use this command

Reason:

You tried to execute a command that requires special authorization from the Site Administrator. The authorization ID is
$PR.

Action:

If you should be authorized to issue this command, contact your Site Administrator.

ICPSMSGS17
OUTPUT member "memname" has already been deleted

Reason:

You tried to PRINT or DELETE the named output member, but it was already deleted.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. Make sure you spelled the name of the output member correctly
and that the output number was correct. If you misspelled the name or mistyped the number, retype the command and
resubmit.

ICPSMSGS18
OUTPUT name "name" is not unique, use OUTPUT number

Reason:

You tried to VIEW, ALTER, PRINT, or DELETE the named output member, but the member does not have a unique name.
When a member does not have a unique name, you must refer to the member by its output number. A list of outputs and
their respective numbers displays.

Action:

Specify an output number instead of the output name and resubmit the command.

ICPSMSGS23
OUTPUT "name" does not exist

Reason:

You submitted an invalid command. The named output member does not exist.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. Make sure you spelled the name of the output member correctly
and that the output number was correct. If you misspelled the name or mistyped the number, retype the command and
resubmit.

ICPSMSGS28
DESTINATION name "destname" not found

Reason:
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You submitted an invalid command. The named destination name does not exist.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of valid destination names. Make sure you spell the
destination name correctly and resubmit the command.

ICPSMSGS29
DESTINATION type does not match DESTINATION name

Reason:

You tried to issue an ALTER, PRINT, or SET command, but the destination type and the destination name did not match
the type and name stored in the destination table. The command is ignored.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of valid destination names. Specify a valid destination
type and name and resubmit the command.

ICPSMSGS31
Command successfully processed OUTPUT NUMBER= item-1

Reason:

The command was processed successfully and the specified number was assigned to the output. This is not an error
message.

Action:

To view the output, issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT xxx command, where xxx is the number displayed in the message text.

ICPSMSGS38
DESTINATION name xxxx already exists

Reason:

You tried to add a destination, but the destination name is already in the destination table.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of valid destination names.

ICPSMSGS41
DESTINATION successfully added/deleted

Reason:

Your request to add or delete a destination was processed successfully. This is not an error message.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of valid destination names.

ICPSMSGS42
RETENTION period exceeds the maximum allowed
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Reason:

You specified an invalid retention period value. You specified value greater than 99, but valid retention period values are 1
through 99.

Action:

Specify a retention period less than or equal to 99 and resubmit the job.

ICPSMSGS43
OUTPUT number xx currently in use, try again later

Reason:

You tried to ALTER or DELETE an output that another user was displaying.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the output was enqueued erroneously, use the DEQUEUE OUTPUT command to release the
enqueue.

You can also use the SET OUT SITE OPTIONS command to make the SYSTEM and PREFIX names unique for each
ADROUT library. 

ICPSMSGS44
OUTPUT LIBRARY is full

Reason:

You tried to create a member in the OUTPUT LIBRARY, but the output library reached or surpassed the limit specified by
the Site Administrator. Your output might not have been created. The library can contain members that were exceeded
their retention periods, but were not yet deleted.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command to see whether your output was created. If your output was not created,
delete your unused outputs and try again. Whatever the result, contact your Site Administrator. If you are the Site
Administrator, you have two options:

• Use the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL) RECOVERY function to delete all outputs that were passed their retention dates. 
• Increase the size of the library. Review the information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL),

then use the following procedure to increase library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use SCPSUTIL to initialize the library
6. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you use the RECOVERY function or increase the size of the library, try to put another member
into the library. If this error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
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command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support. 

 

 

ICPSMSGS45
No outputs found with your user id

Reason:

There are no outputs in the output library with your user ID. The output you want might not belong to you.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT ALL STATUS command to display all outputs and to verify the user ID of the output.

ICPSMSGS46
Number of COPIES exceeds the maximum allowed

Reason:

You requested an invalid number of copies. You specified a value greater than 99, but valid copy values are 1 through 99.

Action:

Specify a number of copies less than or equal to 99 and resubmit the job.

ICPSMSGS47
No outputs found

Reason:

There are no outputs in the output library that satisfy your request.

Action:

Use the command DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS to display outputs that belong to you. Administrators can use the
command DISPLAY OUT ALL STATUS to display all outputs in the library. It is possible that no outputs whatever exist in
the library. If an output was inadvertently deleted, you might have to recreate it.

ICPSMSGS48
ADRLIB Library is full

Reason:

The product library that contains jobcards has no more space available.

Action:

Delete any unused jobcards. If you cannot or if deleting your unused jobcards does not provide the necessary space,
ask your Site Administrator to expand ADRLIB. If you are the Site Administrator, review the information on the VLS Utility
(VLSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
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3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE
 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.

Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another jobcard into ADRLIB. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

 

 

ICPSMSGS49
Command successfully processed

Reason:

The previous command was processed successfully. This is not an error message.

Action:

None.

ICPSMSGS50
DESTINATION type "NET" is not supported in batch

Reason:

You specified an invalid destination type. Network (NET) printers are supported in an on-line environment but not in batch.
System (SYS) printers are supported in both on-line and batch environments.

Action:

If you are submitting a batch job, specify a system printer as the destination type. From an on-line session, print requests
can be to both network and system printers.

ICPSMSGS51
DESTINATION NET xxxx cannot be found in this environment

Reason:

You specified a network (NET) printer that is not defined in the system. In most cases, the printer was not defined in the
TCT.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS to see a list of valid printers, specify a valid network printer destination, and
resubmit. If the printer you specified should exist, contact your Site Administrator to define the network printer in the TCT.
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ICPSMSGS52
DESTINATION NET destination-name IS OUT OF SERVICE

Reason:

This message can occur when attempting to print an output at a destination that is:

• Unavailable in the current environment, for example, NET printer that is not defined to the teleprocessing monitor
where your session is logged-on.

• Available in the current environment but for which physical errors were detected. PSS marks such destinations with
disposition P-DISA until ALTERed by your Site Administrator to READY disposition. The message can also occur
when your Site Administrator has ALTERed the disposition of the destination to HOLD which disables the use of that
destination.

Action:

See your Site Administrator to determine why the destination for your output was held or disabled. When remedied, the
site administration can alter the DISPOSITION for your output destination to READY. If you cannot wait for the original
destination to be readied, select a READY destination from the list the command DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION
provides. In either case, you must reprint the output using the following procedure:

• If you enter the command DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS, you see that the outputs you tried to print at the disabled
or held destination were placed in status P-HOLD. You can alter this status by placing an R in the Op column of the
OUTPUT STATUS screen. You can also use the command ALTER OUT nnnn DISP READY for output number nnnn.

• To print the output at a different printer from the one you originally specified, execute the command ALTER OUT nnnn
DEST <-NET|SYS> dest-name. If you do not need to alter the destination, you do not need to alter the destination.

• You can reissue the command DISPLAY OUT STATUS. Place the letter P in the Op column for outputs you want to
print. Alternatively, reissue the command PRINT OUT nnnn ... for each output number you want to print.

Assure that the output is successful at the new destination.

ICPSMSGS53
DESTINATION NET name is not a supported device type

Reason:

You specified a network (NET) printer that PSS does not support.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of valid printers, specify an available network printer
and resubmit the print request.

ICPSMSGS54
OUTPUT Number nnn has printed at destination NETname

Reason:

Output you sent to the network (NET) printer destination you specified has finished printing. This is not an error message.

Action:

Because this message does not signify an error condition, no action is required.
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ICPSMSGS55
DEQUEUE was not successful

Reason:

The DEQUEUE operation from the @I$UTIL command could not clear the enqueue requested. The enqueue involved
probably belongs to another partition of Ideal for Datacom. The operating system does not permit enqueues that one
partition set to be cleared by another.

Action:

To execute the command that caused the error, wait for the user currently employing the object to complete work with the
object. Be certain that the user ENDed activity with the object. Then reenter the command.

If you yourself are using the object in another region of your screen, end activity on that screen.

If the error persists, see your Site Administrator.

ICPSMSGS56
No outstanding ENQUEUES on resource

Reason:

You tried to dequeue a print-file, system, directory, or output-status member by using the PSS on-line utility, but there were
no outstanding enqueues on the resource.

Action:

None.

ICPSMSGS57
PSS Directory currently in use, try again later

Reason:

VPE could not gain control of the PSS Directory. The PSS Directory might be locked out.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, contact your Site Administrator. If the error persists, report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICPSMSGS58
Member memname is not in a valid mode to be printed

Reason:

You requested that the named print member be printed, but it is in an invalid mode for printing. The print can have CRTIN
(create) status or another user might be using it, which means that it is enqueued.

Action:

If the member is being created (CRTIN), wait until the member is created and the status is changed, then resubmit the
command. If another user is using the member, wait until the other user is finished, then resubmit the command.
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ICPSMSGS59
INTERR: Internal error locating PSS main control block

Reason:

An internal error occurred during initialization of the PSS main control block in session storage. Possible reasons are:

• Permanent storage could not be allocated.
• The panel library could not be initialized.
• The PSS#OPTIONS member could not be read from the panel library.
• SCPSV#R# could not be loaded.
• The spool could not be initialized.
• The PSS Directory member could not be opened.

Action:

Make sure the following conditions are met:

• The panel library is defined to the system and is properly formatted.
• The PSS#OPTIONS member exists in the panel library.
• The load module SCPSV#R# exists.
• The spool was created and is properly formatted.

If the above conditions are met and the error recurs and if you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS
ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICPSMSGS60
Option(s) apply to NET destinations only

Reason:

One or more options of the DEFINE or ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION apply only to NETWORK printers, but the
destination being defined or altered is a SYSTEM printer.
HEADER, TRAILER, LINES, and WIDTH are the options that can only be used for NETWORK printers.

Action:

Remove the options in the command that do not apply to the destination or change the destination name in the command
so that the command options are appropriate.

ICPSMSGS63
Print for output nnnn at destination NET xxxx was unsuccessful

Reason:

PSS made three attempts to print the named output to a network printer. After three attempts, PSS assumes the print
does not succeed and issues this message.

Action:

Make sure the named printer is active and that the output member is not corrupted. If CICS has come down, this output
can print during recovery. If the problem persists, reissue the print request to another network printer.
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ICPSMSGS64
PSS default width exceeds the maximum allowed

Reason:

You specified a value for the default width that exceeds the maximum default width. Valid values for width are 1 through
240.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the default width and reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS65
Maximum lines exceeds maximum allowed

Reason:

You specified a value for maximum lines per output that exceeds the allowed maximum. Valid values for maximum lines
per output are 1 through 64K.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the maximum lines per output and reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS66
Maximum lines exceeds site defined maximum

Reason:

You specified a value for maximum lines per output that exceeds the site-defined maximum when setting session options.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the site-defined maximum lines per output and reissue the command or ask your Site
Administrator to increase the maximum.

ICPSMSGS67
RETENTION period exceeds site defined maximum

Reason:

You specified a value for the retention period that exceeds the site-defined maximum retention period.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the site-defined retention period and reissue the command or ask your Site Administrator to
increase the maximum.

ICPSMSGS68
STATUS member currently in use, try again later

Reason:

You tried to DISPLAY the status of outputs in the PSS Directory, but another user was displaying the same status
member. This can occur when you use dynamic TCT allocation, which causes two systems to generate identical terminal-
IDs.
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Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS on-line utility to release the status
member.

ICPSMSGS69
UTILITY member memname currently in use, try again later

Reason:

You used the PSS on-line utility to DISPLAY the status of the PSS Spool or members on the Spool, but another user was
displaying the same information. This can occur when you use dynamic TCT allocation, which causes two systems to
generate identical terminal IDs.

Action:

Wait and try again.

ICPSMSGS70
ONLY THE FIRST SELECT WILL BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

You specified more than one SELECT command on the DISPLAY OUTPUTSTATUS screen. PSS can process only the
first SELECT command.

Action:

No action is required. PSS processes the first SELECT command and ignores any subsequent SELECT commands.

ICPSMSGS71
Disposition option applies to Network printers only

Reason:

The DISPOSITION operand cannot be applied to the LIBRARY or SYSTEM destinations. The DISPOSITION option
makes it possible to enable or disable NETWORK printers attached directly by the online teleprocessing monitor which
hosts the user's Ideal for Datacom session.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS72
Invalid WIDTH specified: Valid ranges are 80-250

Reason:

You tried to ALTER or DEFINE an OUTPUT DESTINATION with an invalid WIDTH operand.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS73
LINES specified exceed maximum allowed (255)
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Reason:

You tried to ALTER or DEFINE an OUTPUT DESTINATION with an invalid LINES operand.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSMSGS74
Destination name is required

Reason:

Destination name is required for a SYSTEM or NETWORK destination you specified.

Action:

Specify the destination name.

ICPSMSGS76
Invalid PERTASK specified: Must be between 0 and 255.

Reason:

You tried to ALTER or DEFINE an OUTPUT DESTINATION with an invalid limit on the number of prints to process per
CICS transaction; for example, PERTASK. The valid range is from 0 to 255, where 0 indicates that all outstanding prints
for a printer are processed and anything greater than zero specifies a limit.

Action:

Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSMSGSFF
INTERR: PRODUCT INTERNAL ERROR

Reason:

The PSS processors detected an internal error. It is usually an error in the PSS logic. It can also occur when a PSS
processor abends or there is a conflict among PSS resources.

Action:

Resubmit your request. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICPSPLTI01
TASK transaction-id SUCCESSFULLY STARTED

Reason:

The program SCPSPLTI was placed properly into the CICS PLT initialization table. This program starts an asynchronous
transaction named NETT that performs the PSS spool recovery process.

Action:

None.
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ICPSPLTI02
TASK transaction-idCAN NOT BE STARTED, RC = return-code

Reason:

The program SCPSPLTI could not complete its activity, namely, to start the transaction transaction-id in the CICS
environment as part of the CICS start-up process. The return code return-code value depends on the CICS START
exception conditions and indicates the nature of the problem encountered. Return code = 3 is given in an MRO
environment for the SYSIDERR condition. Return code = 2 is given for all other START exception conditions. Any return
code other than 2 or 3 indicates an internal error in the PSS component.

Action:

For return codes 2 and 3, make sure that the transaction transaction-id is correctly defined to CICS. For return code =
3, make sure that the transaction is defined as remote and that the link to the remote system is open at the time this
message is issued. For any other return code, contact Technical Support for the PSS component.

ICPSSETP01
Lib name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid library name. The first character of a library name must be either an alphabetic or a national
character.

Action:

Specify the library name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit the
panel.

ICPSSETP02
Member name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid member name. The first character of a member name must be either an alphabetic or a national
character.

Action:

Specify the member name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit the
panel.

ICPSSETP03
System name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid system name. The first character of a system name must be either an alphabetic or a national
character.

Action:

Specify the system name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit the
panel.
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ICPSSETP04
Prefix name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid prefix name. The first character of a prefix name must be either an alphabetic or a national
character.

Action:

Specify the prefix name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit the
panel.

ICPSSETP05
Field must be numeric.

Reason:

You entered alphanumeric data into a field that accepts only numeric input.

Action:

Change the field entry. Make sure all characters are numeric.

ICPSSETP07
JCL Proc name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid JCL PROC name. The first character of a JCL PROC name must be either an alphabetic or a
national character.

Action:

Specify the JCL PROC name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit
the panel.

ICPSSETP08
Option must be "Y" or "N".

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for this option. Valid values are Y(yes) or N (no).

Action:

Specify Y or N and resubmit the panel.

ICPSSETP09
Default retention period exceeds maximum allowed

Reason:

The retention period set in the command SET OUT RETENTION nn exceeds the value set by your administrator in this
Ideal for Datacom partition.

Action:
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Correct the errors indicated by the message. Reissue the command.

ICPSSETP10
PSS Main Control Block cannot be located.

Reason:

PSS could not locate the PSS Main Control Block (PSSMCB) permanent storage area. Possible reasons are:

• Permanent storage could not be allocated.
• The panel library could not be initialized.
• The PSS#OPTIONS member could not be read from the panel library.
• SCPSV#R# could not be loaded.
• The spool could not be initialized.
• The PSS Directory member could not be opened.

Action:

Make sure the following conditions are met:

• The panel library is defined to the system and is properly formatted.
• The PSS#OPTIONS member exists in the panel library.
• The load module SCPSV#R# exists.
• The spool was created and is properly formatted.

If the above conditions were met and the error recurs and if you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS
ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to
Broadcom Support.

ICPSSETP11
Number not in required range

Reason:

The data entered into the highlighted field is not in the established input range for the field. The range displays to the
immediate right of the field.

Action:

Change the specification. Make sure the data is in the established input range and resubmit the panel. If this error recurs,
contact your Site Administrator and ask whether the default maximum or minimum value was changed for your site.

ICPSSETP12
Dest type must be "LIBRARY", "NETWORK" or "SYSTEM".

Reason:

You specified an invalid DESTINATION (DEST) type. Valid types are:

• LIBRARY or LIB
• MAIL or MAI
• NETWORK or NET
• SYSTEM or SYS

Action:
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Specify a valid DESTINATION type and resubmit the panel.

ICPSSETP13
Print status must be "HOLD", "KEEP" or "RELEASE".

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the default print status. Valid values are:

• HOLD or HOL
• KEEP or KEE
• RELEASE or REL

Action:

Specify a valid default print status and resubmit the panel.

ICPSSETP14
Name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid name. The first character of this name must be either an alphabetic or a national character.

Action:

Specify the name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit the panel.

ICPSSETP15
Default destination name is required.

Reason:

You did not specify a default destination name. When the default DESTINATION type is NETWORK, MAIL, or SYSTEM,
you must specify a default destination name.

Action:

Specify a default destination name.

ICPSSETP16
Dest. name must begin with alpha char, $, # or @.

Reason:

You specified an invalid destination name. The first character of the destination name must be either an alphabetic or a
national character.

Action:

Specify the destination name. Make sure the first character of the name is an alphabetic or national character. Resubmit
the panel.

ICPSSETP17
Destination name is not in the destination table.
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Reason:

You specified an invalid destination name. A destination name must be defined in the destination table to be a valid name.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATIONS command to see a list of defined destination names. Either select a valid
destination name or use the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION to add the destination name to the destination table.
Resubmit the command.

ICPSSETP18
Destination type is not compatible with Dest. name.

Reason:

The specified destination type does not correspond to the specified destination name. If the destination type is SYSTEM,
you must enter the name of a system printer in the destination name field. If the destination type is NETWORK, you must
enter the name of a network printer in the destination name field.

Action:

Specify a destination name compatible with the destination type in the destination name field.

ICPSSETP19
Spool does not exist.

Reason:

You specified an invalid spool name. The spool does not exist in the system.

Action:

Enter a spool name that already exists in the system or ask your Site Administrator to create a new spool.

ICPSSETP20
Directory member does not exist in Spool.

Reason:

You specified the name of a directory member that does not exist. This probably occurred after you changed the directory
name or system name as a session option.

Action:

Change the system name to match the name used to initialize ADROUT or ask your Site Administrator to reinitialize
ADROUT with your system name.

ICPSSETP21
Maximum Outputs cannot be altered if Directory exists.

Reason:

You specified a new value for maximum outputs, but the directory already exists in the spool. Because the field's only
purpose in PSS is to specify the number of directory entries to create, you can alter this field only if the directory does not
already exist.

Action:
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Make sure that the maximum number of outputs matches the value specified during the PSS initialization (INIT) of
ADROUT.

ICPSSETP22
Maximum lines exceeds site defined maximum.

Reason:

You specified a value for maximum lines per output that exceeds the site-defined maximum for session options.

Action:

Specify a value less than or equal to the site-defined maximum lines per output.

ICPSSETP23
Date Format must be A (Amer.), E (Euro.) or I (Inter.)

Reason:

You specified an invalid date format. Valid date formats are:

• A
Specifies mmddyy (American)

• E
Specifies ddmmyy (European)

• I
Specifies yymmdd (International)

Action:

Specify A, E, or I as the date format.

ICPSSETP24
Default retention period exceeds site defined maximum

Reason:

You specified a default retention period that exceeds the maximum retention period value specified on the SET OUTPUT
SITE OPTIONS panel.

Action:

Specify a value less than or equal to the site-defined maximum retention period. Reduce the default retention period value
you specified or, if you are authorized, increase the maximum retention period value specified on the SET OUTPUT SITE
OPTIONS panel. 

ICPSSETP25
O/P files exceed allocation:(current-block-countbl/fl,required-block-count  blks needed)

Reason:

You entered the entry of the SET OUT SITE OPTIONS menu Maximum number of output files incorrectly. The number of
VLS data-blocks the current ADROUT library provides is only current-block-count. However, to accommodate the number
of output members specified simultaneously, required-block-count blocks were needed.

Action:
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Enter a smaller number for the Maximum number of output files. Otherwise, bring down Ideal for Datacom partitions that
access the current ADROUT library. Then reallocate and reinitialize the ADROUT library to accommodate the number of
blocks requested.

ICSCBOPT01
"EDPFX=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to EDPFX=ED. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT02
"EDPFX=" MUST BE A 2-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to EDPFX=ED. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. The value
entered in your assembly contained more than two characters.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT03
"VLSLIB=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to VLSLIB=ADRLIB. The value set in your assembly was a null-string (of length zero) or had more than eight characters.
This value is intended as a filename reference in your SCF-based product's JCL. VSE users should voluntarily limit
themselves to seven characters for this reason.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session. 

ICSCBOPT04
"PDPFX=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:
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An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to PDPFX=PD. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT05
"PDPFX=" MUST BE A 2-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to PDPFX=PD. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. The value
entered in your assembly contained more than two characters.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT06
"VLSLIB=" MUST BE A 1- TO 8-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to VLSLIB=ADRLIB. The value set in your assembly was a null-string (of length zero) or had more than 8 characters. This
value is intended as a filename reference in your SCF-based product's JCL. VSE users should voluntarily limit themselves
to seven characters for this reason.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT07
"SCFPFX=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to SCFPFX=SC00. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.
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ICSCBOPT08
"SCFPFX=" MUST BE A 4-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to SCFPFX=SC00. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. The value
entered in your assembly contained more than four characters.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT09
Warning: TCTTEOI must have an OPID

Reason:

The SCBOPTCB installation macro is assembled with SESSID=OPID. The warning is relevant only to the CICS
environment. In a CICS environment that does not use an SNT to establish the three-character short-id in the field
TCTTEOI of the CICS TCTTE control block, it is the Site Administrator's responsibility to provide an OPID in the TCTTE
by the time the user attempts to sign on to Ideal for Datacom. The SESSID parameter is used as a means of labeling
SCF-based products' temporary storage data (employed in pseudo-conversational processing). When SESSID=OPID is
specified, SCF must have a value available for the user's OPID before sign on processing can begin. Also, the same user
cannot sign on SCF-based products from different terminals in the same CICS. In MRO, the same user cannot sign on
the same AOR from different remote terminals. For an example of how to place a short-id in the TCTTEOI, call Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

Action:

None.

ICSCBOPT10
"PNLIB=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to PNLLIB=ADRPNL. You cannot omit the parameter.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT11
"PNLIB=" MUST BE A 1- TO 8-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to PNLLIB=ADRPNL. The value set in your assembly was a null-string (of length zero) or had more than eight characters.
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This value is intended as a filename reference in your SCF-based product's JCL. VSE users should voluntarily limit
themselves to seven characters for this reason.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT12
"PSSPFX=" IS A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be
set to PSSPFX=SCPS. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. The
parameter was missing from your assembly.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT13
"PSSPFX=" MUST BE A 4-CHARACTER VALUE

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be set
to PSSPFX=SCPS. Do not change this parameter without consulting with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. The value
entered in your assembly contained more than four characters.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT14
"QCODE=" MUST BE C''X'' OR 1 CHARACTER

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be
set to QCODE=C'x' or QCODE=x where x represents a valid single-character value. The parameter is missing or was
specified with an invalid length. You can use either C or X Assembler-literal format to specify the literal in this parameter.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.
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ICSCBOPT15
CHARACTER FORMAT IN "QCODE" OPERAND IS INVALID

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be
set to QCODE=C'x' or QCODE=x, where x represents a valid alphanumeric single-character value. The parameter was
specified using an invalid format. (Assembler literal formats must be C or X Assembler format and must have length 1.)

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT16
USE QUOTES FOR CHARACTER OR HEX "QCODE" OPERAND

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must normally be
set to QCODE=C'x' or QCODE=x, where x represents a valid alphanumeric single-character value. The parameter is
specified with an invalid Assembler format.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT17
"SECRTY=" MUST BE 1 CHARACTER Y OR N

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must be set to
SECRTY=Y or SECRTY=N. No other values are acceptable. There are no defaults.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCBOPT18
"SESSID=" MUST BE "OPID" OR "TERMID"

Reason:

An assembly error was received while installing the SCBOPTCB macro. The parameter in question must be set to
SESSID=TERMID or SESSID=OPID. No other values are acceptable.

Action:
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Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session. The OPID value, if specified, is ignored and processed as TERMID.

ICSCBTIN01
DATADICTIONARY WAS OPENED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

SCF initialization opened Datacom Datadictionary successfully. This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

No action is required.

ICSCBTIN02
INVALID KEYWORD PARAMETER SPECIFIED on SIGN-ON CARD

Reason:

The sign-on card contains at least one invalid keyword parameter specification. This message is generated from a batch
submission.

Action:

Review the product documentation and make appropriate modifications to the sign-on card. If the values for keywords are
correctly specified and this error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN03
SIGN-ON CARD MUST CONTAIN PERSON OR USER NAME

Reason:

The sign-on card does not specify a user. This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Review the appropriate Broadcom product documentation and specify a user on the sign-on card. Make sure that the
values for keywords are correctly specified and resubmit the job.

ICSCBTIN04
SIGN-ON CARD CONTAINS DUPLICATE KEYWORD PARAMETERS

Reason:

The sign-on card contains duplicate keyword parameters, so the job cannot run. This message is generated from a batch
submission.

Action:

Check the sign-on card and eliminate all duplicated keyword parameters. Make sure that the values for keywords are
correctly specified and resubmit the job.

ICSCBTIN06
PRODUCT prodname NOT FOUND IN TRANSACTION TABLE
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Reason:

The sign-on card contains an invalid product specification. The named product cannot be found in the SCF Transaction
Table (SC00TRAN). This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Check the sign-on card, make sure the product name is correctly spelled and resubmit the job. If this error recurs, review
the documentation for more information on the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN). Try to identify the problem and solve
it. If you cannot, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN07
PARAMETER IN SIGN-ON CARD EXCEEDS MAXIMUM LENGTH

Reason:

The sign-on card contains at least one parameter specification that is invalid because it contains too many characters.
This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Review the appropriate Broadcom product documentation and modify your parameter specifications. Make sure that the
values for keywords are correctly specified and resubmit the job.

ICSCBTIN10
SCF INITIALIZATION ROUTINE FAILED TO CREATE THE SCB

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF Initialization (SCBTINIT)routine failed to create the Session Control Block (SCB). This
message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

ICSCBTIN13
THE service FAILED, RETURN CODE = xx

Reason:

The named internal service failed during SCF initialization. The service returned the displayed return code. This message
is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Note the displayed return code and see Return Codes. Check the dump, try to identify the problem, and solve it. Save the
dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN17
ERROR IN OPENING DATADICTIONARY DSF-RC SUB-RC

Reason:

The SCF Initialization (SCBTINIT) routine encountered an error in an attempt to open Datacom Datadictionary. In general,
DSF-RC is a three-character DSF return code, and SUB-RC is a three-digit Datacom/DB return code (which appears
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when the DSF error was caused by an unexpected Datacom/DB condition). This message is generated from a batch
submission.

Action:

Refer to the Datacom/DB message documentation for an explanation of the error code. Try to identify the problem and
solve it. If you cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to
Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN18
DB2 CALL ATTACH ERROR, REASON CODE = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The SCF Initialization (SCBTINIT) routine encountered a call attach error from DB2. The DB2 reason code displays as
xxxxxxxx. This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the reason code. Try to identify the problem and solve
it. If you cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN19
DB2 SQL ERROR, CODE = xxxx

Reason:

The SCF Initialization (SCBTINIT) routine encountered a DB2 SQL error. The DB2 code displays as xxxx. This message
is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the code. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCBTIN20
DATADICTIONARY MODULES NOT FOUND

Reason:

The SCF Initialization (SCBTINIT) routine failed to load DDOLISUP.

Action:

Check the load libraries in the Ideal for Datacom batch JCL. Datacom/DB or AD load libraries must be available for the
Ideal for Datacom batch job.

ICSCCEVM01
Panel does not support error descriptions

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The CEV processor detected an error in the field, but could not locate the error-code extension
and so was unable to determine the error.
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Action:

Try again. If this error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area.
Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

ICSCCEVM02
INTERR: there is no description for this error

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The CEV processor could not match the field's error code with any error message.

Action:

If this error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCEVM03
Required field: data must be entered

Reason:

This field is defined as a required field by PDF. You must modify the field each time the panel is transmitted, even if the
value for the field has not changed since the last transmission.

Action:

Modify the field and press Enter.

ICSCCEVM04
Enter only digits include

Reason:

The CEV processor detected invalid numeric data. The message text is composed according to the field's input editing
rules in the panel definition. The field can contain digits or digits and one or more of the other numeric symbols, for
example, decimal point, currency symbol, minus sign, or digit separator (comma).

Action:

Enter a valid numeric value into the field.

ICSCCEVM05
Number must be from "nnn" to "xxx"

Reason:

The CEV processor detected a numeric value that is out of range. The range is from nnn through xxx.

Action:

Enter a numeric value from nnn through xxx.

ICSCCEVM06
Value must be from "nnn" to "xxx"
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Reason:

The CEV processor detected an alphanumeric value that is out of range. The range is from nnn through xxx.

Action:

Enter an alphanumeric value from nnn through xxx.

ICSCCEVM07
Value must be greater than or equal to "item-1 "

Reason:

The CEV processor detected an alphanumeric value less than nnn, the minimum value for the field.

Action:

Enter a value greater than or equal to nnn.

ICSCCEVM08
Value must be less than or equal to "item-1 "

Reason:

The CEV processor detected an alphanumeric value greater than xxx, the maximum value for the field.

Action:

Enter a value less than or equal to xxx.

ICSCCEVM09
Incorrect check digit

Reason:

The CEV processor detected an invalid check digit. The check digit is used to make sure that only valid data is returned.

Action:

Make sure you entered the data correctly. If this error recurs, you are trying to enter invalid data.

ICSCCEVM10
Decimal places must be from "d1" to "d2"

Reason:

You entered a number with either too few or too many decimal places. A valid number of decimal places is a number in
the range from d1 through d2.

Action:

Enter a numeric value with a valid number of decimal places.

ICSCCEVM11
Integer places must be less than or equal to "item-1 "

Reason:
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You entered a number with too many integer places. The maximum number of integer places is item-1.

Action:

Enter a numeric value with the number of integer places less than or equal to item-1.

ICSCCEVM12
xxx characters must be entered

Reason:

You did not fill a field that has a must-fill attribute. The number of characters entered into the field must be xxx.

Action:

Enter xxx characters into the field.

ICSCCEVM13
Partially-shown required field: scroll to enter data

Reason:

The field in error is a required field, but it is only partially displayed on the screen. As a result, you cannot enter a complete
value into the field.

Action:

Scroll to the left or right to enter data into the field.

ICSCCMDP01
The activity in this region is not interruptable

Reason:

The product initialization routine prevents you from issuing the command in the current region.

Action:

Wait until the product initialization activity is complete before trying to issue a command or issue the command from
another region.

ICSCCMDP02
The command does not apply to the control region

Reason:

You issued a command that cannot be executed in the control region.

Action:

Issue the command in another region.

ICSCCMDP03
The region number should be a valid region

Reason:
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The region specified in the command is not an active region.

Action:

Issue the command in a valid region.

ICSCCMDP05
INTERR: THERE IS NO COMMAND PARSER/PROCESSOR

Reason:

An internal error occurred. SCF received a command to pass to the system's command parser or processor, but could not
locate it. This error can occur if the region control block is overlaid or if SCF tries to access an invalid control block.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMDP06
TRANSACTION ENTRY NOT FOUND

Reason:

The entry for this product was not found in the SC00TRAN. This occurs only if the in-core copy of SC00TRAN was
corrupted.

Action:

Contact your Site Administrator. In a CICS environment, you might be able to correct this problem by requesting a new
copy of SC00TRAN.

ICSCCMDP07
Commands may not have DBCS data

Reason:

Double-byte characters were found in the command area.

Action:

Use only single-byte characters in the command area.

ICSCCMDP08
PRODUCT LOOK-AHEAD TABLE IS NOT AT GIVEN ADDRESS

Reason:

The look-ahead table address from the PAREGION does not point to a valid look-ahead table.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMDP09
"xxxxxxxx" command was internally passed to SCF during cmd inversion
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Reason:

A product using command inversion passed the named internal command to the SCF parser without an appropriate
parameter.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR01
xxxx is already active in this region

Reason:

The product you specified in the TRANSFER command is already running in the region.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR02
"command" Command NOT recognized

Reason:

The syntax of the identified SCF command is invalid.

Action:

Check your product documentation for the correct syntax and reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR03
Qualifier of set command NOT recognized

Reason:

You specified an invalid operand in the SCF SET command.

Action:

Check your product documentation for the correct syntax of the SET command and reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR04
You must be authorized as an SCF Administrator for this command

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue a command. Only an SCF Administrator can issue that command.

Action:

If you should be authorized to use this command, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICSCCMPR05
Missing repeat character

Reason:
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You issued a SET REPEAT command, but did not specify a repeat character.

Action:

Issue the command with a valid repeat character. Use the SET COMMAND SESSION command to verify active
characters and to make sure that the repeat character is not defined as another special character.

ICSCCMPR06
Missing reshow character

Reason:

You issued a SET RESHOW command, but did not specify a reshow character.

Action:

Issue the command with a valid reshow character. Use the SET COMMAND SESSION command to verify active
characters and to make sure that the reshow character is not defined as another special character.

ICSCCMPR07
Missing delimiter character

Reason:

You issued a SET DELIMITER command, but either did not specify a delimiter character or the character you specified is
already the delimiter character.

Action:

Issue the command with a valid delimiter character. Use the SET COMMAND SESSION command to verify active
characters and to make sure that you do not specify a delimiter character that was defined with another function.

ICSCCMPR08
Excessive number of lines in "command" COMMAND

Reason:

The total number of lines specified in the named command with the number of lines in the existing regions exceeds the
screen's capacity.

Action:

Change specifications and reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR09
COMBINE Command applies only to 2nd or 3rd region

Reason:

You issued a COMBINE command with only one region.

Action:

None.
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ICSCCMPR10
Cannot apply xxxx to this region

Reason:

One of the following occurred.

• The number of lines required for the command does not permit the current region to be reformatted. For instance,
• You might have issued the SPLIT command, but already have the maximum number of active regions.
• The number of lines required by a REFORMAT or SET command exceeds the number of lines that can display on the

screen.
• You must correct an error condition in the current screen before you can execute the command. If the command

were executed, you might not be able to correct the portion of the current screen (because it would be overlaid by the
reformatted regions in your session).

• A region that displays a variable panel, which includes active Ideal for Datacom DISPLAY INDEX commands,
sometimes cannot have the number of lines in the region altered because of implicit assumptions made by the
software that supports it.

NOTE

 A Ideal for Datacom DISPLAY INDEX command is active until line command processing is complete. 

Action:

Perform one of the following:

• Either change region specifications and reissue the SPLIT command, reformat the regions or decrease the number of
lines specified by your REFORMAT or SET command.

• Correct any errors in the current session before reissuing the xxxx command.
• If a variable length panel is used in a region, END the activity for that region or DISPLAY/EDIT a different fixed

component (for example, IDE) for the same entity before reattempting the xxxx command.

 

ICSCCMPR11
Cannot apply command because next region is active

Reason:

You issued the named command for a region, but the next region is still active. The command does not execute.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR12
Menu response should be numeric

Reason:

You entered a non-numeric value as a choice on a menu where a numeric value is required.

Action:

Enter a valid numeric value to make your menu choice.
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ICSCCMPR13
There are no edit errors to be clarified

Reason:

You issued the CLARIFY command or pressed PF3 or PF15 in a panel where there were no errors.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR14
Edit-rule error proc not specified in parameters for this panel

Reason:

You issued the CLARIFY command or pressed PF3 or PF15 in a panel that was not designed for this service.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR15
Special authorization is required to use command

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue the last typed command.

Action:

If you should be authorized to use this command, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICSCCMPR16
Missing "xxxx" operand

Reason:

Either you did not specify the named required operand or you specified an invalid operand.

Action:

Review the command syntax and include the valid operand when you reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR17
Unsupported @I$SCF operation

Reason:

You specified an invalid operand for the @I$SCF command.

Action:

Review the command syntax and include the valid operand when you reissue the command.
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ICSCCMPR18
The activity in this region is not interruptable

Reason:

The product initialization routine prevents you from issuing a SPLIT, COMBINE, or REFORMAT command in the active
region.

Action:

Wait until the product initialization activity is complete before trying to issue a command or issue the command from
another region.

ICSCCMPR19
The command does not apply to the control region

Reason:

You issued a command that cannot execute in the control region.

Action:

Issue the command from another region.

ICSCCMPR20
Command operand should be numeric

Reason:

You specified a non-numeric operand for the most recently issued command. This command requires a numeric operand.

Action:

Specify a numeric operand and reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR21
Number of lines should be positive

Reason:

You specified a negative number of lines.

Action:

Review the command syntax. The operand should be numeric, positive, and in the stated range.

ICSCCMPR22
"xx" IS AN INVALID SCF INTERNAL NUMBER

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF command processor received an undefined internal command number.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCCMPR23
RC = retcode FOR PRODUCT INITIALIZATION

Reason:

An internal error occurred. SCF received a non-zero return code from the system's product initialization routine. The
received return code is displayed in the message text. SCF aborts the session.

Action:

Write down the return code and the circumstances under which this error was generated. Save the dump and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR24
MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE - RC from $GS = retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred in processing a VPE $GS (get storage)command. The return code from $GS displays in the
message text. The main memory available in the TP execution region is not enough for the current activity of SCF.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the TP execution region. If the
error persists, note the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR25
THIS REGION IS NOT INITIALIZED

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The system tried to execute a command in a region that is not initialized.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR26_
MSG.LINES EXCEEDS # OF ROWS IN PRESENTATION AREA, ROW= "xx", LINES = "yy"

Reason:

An internal error occurred. An integrity check run by SCF failed because the total number of lines in all the regions
exceeded the presentation area size.

Action:

Note the number of rows and the number of lines. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in
the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR27
RESPONSE CODE FROM $DPA = xx

Reason:
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SCF received an unexpected return code from $DPA, a PMS Define Presentation Area request.

Action:

Write down the return code and the circumstances under which this error was generated. Report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR28
INVALID SCROLL CMD - VALUE OF SCRLUNIT WAS "xx"

Reason:

An internal error occurred. You entered a SCROLL command, but either SCF detected internal inconsistencies or PMS
rejected the scroll region request.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR29
USER NOT FOUND IN DATADICTIONARY

Reason:

SCF could not find a user in the Datacom Datadictionary while transferring to a product that required Datacom
Datadictionary validation. The user might be transferring from a product that does not require Datacom Datadictionary
validation. If, however, the user was already signed on to a product that required Datacom Datadictionary validation, this
message signals an internal error.

Action:

Make sure that the user is defined in the Datacom Datadictionary. If the user is defined and the error recurs, report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR30
RESPONSE CODE FROM DDI ROUTINE WAS "xx"

Reason:

SCF received an unexpected return code from DSF.

Action:

Refer to the Datacom/DB documentation for an explanation of the error code. Try to correct the error. If the error recurs,
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR31
$SMLF FAILED TO LOCATE COMMAND AREA

Reason:

SCF tried to locate the command area, but PMS rejected the request. This error can occur if the PCB was destroyed or if
the currently bound panel is inactive.

Action:
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Ask your Site Administrator to check the status of the PCB and the currently bound panel. Try to correct the error. If the
error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR32
THERE IS NO COMMAND PARSER/PROCESSOR

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• SCF found that the field that contains the name of the product command parser in the PAREGION was not initialized.
• SCF received a command to pass to the system's command parser/processor, but could not locate it. This can occur if

the region control block was been overlaid or if SCF tries to access the wrong region control block.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR33
$SMLF FAILED TO LOCATE MESSAGE LINE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. SCF tried to display an error message, but failed to locate the message line when PMS
rejected the request.

Action:

If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR34
ERROR IN OPENING DATADICTIONARY xxx   yyy

Reason:

SCF received an unexpected return code, xxx yyy, in opening Datacom Datadictionary while processing a product transfer
command.

Action:

Refer to the Datacom/DB documentation for the explanation of the error code and try to correct the error. If the error
recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR35
PMS global storage service failed

Reason:

An internal error occurred. A PMS Modify Global Data request failed when SCF displayed or modified the global storage
limit.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCCMPR36
Current global storage limit is nnn

Reason:

This message displays the PMS global storage limit. This is not an error message.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR37
Message cache requests = xxxxxxxx, misses = yyyyyyyy

Reason:

This message displays two statistics:

• There were xxxxxxxx attempts made to retrieve a message from the global message area.
• There were yyyyyyyy misses when SCF tried to retrieve a message from the VLS library.

This is not an error message.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR38
Message cache area not found

Reason:

There was a request to display the global message area before the area was allocated by the message processor. SCF
allocated the area the first time a message is requested.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR39
Panel parameters permit only run-time program to display errors

Reason:

You issued the CLARIFY command for a panel in which panel parameters defined the run-time processor as the error
checker.

Action:

Do not use the CLARIFY command in this situation.

ICSCCMPR40
Error in DD system init  xxx   yyy.

Reason:

SCF received an unexpected return code, xxx yyy, from DSF while processing a product transfer command.
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Action:

Refer to the Datacom/DB documentation for the explanation of the error code and try to correct the error. If the error
recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR41
BDT ACCS:xxxxxxxx  HITS:yyyyyyyy  OVFS:zzzzzzzz

Reason:

When you issue the command @I$SCF DIS VLS BDT STATS, this message displays three VLS BDT (blocked- data-
table) statistics:

• ACCS (xxxxxxxx)
The number of VLS BDT accesses.

• HITS (yyyyyyyy)
The number of entries in the BDT.

• OVFS (zzzzzzzz)
The number of times an entry was removed.

This is not an error message.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR42
GS MAX:nnnnnnnn  TOT:xxxxxxxx #0C:yyyyyyyyT0C:zzzzzzzz

Reason:

When you issue the command @I$SCF DIS VPE GS STATS, this message displays four VPE $GS (global storage)
statistics:

• MAX (nnnnnnnn)
The amount of core available to global storage.

• TOT (xxxxxxxx)
The amount of core currently used by global storage.

• #0C (yyyyyyyy)
The number of global storage areas with a zero use count.

• T0C (zzzzzzzz)
The total core allocated to global storage areas with a zero use count.

This is not an error message.

Action:

None.

ICSCCMPR43
Date format must be A, E or I

Reason:

You used an invalid date format in the SET DATEFOR command. Valid date formats are:

• A
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Specifies mmddyy (American)
• E

Specifies ddmmyy (European)
• I

Specifies yymmdd (International)

Action:

Specify a valid date format and reissue the command.

ICSCCMPR44
Duplicate symbols may not be specified. Check options panel

Reason:

You used the same value for more than one SCF special symbol. Duplicate symbols are not allowed.

Action:

Ensure that each SCF special symbol has a unique value.

ICSCCMPR45
"item-1" may not be specified

Reason:

The value in quotes is invalid for this function.

Action:

Change the value in quotes to a valid value.

ICSCCMPR46
You must specify "U" or "N" for SET ASYNCMSG

Reason:

The option value specified after ASYNCMSG is incorrect. You must specify either:

• U
User to receive asynchronous messages

• N
None, to stop receiving asynchronous messages

Action:

Check your spelling of the option and reenter the command.

ICSCCMPR47
Command invalid or incomplete starting at "operand"

Reason:

The syntax of the command is invalid. The specified operand is the last one recognized as correct.

Action:
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Check your spelling and reenter the command.

ICSCCMPR48
You must have an opid to check duplicate opids

Reason:

Check duplicate opid on the SCF site option screen ensures that users have unique opids. If this option was allowed to be
set to YES when no CICS SNT entries exist, no users can sign on. Because your opid is all zeros, all blanks, or missing, it
is assumed that your SNT does not have entries.

Action:

You must have a CICS SNT with non-zero/non-blank entries to enforce operator id uniqueness. Also, when this option is
set, you must have a valid operator-id. Retry this command after recycling this CICS with a new SNT.

ICSCCMPR49
TRANSACTION TABLE ERROR: USER VALIDATION NO LONGER PERFORMED BY SCF

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated IPC function.IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR50
INTERR: THE SECURITY "INITIALIZATION" REQUEST FAILED

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated a IPC function.IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing.

Action:

Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments or view the ADRLOG output
in batch environments to aid in support. 

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCMPR51
When SESSID=OPID, opid uniqueness is always enforced

Reason:

The SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE OPID option is valid only when SESSID=TERMID in the SCF static option block. The
current setting is SESSID=OPID.
When SESSID=TERMID, two users with the same OPID are permitted to sign on unless this option is set. This option
prevents more than one user from signing on with the same CICS operator ID.
However, when SESSID=OPID, this option has no affect. Two users can never sign on with the same CICS operator ID.

Action:
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Use this option only when SESSID=TERMID in the SCF static option block SC00OPTS.

ICSCCMPR52
The operand "set-operand" is only permitted as a site command

Reason:

The <-SET-OPERAND> operand of the SET command is only permitted as a site option.

Action:

Reenter the operand as a site option if applicable. The general form is SET SITE <-set-operand> ...

ICSCCMPR53
Invalid TERMID length: termid

Reason:

The TERMID operand must be four characters in length.

Action:

Determine the correct TERMID, which is four characters in length.

ICSCCMPR54
TERMID contains an invalid character: char

Reason:

The TERMID operand contains an invalid character, as displayed in this message.

Action:

Correct the invalid character in the TERMID and reenter the command.

ICSCCMPR55
Terminal termid is still active.

Reason:

The terminal identified in the PURGE command is currently active.

Action:

None. The PURGE command is ignored.

ICSCCMPR56
Terminal termid PURGE is complete.

Reason:

The requested PURGE is completed.

Action:

None.
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ICSCCVTP01
INTERR: item-1 Function code is not recognized by SCCVTP

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP02
INTERR: item-1 Control Block already defined

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICSCCVTP03
INTERR: item-1 Control Block is already allocated

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP04
INTERR: item-1 is not a valid Control Block

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP05
INTERR: item-1 Locate failed, C.B. has not been allocated

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCCVTP06
INTERR: item-1 Control Block BASE could not be found

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP07
INTERR: item-1 Allocation specifies zero block length

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP09
A "TERMRGN" on REGION 0 IS INVALID

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP10
"item-1 " IS AN INVALID BTYPE-VALUE

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP11
id=item-1 IS MISSING A BASE=LOAD-MODULE-NAME

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCCVTP12
INPUT PARAMETER LIST IS MISSING

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP13
BASE=item-1 IS MISSING id=LOCAD-MODULE-IDENT

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP14
AN INVALID BLOCK-TYPE

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP15
AREA= AND/OR AREA=2 PARAMETERS MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP16
"item-1" MAY NOT BE "LOCATED" AS IT WAS NEVER "ALLOCATED"

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCCVTP17
COVER MACRO ERROR FOR VPE, VLS, PMS, ETC

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP18
NO RES BLKS AVAIL TO BE SWAPPED OUT TO SESSION STORAGE

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP19
MAX SCB LENGTH EXCEEDED

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCCVTP99
INTERR: not defined yet

Reason:

An error occurred in a calling parameter of SC00CVTP.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. 

ICSCDBUG01
Unknown SC00DBUG caller.
Reason:
The SCF Debug Processor was called by a program other than the SCF Dispatcher or command processor.
Action:
If the error recurs, report this problem to Technical Support.

ICSCDBUG02
Unsupported entity (DIS=).
Reason:
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You specified an invalid control block for display.
Action:
Specify a valid control block and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG03
The offset (OFF=) contains invalid hexadecimal input.
Reason:
You requested an invalid hexadecimal offset.
Action:
Refer to the appropriate SCF documentation. Specify a valid hexadecimal offset and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG04
Product-permanent storage (PARGPSP) = 0.
Reason:
You specified DIS=PDCVT, but the PDF CVT address is 0.
Action:
None.

ICSCDBUG05
Region (REG=) may not be specified with entry (ENT=).
Reason:
You cannot specify region and entry operands in the same command.
Action:
Correct and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG06
Region (REG=) must be specified as 0, 1, 2 or 3.
Reason:
You specified an invalid region number. Valid values are 0, 1, 2,or 3.
Action:
Specify a valid region number and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG07
Region (REG=) must be specified > 0-characters.
Reason:
You did not specify a region for the REG= keyword.
Action:
Specify a valid region and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG08
Region (REG=) must be numeric.

Reason:

You did not specify a numeric region.

Action:
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Specify a valid region and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG09
Entry (ENT=) must be specified > 0-characters.

Reason:

You did not specify an entry for the ENT= keyword.

Action:

Specify a valid entry and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG10
Entry (ENT=) must be numeric.

Reason:

You did not specify a numeric entry.

Action:

Specify a valid entry and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG11
Entry (ENT=) may not be specified with region (REG=).

Reason:

You cannot specify region and entry operands in the same command.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG12
Permanent storage cannot be found.

Reason:

VPE could not locate the requested permanent storage area.

Action:

Report this problem to Technical Support.

ICSCDBUG13
The use (USE=) contains invalid hexadecimal input.

Reason:

You specified an invalid hexadecimal value.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate SCF documentation. Specify a valid hexadecimal value and reissue the command.
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ICSCDBUG14
Only 8 use operands (USE=) may be entered.

Reason:

You specified more than eight use operands for the USE= keyword.

Action:

Specify no more than eight use operands and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG15
Unknown region operand (REG=) error from SC00NORM.

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Technical Support.

ICSCDBUG16
The use (USE=) address = 0.

Reason:

The current USE= value pointer is 0.

Action:

No action is required.

ICSCDBUG18
Permanent storage name (PST=) contains invalid hexadecimal input.

Reason:

Some portion of the permanent storage name that is indicated as hexadecimal is not hexadecimal.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG19
Unsupported function.

Reason:

You entered an invalid debugger function.

Action:

Specify a valid debugger function.
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ICSCDBUG20
Permanent storage (PST=) may not be specified with display (DIS=).

Reason:

You cannot specify permanent storage and display operands in the same command.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG21
No activity selected.

Reason:

You did not select a function on the DBUG panel.

Action:

Either select an activity or issue an END or RETURN to end the debugger session.

ICSCDBUG22
Global storage cannot be found.

Reason:

VPE could not locate the specified global storage area.

Action:

None.

ICSCDBUG23
Invalid format for global panel (GLP) operand

Reason:

You specified an invalid global panel operand.

Action:

Specify a valid global panel operand and reissue the command.

ICSCDBUG24
(not in use)

Reason:

This message is not in use.

Action:

None.
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ICSCDBUG25
No panel bound to region (PARGPBFP=0)

Reason:

You requested a display of the panel buffer, but no panel is bound to the requested region.

Action:

None.

ICSCDBUG26
Function completed, return code = retcode

Reason:

The SCF Debugger completed the requested service with the return code displayed in the message text.

Action:

None.

ICSCDISP01
-THE PMS "READ PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The PMS RPA (read presentation area) failed while trying to read the presentation area. The return code displays in the
message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP02
THE PMS "SEND PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode*

Reason:

The PMS SPA (send presentation area) failed while trying to send the presentation area. The return code displays in the
message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP03
THE "LOCATE SESSION STORAGE" OF THE SCB FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LSS (locate session storage) failed while trying to locate the SCF Session Control Block. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:
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Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP06
One or more fields in error. Use "CLARIFY" for details.

Reason:

You entered invalid data into a panel field.

Action:

Use the CLARIFY command to determine the error and take appropriate action.

ICSCDISP07
THE ACQUIRE FOR THE MAIN MENU FAILED, NAME=xxxxxxxxxxx, RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during an APS (acquire panel set) request to get the main menu panel for the SCF-based product from the
VLS library. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP09
PMS RPA I/O Error - Press Clear to continue.

Reason:

The PMS RPA (read presentation area) failed because of a terminal error.

Action:

Press the Clear key to continue.

ICSCDISP0S
THE "GET STORAGE" SERVICE FAILED FOR SCBSECWA - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to allocate the work area for the SCF Security processor SC00SECR. The return
code displays in the message.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP0U
THE SCF CVT "begin transaction" failed - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:
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The SCF CVT Processor (SC00CVTP) failed with the displayed return code value.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP0V
The "get storage" service failed - - - - - > RC=retcode

Reason:

VPE failed during a $GS (get storage) request. A work area could not be set up for the SCF CVT Processor (SC00CVTP).

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support. 

ICSCDISP0W
THE "LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SCF OPTIONS FAILED -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LGS (locate global storage) macro failed to locate global storage for the SCF options. The return code displays
in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the $LGS return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP0X
The "locate permanent storage" of the SCF SCB failed - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

A Ideal for Datacom transparent signon transaction was coded with CB PROGRAM=SC00DISP instead of
PROGRAM=SC00INIT in the transaction PCT entry.

Action:

Correct the PCT entry to use PROGRAM=SC00INIT.

ICSCDISP0Y
Please sign on properly to the terminal - invalid user-id*

Reason:

This abort usually indicates a storage violation occurred, destroying control block information that normally holds the user
ID. SCF has found spaces or zeros in the field after successful product signon.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCDISP0Z
The "inquire environment" service failed - - - --> RC=retcode*

Reason:

The VPE $IQE (inquire about environment) macro failed. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP10
THE CVT-PROCESSOR "ENDTRAN" ROUTINE FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The return code from the SCF CVT processor displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP11
Processing terminated. Load module updated while panel in use.

Reason:

The PMS RPA (read presentation area) request failed because a loaded but unbound panel in a load module was updated
or deleted.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCDISP13E
NO SESSION FOUND FOR THIS TERMINAL

Reason:

The SCF session storage for the terminal identified, does not exist. Most likely causes are:

1. Site has CHECK DUPLICATE USER YES specified and a second session has been started for the same Ideal for
Datacom USERID.

2. "SCFD" or a $ACCOUNT-ID invoking the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) has been entered directly from a native CICS
screen.

Action:

In the case of the DUPLICATE USER, no action is required for this informative message. If a SCF Dispatcher transaction
has been entered mistakenly, use "IDEA", "IDLX" or other valid Ideal for Datacom transparent signon to start a Ideal for
Datacom session.
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ICSCENDP01
SCF TRANSACTION TABLE IS MISSING AN ENTRY FOR THE PRODUCT-CODE =xxx

Reason:

The in-core copy of SC00TRAN is corrupted.

Action:

Contact your Site Administrator.

ICSCENDP02
The PRODUCT "SIGNOFF" PANEL IS MISSING THE xxxx FIELD

Reason:

The named field cannot be found in the panel definition. Either the panel definition is invalid or one or more in-core PMS
control blocks were corrupted.

Action:

Note the events leading to this failure and, if authorized, restart the system. If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP01
INTERR: Insufficient memory

Reason:

An internal error occurred. There is not enough local storage memory for the requested service.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the TP execution region.

ICSCERRP02
INTERR: Internal system error

Reason:

An internal error occurred. There is some illogical condition in the system.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP07
INTERR: OUTPUT control char wrong. Fix VPE batch file table.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The control character used in writing to an output file during a batch run did not match the
output control character specified in the batch file table for that file.

Action:
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Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the correct record format was specified in the RECFM operand of the ROSFD
macro used in the VPE batch file table. Reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to support.

ICSCERRP11
INTERR: LIB format error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named library has an invalid format. This can occur if the library was not formatted or was
destroyed.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to format or create the library. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP12
INTERR: LIB READ error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. VLS found an unexpected return code when reading a record in the named library.

Action:

Write down the name of the library and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP13
INTERR: LIB WRITE error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. VLS found an unexpected return code when writing a record into the named library.

Action:

Write down the name of the library and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP14
INTERR: Insufficient memory

Reason:

An internal error occurred. There is not enough local storage memory for the requested service.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the TP execution region.
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ICSCERRP15
INTERR: MEM format error, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The member has an invalid format. This can occur if the named library was not formatted or
was destroyed.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to format the library or delete the member. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP16
INTERR: Error in LIB index, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The index has an invalid format. This can occur if the named library was not formatted or was
destroyed.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to format the library. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY
ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP17
INTERR: LIB enqueue timeout, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. VLS was unable to gain control of the library after trying for an extended time. The library can
be locked out.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP18
INTERR: LIB cannot be accessed, LIB=xxx.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named VLS library cannot be accessed. The error can be caused by an invalid name or by
a closed or disabled file.

Action:

Check the JCL and the status of the file. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS
ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP19
INTERR: LIB is full, LIB=libname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named VLS library is full.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to recover some space or expand the file. If you are the Site Administrator, review the
information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and
you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all displayed information and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

 

 

ICSCERRP20
INTERR: MEM capacity exceeded, MEM=memname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named VLS member is full.

Action:

If you are authorized, recover some space or expand the file. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP21
INTERR: MEM not found, MEM=memname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named VLS member cannot be found in the library.

Action:

Make sure the member name is spelled correctly and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP22
INTERR: MEM already exists, MEM=memname

Reason:

The named VLS member already exists, so you cannot add it to the library. Each VLS member must have a unique name.

Action:

Make sure you specified a unique name for the member and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in
Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all
information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP23
INTERR: Internal LIB error

Reason:

An internal error occurred. An error of unknown origin was detected.

Action:

Reissue your most recent command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS
ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP31
INTERR: Main PNL not found, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named panel cannot be found in the panel library.

Action:

Make sure the panel name is spelled correctly and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP32
INTERR: Region is too small for service, PNL=item-1

Reason:

A variable panel does not fit in the current region.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP33
INTERR: Error retrieving PNL from LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:
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An internal error occurred. A VLS error occurred in reading the named panel from the panel library. Either the INIT failed
or an error other than not found occurred on a BDREAD.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP34
INTERR: Sub-PNL not found, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named prefix or suffix panel cannot be found in the panel library.

Action:

Make sure the panel name is spelled correctly and reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP35
INTERR: Error retrieving sub-PNL from LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. A VLS error occurred in reading the named prefix or suffix panel from the panel library. Either
the INIT failed, or an error other than not found occurred on a BDREAD.

Action:

Reissue the command. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP36
INTERR: Variable PNL used as sub-PNL, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

You cannot use a variable panel as a prefix or suffix panel.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP37
INTERR: Invalid main PNL MEM on LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named panel in the panel library has an invalid format. Its PMSPCB-id is missing.

Action:
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If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP38
INTERR: Invalid sub-PNL MEM on LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named prefix or suffix panel in the panel library has an invalid format. Its PMSPCB-id is
missing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP39
INTERR: PNL date/time stamp out of sync, PNL=xxx.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named prefix or suffix panel in the panel library has an invalid format. Its PMSPCB-id is
missing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP40
INTERR: Main PNL name does not match LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The named panel in the panel library has an invalid format. Its embedded panel name is
incorrect.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP41
INTERR: Sub-PNL name does not match LIB, PNL=pnlname

Reason:

The named prefix or suffix panel in the panel library has an invalid format. Its embedded panel name is incorrect.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP42
INTERR: Internal PNL error

Reason:

An internal error occurred in PMS.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP51
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB is full

Reason:

You tried to create a member on the output library, but there is no room for the new member. The library can contain
members that were not deleted, although their retention periods expired.

Action:

Delete your unused outputs. If you cannot or if deleting your unused outputs does not provide the necessary space, ask
your Site Administrator to use the PSS batch utility to submit a RECOVERY request. If this does not provide the space
you need, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site Administrator, review the
information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase
library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use SCPSUTIL to initialize the library.
6. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and you
are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR in the command area. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

 

 

ICSCERRP52
INTERR: MAXLINES exceeds site maximum, OUTPUT item-1

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The output exceeded the maximum number of lines allowed.

Action:
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If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP53
INTERR: Invalid DESTINATION type, OUTPUT xxx.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. You specified a destination type other than NET, SYS, LIB, or OLL at OPEN time.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP54
INTERR: Invalid DESTINATION name, OUTPUT xxx.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The destination name specified at OPEN time is not defined in the PSS Destination Table.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP55
INTERR: Invalid OUTPUT status, OUTPUT xxx

Reason:

PSS detected an internal error. It can occur when a PSS processor bends or when there is a conflict among PSS
resources.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP56
INTERR: OUTPUT COPIES exceeds maximum, OUTPUT xxx.

Reason:

The number of copies specified at OPEN time exceeds the maximum allowed. Valid copy values are 1 through 99.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP57
INTERR: Number of simultaneous OUTPUTs exceeds max of 16

Reason:
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Only sixteen active output files are allowed on the system at one time.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP58
INTERR: Invalid OUTPUT name specified: xxx

Reason:

The output name specified at OPEN time contains all blanks or X'00's.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP59
INTERR: Maximum print lines exceeded, OUTPUT ID item-2

Reason:

The report exceeds the maximum number of lines specified at OPEN time.

Action:

Check your site and session options to determine the current maximum. Correct the error and enter again. If the error
recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS
INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP60
INTERR: Print Subsystem internal error

Reason:

An internal error occurred in PSS.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP61
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB in use, please try later

Reason:

The OUTPUT library was in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP62
INTERR: OUTPUT LIB directory is full

Reason:

The maximum number of outputs on the library was reached.

Action:

Delete your unused outputs. If you cannot or if deleting your unused outputs does not provide the necessary space, ask
your Site Administrator to use the PSS batch utility to submit a RECOVERY request. If this does not provide the space
you need, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the library. If you are the Site Administrator, review the
information on the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) and the PSS Utility (SCPSUTIL) and use the following procedure to increase
library size:

1. Bring CICS down.
2. Use VLSUTIL to backup the library.
3. Allocate a larger data set for this library.
4. Use VLSUTIL to format the library.
5. Use SCPSUTIL to initialize the library.
6. Use VLSUTIL to restore the library.

NOTE

 Do not use this procedure when CICS is up because you then create a discrepancy between the number of
directory blocks that are in the library and the in-core table, which contains an entry for the 99 most recently
referenced block data members.
Immediately after you finish this procedure, try to put another member into the library. If this error recurs and you
are in Ideal for Datacom, enter the DISPLAY ERROR com command.

 

 

ICSCERRP71
INTERR: "xx" is an invalid function.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP72
INTERR: "xx" is already ADDed.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP73
INTERR: "xx" is already ALLOCATEd

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP74
INTERR: "xx" cannot be "LOCATEd" in the CVT

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP75
INTERR: "xx" cannot be "RELEASEd" - never "ALLOCATEd"

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP76
INTERR: The BASE=xx for SUBCB=yy is undefined in the CVT

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP77
INTERR: "xx" length-value=0

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:
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If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP79
INTERR: Invalid FUNC=TERMRGN on region 0

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP80
INTERR: "xx" is an invalid BTYPE value

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP81
INTERR: id=xx is missing a BASE=load-module-name

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP82
INTERR: input parameter list is missing

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP83
INTERR: BASE=xx is missing id=load-module-ident

Reason:
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An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP84
INTERR: an invalid block-type

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP85
INTERR: AREA= and/or AREA=2 parameters must be specified

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP86
INTERR: "xx" cannot be "LOCATEd" - never "ALLOCATEd"

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP87
INTERR: Check the previously logged service error

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:

If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCERRP88
INTERR: No resident blocks available for swap out to session storage

Reason:

An unexpected or unusual condition terminated IPC function.IPC functions are called as part of the higher-level product
you are currently executing. Use the command DISPLAY INTERR to obtain additional information in online environments
or view the ADRLOG output in batch environments to aid in support.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP89
INTERR: Length of expanded SCB exceeds maximum

Reason:

The SCF CVT processor was unable to expand the SCB. The length of the SCB exceeds the maximum threshold value.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP90
INTERR: Panel in load module format updated or deleted while in use

Reason:

A panel that the application was running was modified outside of the Ideal for Datacom environment (usually through
native CICS facilities). Your application terminated.

Action:

Call your Site Administrator to determine when it is safe to re-access your application. Do not re-access this application
until notified.

ICSCERRP91
INTERR: Error returned by user exit

Reason:

An exit-program that your Site Administrator installed indicates that an error occurred.

Action:

Call your Site Administrator to determine when it is safe to re-access your application. Do not re-access this application
until notified.

ICSCERRP93
INTERR: Panel not found in load module library

Reason:

The command DISPLAY INTERR provides information on the panel involved. The panel was defined as a load-module,
but the named load-module was unavailable to the online environment. In CICS, the PPT entry for the load module could
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be missing or disabled. In all online environments, the administrator should assure that the load modules were correctly
linked into accessible libraries for the online environment in which you are executing.

Action:

See your Site Administrator to correct this situation.

ICSCERRP94
INTERR: Panel in load module in invalid format

Reason:

Retrieve the specific panel through the command DISPLAY INTERR. The panel was defined as a load module, but the
Ideal for Datacom partition retrieved a module that does not contain a valid panel when the load-module of the panel
definition was accessed. This can be due to a faulty concatenation of libraries in the user's Ideal for Datacom environment
or due to misnaming of a panel load-module with the same name as a valid machine-language program already in use.

Action:

See your Site Administrator to correct this situation.

ICSCERRP95
INTERR: Unexpected SSF return code function, RC=retcode

Reason:

The return code indicated was received from the Standard Security Facility program SSF (otherwise known as S9). This
return code is not expected by SCF for the specified function.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP96
INTERR: SSF RC=retcode not handled by calling program

Reason:

This is an error in the program calling the SCF security processor. The displayed return code was received from CAISSF,
which is the Common Components and Services Standard Security Facility interface to the site's security product. SCF
expects the SSF return code for the function. The calling program should handle it. See the internal error display for a
description of the SSF function that was invoked.

Action:

Contact Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP98
INTERR: xxxx, ERRID=yyyy

Reason:

An internal error occurred during CVT processing.

Action:
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If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise,
enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCERRP99
INTERR: Internal system error

Reason:

An internal error occurred. In most cases, the component that produced the error placed additional information in the SCF
Error Message Log.

Action:

From Ideal for Datacom, use the DIS ERR command to display the SCF Error Message Log. Otherwise, use the DIS
INTERR command. The Error Message Log contains information about the error. Check the SCF Error Log and, if
possible, correct the error. If you cannot correct the error, note the program name, the offset, the date/time stamp, the
error-identifier, and the message text. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCHLDR01
HELP panel has not been specified.

Reason:

You did not specify a HELP panel for the current facility.

Action:

If this message is issued while you are running an application, taken action. This is an informative message.

If this message is issued while you are developing an application, use the CREATE PANEL command to define the panel,
then use the EDIT PANEL PARAMETER command to specify the panel as a HELP panel.

ICSCHLDR02
HELP panel "pnlname" not properly defined.

Reason:

A panel specified as a HELP panel has an invalid panel definition.

Action:

If this message is issued while you are running an application, report this problem to your Site Administrator.

If this message is issued while you are developing an application, use the EDIT PANEL PARAMETER command to
redefine the panel.

ICSCHLDR03
This number is being used by SCHLDR03E

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The number returned does not represent a possible action in the HELP subsystem.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCHLDR04
This number is being used by SCHLDR04E

Reason:

SCF received an unexpected return code from the PMS free-panel-set(FPS) request.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code. If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter
DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCHLDR05
HELP Panel "pnlname" has not been created

Reason:

The named HELP panel for the currently displayed panel does not exist.

Action:

If this message is issued while you are running an application, take no action. This is an informative message.

If this message is issued while you are developing an application, check the Panel Parameter Definition fill-in for the
current panel. The panel specified in the HELP panel-name field must exist and must have the specified version number.

To create a HELP panel, use the CREATE PANEL command to define the panel, then use the EDIT PANEL PARAMETER
command to specify the panel as a HELP panel.

ICSCHLDR06
Help panel requested is already in stack

Reason:

Two or more HELP panels specify one another as HELP panels. You cannot use the same panel twice.

Action:

If this message is issued while you are running an application, report this problem to your Site Administrator.
If this message is issued while you are developing an application, change the Panel Parameter Definition fill-in panel to
change the assignments of HELP panels.

ICSCHLDR07
Help panel load module not found when user exit was indicated.

Reason:

The PMS APS (acquire panel set) failed because a load module panel could not be found.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCHLDR08
Processing terminated. Load module updated while panel in use.
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Reason:

The PMS RPA (read presentation area) failed because a loaded but unbound panel in a load module was updated or
deleted.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCHLDR09
Help panel in load module has invalid format.

Reason:

There are two possible explanations:

• A Broadcom product built the panel's load module incorrectly.
• You have a non-panel load module in a higher priority loadlibrary with the same name as the load module for the

panel.

Action:

If the second explanation is true, either remove the non-panel load module or change its name and try again. Otherwise,
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT00
INTERNAL ERROR, INVALID PMS FIELD NAME

Reason:

One of the required product signon panel fields is missing.

Action:

Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT01
THE SCF OPTION BLOCK, SC00OPTS, CANNOT BE LOADED - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load module) macro failed to load the SC00OPTSmodule. The product might not have installed the
SC00OPTS load module. The return code from $LDM displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT02
THE SCF TRANSACTION TABLE, SC00TRAN, CANNOT BE LOADED --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load module) macro failed to load the SC00TRANmodule. The product might not have installed the
SC00TRAN load module. The return code from $LDM displays in the message text.

Action:
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Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LDM return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT03
THE "GET SESSION STORAGE" FOR THE SCB FAILED - - - - - > RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GSS (get session storage) macro failed to allocate storage for the SCF SCB (session control block). The return
code from $GSS displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $GSS return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT04
THE "DEFINE PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during a DPA (define presentation area) request to define the screen for the product signon panel. The return
code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the DPA return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT05
THE "ACQUIRE PANEL SET" FAILED - - - - - - - - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during an APS (acquire panel set) request, which was to get a SCF-based product signon or signoff panel
from the VLS library. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Read the description of the APS return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCINIT06
THE "DEFINE CURSOR POSITION" FAILED - - - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during a DCP (define cursor position) request for positioning the cursor in a product- requested field. The
return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the DCP return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.
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ICSCINIT07
THE "SEND PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during an SPA (send presentation area) request for outputting the product signon panel. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the SPA return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT08
THE SCF CVT PROCESSOR, SC00CVTP, CANNOT BE LOADED - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load module) macro failed to load the SC00CVTPprogram. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LDM return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT09
THE "GET STORAGE" FOR THE SCF CVT PROCESSOR FAILED - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to get work area storage for the SCF CVT processor. The return code displays in
the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT10
THE CVT "INITIALIZATION" REQUEST FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The SCF CVT Processor, SC00CVTP, failed during initialization. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT11
THE SCF OPTION BLOCK, SCF#OPTIONS, CANNOT BE FOUND - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:
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VLS encountered an error in reading the SCF option block. This problem can occur if the SCF option block is not included
in the SCF Panel Library, ADRPNL. The blocked data read (BDREAD) return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the SCF options block is included in ADRPNL. Refer to the description of the
BDREAD return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT12
THE SCF OPTION BLOCK LIBRARY CANNOT BE INITIALIZED - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

VLS failed to initialize the SCF option block library, ADRPNL. This file might not be specified in the file table or the DD
statement might not be specified in the JCL. The VLS BDREAD (block data read) return code displays in the message
text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the BDREAD return code. Record the return code and report this problem
to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT13
THE PSS OPTION BLOCK, PSS#OPTIONS, CANNOT BE FOUND - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

VLS encountered an error in reading the PSS option block. This problem can occur if the PSS option block is not included
in the SCF Panel Library, ADRPNL. The VLS BDREAD (block data read) return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the SCF options block is included in ADRPNL. Refer to the description of the
BDREAD return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT14
THE CVT-PROCESSOR "ENDTRAN" ROUTINE FAILED - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The CVT-processor was not able to complete its end of transaction processing. The return code from the SCF CVT
processor displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT15
TRANS. TABLE ERROR: USER VALIDATION NO LONGER PERFORMED BY SCF

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:
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Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT17
THE "GET STORAGE" FOR THE SECURITY PROCESSOR FAILED - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to get work area storage for the SCF security processor. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT18
THE SECURITY "INITIALIZATION" REQUEST FAILED - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The SCF Security Processor, SC00SECR, failed during initialization. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT50
You have no opid and may need to sign on to this monitor first

Reason:

The SCF-based product requires you to sign on to the TP-host before proceeding.

Action:

Sign on to the TP-host.

ICSCINIT51
DUPLICATE SIGNON: USER uuu ALREADY SIGNED on TO TERMINAL tttt

Reason:

VPE determined that you are already signed on to another terminal in the network.

• uuu
The monitor opid that is currently active (this is ??? when no opid exists).

• ttt
The VPE four-character terminal ID that USER uuu is active on.

Action:

Sign off from the active terminal before you try to sign on to another terminal.
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ICSCINIT52
YOUR TRANSACTION-ID DOES NOT MATCH THE SCF TRANSACTION TABLE

Reason:

The TP-host transaction identifier does not match a corresponding entry in the SCF Transaction Table, SC00TRAN.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the SCF Transaction Table, SC00TRAN, for valid transaction identifiers. Either
change an entry in this table or change the TP-host transaction identifier.

ICSCINIT53
SCF 4.2 REQUIRES VPE 4.2 OR ABOVE - CHECK THE LIBRARIES

Reason:

SCF 4.2 requires a VPE release of 4.2 or greater.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure you are using VPE at level 4.2 or higher and that the libraries are concatenated
in proper order to ensure that a VPE release of 4.2 or greater is used.

ICSCINIT54
INVALID TERMINAL TYPE - PLEASE CHECK

Reason:

You tried to sign on to a product using a terminal type SCF does not support.

Action:

Sign on to a terminal SCF supports. SCF supports any terminal that uses the 3270 data stream.

ICSCINIT55
THE "LOCATE PERMANENT STORAGE" FOR THE SCB FAILED - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LPS (locate permanent storage) macro failed to locate the SCB (session control block). The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LPS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT56
THE "LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SIGN-ON TABLE FAILED, RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LGS (locate global storage) macro failed to locate the signon table. The return code displays in the message
text.

Action:
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Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LGS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT57
THE "ACQUIRE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SIGN-ON TABLE FAILED RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $AGS (acquire global storage) macro failed to get storage for the signon table. The return code displays in the
message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $AGS return code. Record the return code, and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT58
THE ENQUEUE FOR THE SIGNON TABLE FAILED - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $ENQ (enqueue resource) macro failed while issuing an enqueue for the signon table. The return code displays
in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $ENQ return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT59
THE DEQUEUE FOR THE SIGNON TABLE FAILED - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $DEQ (dequeue resource) macro failed to dequeue the signon table. The return code displays in the message
text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the $DEQ return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT60
THE "LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SCF OPTIONS FAILED -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LGS (locate global storage) macro failed to locate global storage for the SCF options. The return code displays
in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LGS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCINIT61
THE "ACQUIRE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SCF OPTIONS FAILED, RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $AGS (acquire global storage) macro failed to acquire global storage for the SCF options. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $AGS return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT62
THE "LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE PSS OPTIONS FAILED -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LGS (locate global storage) macro failed to locate global storage for the PSS options. The return code displays
in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LGS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT63
THE "ACQUIRE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE PSS OPTIONS FAILED, RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $AGS (allocate global storage) macro failed to acquire global storage for the PSS options. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $AGS return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT64
THE PSS OPTION BLOCK LIBRARY CANNOT BE INITIALIZED - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

VLS failed to initialize the PSS option block. The VLS INIT(initialization) return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the INIT return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT65
YOUR LAST SESSION ABNORMALLY TERMINATED, PLEASE SIGN ON AGAIN

Reason:
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Your previous session terminated because of a CICS or VTAM/BTAM line drop.

Action:

Sign on again.

ICSCINIT66
THE "LOCATE SESSION STORAGE" FOR THE SCB FAILED - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LSS (locate session storage) macro failed to locate session storage for the SCB (session control block). The
return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LSS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCINIT67
ICSCINIT67E - SC00OPTS MODULE IS INVALID, PLEASE CHECK THE LIBRARIES

Reason:

The SCF static options in module SC00OPTS are not valid for this release of SCF.

Action:

You must reassemble the SCF static options that the macro SCBOPTCB specified. One or more options are incompatible
with the installed release of SCF. Reassemble SC00OPTS (which invokes SCBOPTCB) to produce a newer version.

ICSCINIT68
Severe error in call to CAIRIM FUNC=EXTRACT: See ADRLOG

Reason:

An EXTRACT call to the CAIRIM security module CAS9SEC failed with an unexpected return code. Severe system errors
or by installation errors in either the CAS9 security interface or the SCF static options can cause this failure.

Action:

Review the installation of the SCF static options. If SECRTY=Y, the CAIRIM module CAS9SEC must be available to
the Ideal for Datacom environment where this error was received. If CAIRIM security modules are not installed or are
not available, then assemble static options with SECRTY=N for this environment. If the CAIRIM security modules are
supposed to be available, review the installation of these modules and arrange for the modules to be available and
correctly installed.

ICSCINIT69
ICSCINIT69E - THE "START NEW TASK" FOR THE SCXT TRANSACTION FAILED --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The cleanup process for a duplicate session (if CHECK DUP Y) failed.

Action:

Check the CICS definitions for program SC00EXIT and the transaction SCXT to invoke this program.
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ICSCJOBC01
INTERR: error while opening the VLS library

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from VLS when trying to open the SCF library. This is usually due to an error in
the name of the library in the TP monitor JCL.

Action:

Check the JCL and try again. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in
the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC02
JOBCARD member not found

Reason:

You tried to DISPLAY a JOBCARD member that does not exist.

Action:

Make sure you correctly specified the name of an existing JOBCARD member. If necessary and if you are authorized,
create a JOBCARD member.

ICSCJOBC03
INTERR: error while updating JOBCARD member

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the VLS services.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC04
INTERR: error while creating JOBCARD member

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the VLS services.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC05
INTERR: error while retrieving JOBCARD member

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the VLS services.
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Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the master JOBCARD member exists. If it does and if you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC06
INTERR: error while reading JOBCARD member

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the VLS services.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC07
INTERR: error while releasing JOBCARD member

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the VLS services.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC08
User requires proper authorization

Reason:

You are not authorized to edit a JOBCARD or you are not authorized to edit the MASTER JOBCARD.

Action:

If you should be authorized, ask your Site Administrator to review your authorization.

ICSCJOBC09
INTERR: Improper ICCB format

Reason:

The JOBP processor detected an unexpected format. This is a command parser error.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC10
INTERR: error during VLS/RMP function
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Reason:

VLS sent an unexpected return code.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC11
INTERR: error while adding records to member

Reason:

VLS sent an unexpected return code.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DISERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCJOBC12
First record of JOBCARD does not start with "//"

Reason:

The first line of the jobcard member must start with two slashes(//) in z/OS.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

ICSCJOBC13
JOBCARD must specify a job name starting in col 3

Reason:

In z/OS, the name of the job must start in column 3.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

ICSCJOBC14
First character of JOB name must begin with A-Z, @, #, $

Reason:

The job name must start with an alphabetic or national character. 

Action:

Change the first character of the job name and resubmit.

ICSCJOBC15
JOB name exceeds 8 characters
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Reason:

You specified an invalid job name. Under z/OS or VSE, the job name cannot be more than eight characters long.

Action:

Shorten the job name. Make sure the job name is no more than eight characters long and resubmit the job.

ICSCJOBC16
JOBCARD must contain the word "JOB"

Reason:

The first line of the jobcard member must contain the word JOB.

Action:

Review JCL syntax. Change the first line of the jobcard member and resubmit.

ICSCJOBC17
JOBCARD contains an invalid character in column "xx".

Reason:

The SCF JOB CARD processor found an invalid character in column xx.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

ICSCMNDR01
Menu response should be numeric

Reason:

You entered a non-numeric value. The menu selection must consist of digits.

Action:

Correct the selection number.

ICSCMNDR02
Menu response should be in range

Reason:

You specified a menu selection that is outside the range for this menu.

Action:

Specify a selection value that corresponds to one of the entries on the menu.

ICSCMNDR03
This error number is being used by SCMNDR03E

Reason:
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The named field cannot be found in the panel definition. Either there is an invalid panel definition or one or more in-core
PMS control blocks were corrupted.

Action:

Note the events leading to this failure and restart the system. If the error recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCMNDR04
This error number is being used by SCMNDR04E

Reason:

The current menu panel was defined incorrectly. This is a product error.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP01
INTERNAL ERROR: BAD INPUT PARAMETER(S)*

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF message processor detected an invalid parameter list.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP02
INTERNAL ERROR: INVALID MESSAGE NUMBER*

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF message processor detected an invalid message number, either less than 1 or
greater than 99.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP03
INTERNAL ERROR: MESSAGE LIBRARY xxxxxxxx CANNOT BE ACCESSED*

Reason:

An unexpected return code from VLS was found when trying to initialize the library xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the DDNAME for MSGLIB and try again. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for
Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information
displayed, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCMSGP04
INTERNAL ERROR: MESSAGE MEMBER xxxxxxxx NOT IN yyyyyyyy*

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The xxxxxxxx message member could not be found in the yyyyyyyy VLS library.

Action:

This is a product error. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP05
INTERNAL ERROR: MSG DOES NOT EXIST*

Reason:

An internal error occurred. An unexpected return code from VLS was found when trying to find the error message in the
error message member.

Action:

This is a product error. If the error recurs and you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the
command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR. Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP06
INTERNAL ERROR: I/O ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE ACCESSING MESSAGE LIBRARY

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF message processor detected an I/O error while reading the error message member
from the VLS message library.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP07
INTERNAL ERROR: VARIABLE IS TOO LONG*

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF message processor found that one of the variables is more than 64 characters long.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP10
INTERR: LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE FAILED

Reason:
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An internal error occurred. The VPE $LGS (locate global storage)macro failed to locate global storage for the SCF
message cache.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP11
INTERR: ALLOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE FAILED

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The VPE $AGS (allocate global storage) macro failed to acquire global storage for the SCF
message cache.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP12
INTERR: ENQUEUE OF MESSAGE CACHE FAILED

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The system failed to enqueue the SCF message cache.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCMSGP13
INTERR: DEQUEUE OF MESSAGE CACHE FAILED

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The system failed to dequeue the SCF message cache.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCPFAN01
PF KEY is not defined for this panel, ignored

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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ICSCPFAN02
This error number is being used by SCPFAN02E

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCPFAN03
This error number is being used by SCPFAN03E

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCPFAN04
This error number is being used by SCPFAN04E

Reason:

An internal error occurred.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCPFAN05
This error number is being used by SCPFAN05E

Reason:

The look-ahead table address from the PAREGION does not point to a valid look-ahead table.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCRSCM01
RESOURCE MONITOR HAS BEEN STARTED

Reason:

The resource monitor was started and further processing can continue. This message does not signal an error condition.

Action:

No action is required.
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ICSCRSCM02
RESOURCE MONITOR HAS BEEN STOPPED

Reason:

The resource monitor was stopped. This message does not signal an error condition.

Action:

No action is required.

ICSCRSCM03
PRINT HAS BEEN COMPLETED TO SPECIFIED DESTINATION

Reason:

Your print request was successful. This message does not signal an error condition.

Action:

No action is required.

ICSCRSCM04
RESOURCE MONITOR WAS NOT STARTED - - - - - - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The resource monitor was not started. A system return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Note the return code and the circumstances under which this error occurred, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCRSCM05
THE RESOURCE MONITOR IS NOT ACTIVE IN THE REQUESTED MODE, RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The resource monitor did not come up in the mode you requested. A system return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Note the return code and the circumstances under which this error occurred, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCRSCM06
THE VPE SERVICE, $RTM, FAILED - - - - - - - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The VPE $RTM (receive text from terminal) macro failed. The return code from $RTM displays
in the message text.

Action:
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Note the return code and the circumstances under which this error occurred. For more information, check the section on
VPE return codes for a description of the $RTM return code. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCRSCM07
THE VPE SERVICE, $WBS, FAILED - - - - - - - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The VPE $WBS (write a block to a sequential file) macro failed. The return code from $WBS
displays in the message text.

Action:

Note the return code and the circumstances under which this error occurred. For more information, check the section on
VPE return codes for a description of the $RTM return code. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you cannot, report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCRSCM08
THE THREE CHARACTER PRODUCT CODE WAS NOT ENTERED

Reason:

You did not specify a product code. A valid specification is a three-character code that was defined to the system.

Action:

Specify a valid three-character product code and reissue the command.

ICSCRSCM09
THE THREE CHARACTER PRODUCT CODE IS INVALID

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the product code. A valid specification is a three-character code that was defined to the
system. A misspelling can cause this error.

Action:

Specify a valid three-character product code and reissue the command. If this error recurs, check site standards to make
sure the product code you specified is valid.

ICSCRSCM10
THE COMMAND IS NOT OPTIONAL, AND MUST BE ENTERED

Reason:

You did not specify a required command.

Action:

Check the appropriate product documentation or refer to your site's standards to review command syntax, then reissue
the command.

ICSCRSCM11
THE COMMAND WAS NOT SPECIFIED CORRECTLY
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Reason:

The command you entered contained at least one syntax error.

Action:

Check the appropriate product documentation or refer to your site's standards to review command syntax, then reissue
the command.

ICSCRSCM12
CANNOT SPECIFY A TERMINAL IDENTIFIER WITH A GLOBAL SCOPE

Reason:

You specified a terminal identifier (term-ID) with a global scope.

Action:

Check the appropriate product documentation or refer to your site's standards to review command syntax and terminal
specification, then reissue the command.

ICSCRSCM13
THE DESCRIPTION WAS NOT ENTERED

Reason:

You did not specify a value for the description. A valid specification is a 1- to 32-character string that is enclosed by
' (single quotes), for example, 'string'.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the description and reissue the command.

ICSCRSCM14
SPECIFY THE DESCRIPTION AS UP TO 32 CHARACTERS IN SINGLE QUOTES

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the description. A valid specification is a 1- to 32-character string that is enclosed by
single quotes ('), for example, 'string'.

Action:

Specify a valid value for the description and reissue the command. If this error recurs, check the appropriate Broadcom
product documentation and your site's standards for more information.

ICSCRSCM15
THE PRINT DESTINATION WAS NOT ENTERED

Reason:

You did not specify a print destination. A valid specification is a destination that was defined to the system.

Action:

Specify a valid print destination and reissue the command.
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ICSCRSCM16
THE PRINT DESTINATION IS INVALID

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the print destination. A valid specification is a destination that was defined to the system.
A misspelling can cause this error.

Action:

Specify a valid print destination and reissue the command. If this error recurs, check the appropriate Broadcom product
documentation and your site's standards to make sure the destination you specified is valid.

ICSCSAST07
TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

The task was completed successfully. This message does not signal an error condition.

Action:

No action is required.

ICSCSAST08
ERROR IN OPENING DATADICTIONARY xxx   xxx

Reason:

The SCF asynchronous task processor (SC00SAST) encountered an error in an attempt to open Datacom Datadictionary.
The Datacom Datadictionary error code displays as xxx xxx.

Action:

Refer to the Datacom/DB documentation for an explanation of the error code. Try to identify the problem and solve it.
If you cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSAST09
DB2 CALL ATTACH ERROR, REASON CODE = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The SCF asynchronous task processor (SC00SAST) encountered a call attach error from DB2. The DB2 reason code
displays as xxxxxxxx. This message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Refer to appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the reason code. Try to identify the problem and solve
it. If you cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSAST10
DB2 SQL ERROR, CODE = xxxx

Reason:
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The SCF asynchronous task processor (SC00SAST) encountered a DB2 SQL error. The DB2 code displays as xxxx. This
message is generated from a batch submission.

Action:

Refer to appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the code. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Technical Support.

ICSCSETP01
"Translate to upper case" must be either "Y" or "N"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the translate to uppercase option on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel. Valid
values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify Y or N for the translate to uppercase option.

ICSCSETP02
"Date format" must be either "A" or "E" or "I"

Reason:

You specified an invalid date format on either the SET COMMAND SITEOPTIONS panel or SET COMMAND SESSION
OPTIONS panel. Valid date formats are:

• A
mmddyy (American)

• E
ddmmyy (European)

• I
yymmdd (International)

Action:

Specify a valid date format values.

ICSCSETP03
"Upper case panels and messages" must be either "Y" or "N"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the uppercase panels and messages option on either the SET COMMAND SITE
OPTIONS panel or SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS panel. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify Y or N for the uppercase panels and messages option.

ICSCSETP04
"Asynchronous message" must be either "U" or "N"

Reason:
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The operand value entered for the asynchronous message option is invalid.

Action:

Enter either U for User to receive asynchronous messages or N for None to stop receiving asynchronous messages.

ICSCSETP09
"Number of regions" must be numeric between 1 and 4

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of PMS regions option on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel. A
valid value is a number from 1 through 4.

Action:

Specify a number from 1 through 4 for the number of PMS regions option.

ICSCSETP10
"Number of PF keys" must be numeric between 1 and 48

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of PF keys option on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel. A valid
value is a number from 1 through 48.

Action:

Specify a number from 1 through 48 for the number of PF keys option.

ICSCSETP11
"Number of PA keys" must be numeric between 1 and 4

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of PA keys option on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel. A valid
value is a number from 1 through 4.

Action:

Specify a number from 1 through 4 for the number of PA keys option.

ICSCSETP12
"Number of command lines" must be numeric between 1 and 5

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the number of command lines option on either the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS
panel or SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS panel. A valid value is a number from 1 through 5.

Action:

Specify a number from 1 through 5 for the number of command lines option.

ICSCSETP13
"Size of working buffer" must be numeric between 4000 and 64000
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Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the size of working buffer option on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel. A valid
value is a number from 4000 through 64000.

Action:

Specify a number from 4000 through 64000 for the size of working buffer option.

ICSCSETP14
"Command reshow" must be either "Y" or "N"

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the command reshow option on either the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel or
SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS panel. Valid values are Y for yes and N for no.

Action:

Specify Y or N for the command reshow option.

ICSCSETP15
"Decimal symbol" must be either "." or ","

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the decimal symbol option on either the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel or SET
COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS panel. Valid values are a period (.) or a comma (,).

Action:

Specify a period or a comma for the decimal symbol option.

ICSCSETP16
Duplicate symbols may not be specified

Reason:

You must specify a unique character for each command comment character, reshow character, delimiter character, and
repeat character on the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel or on the SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS panel.

Action:

Specify a unique character for each function.

ICSCSETP17
"item-1" may not be specified

Reason:

The value in quotes is invalid for this function.

Action:

Change the value in quotes to a valid value.
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ICSCSETP18
Number of SITE command lines must be greater than zero

Reason:

The number of command lines must be greater than zero when setting the SITE option.

Action:

Correct the value entered so that the number of command lines is greater than zero.

ICSCSETP19
You must have an opid in order to check duplicate opids

Reason:

Check duplicate opid on the SCF site option screen ensures that users have unique opids. If this option was set to YES
when no CICS SNT entries exist, no users can sign on. Since you do not have an opid (or it is zeros or all blanks), it is
assumed that your SNT does not have entries.

Action:

You must have a CICS SNT with non-zero/non-blank entries to enforce operator ID uniqueness. Also, when this option is
set, you must have a valid operator-id. Retry this command after recycling this CICS with a new SNT.

ICSCSETP20
When SESSID=OPID, opid uniqueness is always enforced

Reason:

The SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE OPID option is valid only when SESSID=TERMID in the SCF static option block. The
current setting is SESSID=OPID.
When SESSID=TERMID, two users with the same OPID are permitted to sign on unless this option is set. This option
prevents more than one user from signing on with the same CICS operator-id.
However, when SESSID=OPID, this option has no affect. Two users can never sign on with the same CICS operator-ID.

Action:

Use this option only when SESSID=TERMID in the SCF static option block SC00OPTS.

ICSCSETP98
Invalid option value

Reason:

You specified at least one option incorrectly on either the SETCOMMAND SITE OPTIONS panel or SET COMMAND
SESSION OPTIONS panel.

Action:

Review your option specifications. Determine which option you specified incorrectly and specify the option.

ICSCSNON01
INTERNAL ERROR, INVALID PMS FIELD NAME

Reason:
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An internal error occurred. One of the required product signon panel fields is missing.

Action:

Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON03
THE SCF TRANSACTION TABLE, SC00TRAN, CANNOT BE LOADED --> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load module) macro failed. The product might not have installed the SC00TRAN load module. The return
code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LDM return code. Record the return code and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON04
INTERNAL ERROR, PASSWORD FIELD IS NOT 12 BYTES LONG

Reason:

The password length field in the panel buffer is not 12 bytes long.SCF requires that the field be exactly 12 bytes long.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to verify that the product signon panel password field satisfies the SCF requirement. If it does
and if the error recurs, record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON05
THE "DEFINE PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during a DPA (define presentation) area request to define the screen for the product main-menu panel. The
return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the DPA return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCSNON06
THE "ACQUIRE PANEL SET" FAILED - - - - - - - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during an APS (acquire panel set) request to get the SCF-based product main-menu panel from the VLS
library. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the APS return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.
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ICSCSNON07
THE "DEFINE CURSOR POSITION" FAILED - - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during a DCP (define cursor position) request for positioning the cursor to a product-requested field. The return
code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the DCP return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCSNON08
THE "SEND PRESENTATION AREA" FAILED - - - - - - - - - --> RC=retcode

Reason:

PMS failed during a SPA (send presentation area) request to output the product signon panel. The return code displays in
the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the SPA return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCSNON09
THE "GET STORAGE" FOR THE DATADICTIONARY DDICB FAILED - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to allocate a work area for the Datacom Datadictionary DDICB. The return code
displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0S
THE "GET STORAGE" SERVICE FAILED FOR SCBSECWA - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to allocate the work area for the SCF Security processor SC00SECR. The return
code displays in the message.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0U
THE SCF CVT "begin transaction" failed RC=retcode

Reason:
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The SCF CVT Processor, SC00CVTP, failed. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0V
The "get storage" service failed RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $GS (get storage) macro failed to allocate the work area to the SCF CVT Processor, SC00CVTP. The return
code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $GS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0W
THE "LOCATE GLOBAL STORAGE" FOR THE SCF OPTIONS FAILED -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LGS (locate global storage) macro failed to locate global storage for the SCF options. The return code displays
in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LGS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0X
The "locate permanent storage" of the SCF SCB failed RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $LPS (locate permanent storage) macro failed to locate the SCF SCB (session control block) permanent storage
area.
The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Refer to the section on VPE return codes for a description of the $LPS return code. Record the return code and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON0Y
Please signon properly to the terminal - invalid user-id

Reason:

You have not signed on completely. Under CICS, you must complete the CSSN transaction.

Action:

Sign on correctly to the TP-host.
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ICSCSNON0Z
The "inquire environment" service failed - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

The VPE $IQE (inquire about environment) macro failed. The return code displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the $IQE return code. Record the return code and report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON10
THE CVT-PROCESSOR "ENDTRAN" FAILED - - - - - - -> RC=retcode

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The return code from the SCF CVT processor displays in the message text.

Action:

Search the documentation for a description of the code. Record the return code and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON12
DATACOM MUF is not active

Reason:

This message is for DB2 users only. The Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) is not yet started.

Action:

Start the Datacom/DB MUF.

ICSCSNON13
Maximum number of DD users exceeded

Reason:

This message is for Ideal for Datacom DB2 users only. The maximum number of Datacom Datadictionary users was
exceeded.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

ICSCSNON14
Error in DD system init  item-1   item-2

Reason:

Return information from Datacom/DB is reported.

Action:

Refer to the section Datacom/DB Messages.
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ICSCSNON15
Error in DDI routines item-1   item-2

Reason:

Return information from Datacom/DB is reported.

Action:

Refer to the section  Datacom/DB Messages.

ICSCSNON16
User not known to item-1

Reason:

The item-1 refers to a Broadcom solution for which the user is not defined.

Action:

Define the user for the indicated Broadcom solution.

ICSCSNON17
PASSWORD is required

Reason:

You must enter the password.

Action:

Enter the correct password.

ICSCSNON18
PASSWORD does not match the stored password

Reason:

The password entered does not match the stored password.

Action:

Supply the correct password.

ICSCSNON19
Error in opening Datacom Datadictionary   xxx   yyy

Reason:

SCF received an unexpected return code, xxx yyy, while opening Datacom Datadictionary.

Action:

For an explanation of the return code, refer to the Datacom/DB message documentation and try to correct the error. If you
cannot, contact your Site Administrator.
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ICSCSNON20
DB2 CALL ATTACH ERROR, REASON CODE = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The SCF signon (SC00SNON) process encountered a call attach error from DB2. The DB2 reason code displays as
xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the reason code. Try to identify the problem and solve
it. If you cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCSNON21
DB2 SQL ERROR, CODE = xxxx

Reason:

The SCF signon (SC00SNON) process encountered a DB2 SQL error. TheDB2 code displays as xxxx.

Action:

Refer to the appropriate DB2 documentation for an explanation of the code. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, contact your Site Administrator to produce a dump. Save the dump and report this problem to Broadcom Support.

ICSCSNON52
YOUR TRANSACTION-ID DOES NOT MATCH THE SCF TRANSACTION TABLE

Reason:

The TP-host transaction identifier does not match a corresponding entry in the SCF Transaction Table, SC00TRAN.

Action:

Check the SCF Transaction Table, SC00TRAN, for valid transaction identifiers. Ask your Site Administrator to either
change the entry in this table or change the TP-host transaction identifier.

ICSCSTSK01
Max. number of simultaneous tasks is xxxx

Reason:

The maximum of 16 asynchronous tasks permitted to run at one time was exceeded.

Action:

Allow some of the tasks to finish before starting new ones.

ICSCSTSK02
MEMORY NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

An internal error occurred. The main memory available in the TP execution region is not large enough for the current
activity of SCF.
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Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the TP execution region.

ICSCSTSK03
BAD RESPONSE CODE FROM $SNT MACRO

Reason:

An internal error occurred. SCF received an unexpected return code from $SNT, the VPE request for starting an
asynchronous task.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCTRAN02
TYPE=type-spec IS INVALID

Reason:

Valid values for type-spec are:

• ENTRY
• FINAL
• INITIAL

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN03
SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL PREVIOUSLY ISSUED

Reason:

You can issue only one SCTRANTB statement per assembly with TYPE=INITIAL. One or more SCTRANTB
TYPE=ENTRY statements can follow. The SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL statement completes the assembly. The normal
Assembler END should follow.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN04
SCTRANTB ASTRAN= MAY NOT EQUAL TRMTRAN=

Reason:
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The CICS environment for ASTRAN should normally not be associated with a terminal. The CICS environment for
TRMTRAN normally is associated with a terminal (generally a network printer terminal). Allowing this with current
architecture has led to abnormal termination of network printer transactions.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN05
SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL NOT ISSUED

Reason:

The statement SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL must precede all statements of form SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY. One or more
SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY statements can follow. The SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL statement completes the assembly.
The normal Assembler END should follow.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN06
SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL ALREADY ISSUED

Reason:

The statement SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL must follow all statements of form SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY. SCTRANTB
TYPE=INITIAL must precede all SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY statements.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN07
TRANID= IS REQUIRED

Reason:

You must specify the parameter TRANID=tranid for the statement SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY as an unquoted character
string of one to four characters. This tranid represents a CICS transaction for use with SCF-based product signon. 

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN08
PROD= IS REQUIRED
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Reason:

You must specify the parameter PROD=product for the statement SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY as an unquoted character
string (of which only the first three characters are significant). This product identifies the signon facility used by
SC00SNON with SCF-based product signon.

Current product IDs are:

• DDO
Datacom Datadictionary online

• IDL
Ideal for Datacom

• DQY
Dataquery

• PDF
Panel Definition Facility

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN09
OPTION option-name no longer supported

Reason:

The named option was supported in earlier releases of IPC, but is no longer used.

Action:

None.

ICSCTRAN10
OPTION option-name PREVIOUSLY SELECTED

Reason:

OPTIONS are supplied as a list of two-character entries separated by commas and enclosed by parentheses. The
following entries are valid in the options list:

• CU
The user ID field in the signon panel is cleared.

• DD
Datacom Datadictionary is opened.

• EX
The express signon is invoked. The express facility bypasses the signon screen and goes directly to the main menu.

• NC
Inhibits the use of color and extended highlighting by PMS.

• PS
Print Subsystem is in effect.

• SN
The cursor is positioned to the name field in the signon panel.

The list includes the option option-name more than once. This is only a warning.
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Action:

None.

ICSCTRAN11
XFERCMD VARIABLE TOO LONG

Reason:

The parameter XFERCMD=command-string contains a command-string with length greater than 15.

Action:

Use the XFERCMD value suggested for the product you are using.

ICSCTRAN12
"DFLTUSR" MUST BE 3 CHARACTERS OR LESS

Reason:

The DFLTUSR value specified contains more than three characters or was specified as the null-string (zero characters).
You can omit the parameter. In this case, no default user is supplied for the transactions that use this assembled
transaction table.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCTRAN13
SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY NOT INVOKED

Reason:

You must include the statement SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY at least once in the assembly. SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL was
processed but no valid SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY statements were detected in this assembly.

Action:

Specify the command using acceptable keywords or abbreviations or use acceptable values associated with acceptable
keyword syntax. Retype the command or erase the command that caused the error and continue with the rest of your
session.

ICSCUCPP01
Highlighted fields are required

Reason:

No data was entered in one or more required entry fields on the prompter panel. An empty required field is filled with
question marks and highlighted.

Action:

Type valid values into the highlighted fields and press the Enter key. If you want to cancel prompter panel activity, press
the Clear key to display the Main Menu.
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ICSCUCPP02
INTERR: UCPP CMD has unmatched left brace

Reason:

An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. You omitted a left brace in the invisible command prototype
field.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCUCPP03
INTERR: UCPP stack size exceeded

Reason:

The size of the internal stack for the prompter panel processor was exceeded.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCUCPP04
INTERR: UCPP CMD has unmatched right brace

Reason:

An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. You omitted a right brace in the invisible command prototype
field.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICSCUCPP05
INTERR: UCPP CMD has invalid implied continuation

Reason:

An internal error occurred on the prompter panel definition. A continuation was implied in an invisible command prototype
field. The last character was non-blank, but the next-to-last character was not blank.

Action:

If you are in Ideal for Datacom, enter DISPLAY ERROR (DIS ERR) in the command area. Otherwise, enter DIS INTERR.
Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICUTIL00
command successfully processed.

Reason:
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The command you issued was processed without error. This is an informative message.

Action:

No action is required.

ICUTIL01
invalid function.

Reason:

You tried to execute a command that the batch utility processor does not recognize.

Action:

If this error does not affect your output, take no further action. If the error affects your output, review the command syntax
and spelling. If either the syntax or spelling were incorrect, change the command and resubmit. If both the syntax and
spelling were correct, contact your Site Administrator.

ICUTIL02
invalid OUTPUT number.

Reason:

You specified an invalid print-ID. A print-ID must be numeric.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. Check all output numbers and specify a valid print-ID.

ICUTIL03
OUTPUT not found

Reason:

You tried to print or delete an output member that does not exist in the PSS spool library.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. Make sure you spelled the name of the output member correctly. If you
misspelled it, retype the command and resubmit.

ICUTIL04
OUTPUT with this number and name not found.

Reason:

You specified a print name and a print-id that do not match any print name and print-ID stored in the spool library.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command to determine the correct name and number for the output. Specify a valid
print name and print-ID.

ICUTIL05
OUTPUT not available.
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Reason:

You tried to print or delete a print file that was deleted or another user is using.

Action:

Issue the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command to see whether the output was deleted. If the output was not deleted,
make sure it does not belong to another user.

ICUTIL08
INSTALLCB function no longer supported

Reason:

The INSTALLCB function is no longer used. Its code was deleted from PSS modules.

Action:

If your job was affected, delete all references to the INSTALLCB function, and resubmit. In most cases, the job is
unaffected and you need take no action.

ICUTIL09
errors detected in this run.

Reason:

Errors were detected in this run. Both you and the console operator are informed.

Action:

View all output. Determine which errors occurred, correct the errors, and resubmit.

ICUTIL10
An internal error has been detected.

Reason:

An internal error was detected.

Action:

Make sure the ddname is correct and that the library is formatted properly. Resubmit. If this error recurs, report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICUTIL11
Print file successfully deleted

Reason:

You deleted a print member successfully.

Action:

Take no action.

ICUTIL12
Unable to ENQUEUE the OUTPUT library.
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Reason:

VPE could not gain control of the PSS spool library. The library can be locked out.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the problem recurs and if you are authorized, use the PSS online utility to release the spool library.
Otherwise, ask your Site Administrator to release the spool library.

ICUTIL13
Output control character wrong. Check batch file table.

Reason:

The carriage control character in the I/O buffer does not match the control character specified in the file definition.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ICUTIL14E
Directory not found

Reason:

You ran the SCPSUTIL function EXPANDDIR and the directory name to build using the system name you specified was
not found.

Action:

Make sure the system name exists in the library you specified.

ICUTIL15E
More than 3 character userid found

Reason:

You ran the SCPSUTIL function EXPANDDIR and the system name you specified was greater than three characters. The
system name must be three characters.

Action:

Make sure the system name is three characters.

ICUTIL16E
Directory is larger than requested

Reason:

You ran the SCPSUTIL function EXPANDDIR and you specified a directory smaller (with fewer entries) than the one that
already exists.

Action:

Specify a directory larger than the one that already exists or BACKUP and REFORMAT the library.
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IPC Atypical Error Messages
The following messages are sent to the SCF error log. You are directed to these messages only when the SCERRP99s
errors occur. These log messages do not have numbers, they are listed alphabetically. Most of these messages are sent
to the error log from PSS.

When you receive one of these errors, note the program, the offset, the date and time stamp, the err ID and the message
text. Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

 

ABEND - Asynchronous SCB cannot be located.
Reason:

The session control block (SCB) cannot be located in the asynchronous environment.

The SCF SC00SAST (SCF Asynchronous Task Processor) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump listing to help Ideal for Datacom Technical Support determine the cause of the
problem.

ABEND - Insufficient main storage available
Reason:

The main memory available in the TP execution region is not large enough for the current activity of SCF.

The SCF SC00SAST (SCF Asynchronous Task Processor) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs and your are authorized, increase the size of the TP execution region. Otherwise,
ask your Site Administrator to increase the size of the TP execution region. If the abend recurs, save the dump and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BAD RETURN CODE FROM A $PPA PMS REQUEST
Reason:

PMS returned a bad code to PSS while preparing the presentation area during a print screen request. This error can be
generated for several reasons:

• No panel is bound to any region.
• The PMS call contained an incorrect number of parameters.
• The PACB parameter is invalid.
• An invalid PMS function code was specified.
• There is no storage available for a print image.
• PMS was unable to get storage.
• There was an internal error in PMS.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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COMMUNICATION TABLE FOR TASK xx CANNOT BE FOUND
Reason:

An internal error occurred. The SCF asynchronous communication task that passes messages from the asynchronous
task xx to the synchronous task cannot be found.

The SCF SC00DISP (SCF Dispatcher) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Destination name not passed
Reason:

A PSS processor gained control and found an invalid destination name. The PSS command parser caused this error.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action :

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Error in product initialization
Reason:

SCF received a non-zero return code from the system's product initialization routine.

The SCF SC00SAST (SCF Asynchronous Task Processor) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

FAILED TO LOCATE THE EDOPTSCB
Reason:

The command parser could not locate the Editor Kernel (EDK) options control block.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Inconsistency detected in Directory record
Reason:

A PSS integrity check found an inconsistency in the PSS library. This is probably caused by an error in VLS services.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Produce a dump of the directory member. Ask your Site Administrator to reformat the PSS Spool library. Report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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INTERNAL ERROR_ NPT INSERT FAILED, RC=retcode
Reason:

You issued a print request to a network (NET) printer, but PSS could not add the new entry to the network printer table,
ADRNPT. A return code of 08 means that PSS could not locate ADRNPT in global storage. A return code of 04 means
that the specified function is beyond the jump table.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

INTERR_ THIS REGION IS NOT INITIALIZED
Reason:

An internal error (ERRID=SCCMDP04E) has occurred. The system tried to execute a command in a region that is not
initialized. This can happen if the region control block is overlaid or if the system internally picks up an invalid region
address. The command is not executed.
The SCF SC00CMDP (SCF Command Parser) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

Record all information displayed and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid entity type passed in ICCB, the entity type must be "OUTPUT"
Reason:

The PSS processor gained control and found it received an ICCB, but the entity type was not OUTPUT. This is probably
an error from an external program that links to PSS.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to dump the ICCB, save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

Invalid entity type, type must be "OUTPUT"
Reason:

The PSS processor gained control and found it received an ICCB, but the entity type was not OUTPUT. This is probably
an error from an external program that links to PSS.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to dump the ICCB, save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

Invalid format in parameter list
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid parameter list.
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(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid format in parameter list passed to PSS control processor
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid parameter list.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid ICCB format
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid ICCB. This error probably originated in the PSS command parser.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid ICCB format passed to PSS control processor
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid ICCB. This error probably originated in the PSS command parser.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid internal function
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid function.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid internal function passed to ICCB
Reason:

The PSS processor received control with an invalid function.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:
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Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid name of current processor -- PCBCPN=0
Reason:

An internal error occurred. SCF could not locate the panel processor for the bound panel.

The SCF SC00DISP (SCF Dispatcher) module sent this message to the SCF error log.

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Invalid qualifier in "DIS OUT STATUS" command
Reason:

The PSS command processor detected an internal error. Either this is an error in the PSS command parser or it is a
storage violation.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Output name not passed
Reason:

A PSS processor took control with a parameter pointing to an invalid output name. This is an internal error in the PSS
command parser.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Subcommand not yet supported
Reason:

You tried to execute a command that was defined to the system, but not implemented in the system. This is a command
parser error.

(PSS sent this message to the SCF error log.)

Action:

Report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

VLSUTIL Error Messages
This section lists the VLSUTIL error messages in the alphabetical order.

1ST BLOCK OF BACKUP FILE IS INVALID. CHECK ASSIGNMENT FOR THE FILE
Reason:
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The file used for input is not a VLSUTIL backup file. The first block does not match the expected format.

Action:

This message is probably caused by incorrect JCL. VLSUTIL validates that the input file was one it created, and will not
restore from backups taken by other utilities.

1ST READ FROM BACKUP FILE WAS AN END-FILE
Reason:

The backup file is empty.

Action:

This message is typically encountered when a backup file was allocated, but the backup was not run. You may have to
use the prior generation of the backup.

2ND RECORD NUMBER LOWER THAN 1ST
Reason:

There is an illogical range of record numbers.

Action:

Correct the control statement and rerun.

BACKUP RUN COMPLETED. nn,nnn MEMBERS, nnn,nnn,nnn RECORDS
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

BLOCK DATA MEMBER HAS INVALID FORMAT
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

A member of the library has failed consistency checks. You may need to restore the member from an earlier backup.

BLOCK SIZE IS LARGER THAN TRACK SIZE OR 32K
Reason:

VLSUTIL does not support spanned records.

Action:

Decrease parameter BLKSIZE in the FORMAT command.
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BLOCK SIZE MUST BE AT LEAST 960 BYTES
Reason:

A FORMAT run specified a block size that was too small to hold the parameter record (block 0).

Action:

Increase parameter BLKSIZE in the FORMAT command.

COPY RUN COMPLETED. nn,nnn MEMBERS, nnn,nnn,nnn RECORDS
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

CVTPCNVT ERROR
CVTPCNVT ERROR: ( OUT OF EXTENTS )

                               (INVALID BLOCKS - R15=08 )

                               (INVALID BLOCKS - R15=0C )

                               (CONCATENATION NUMBER IS TOO BIG)

                               (r15=x'HH' )

Reason:

System routine CVTPCNVT returns nonzero return code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support. Try to allocate data set on a different place or on a different disk.

ddname IS NOW data.set.name ON DISK volume
Reason:

Information message after using the DDNAMES command.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

DEAD BLOCKS ON LIBRARY_ nnn,nnn,nnn
Reason:

Dead blocks are the difference between those allocated in the space map, and accountable as member content.

Action:

None, if the numbers involved are small. Dead blocks can accumulate if updates fail to return allocated blocks to the
free space pool as a result of abends and so on, which should be rare. A process of backing up, formatting the library to
rebuild the space map, and restoring the contents sets this back to zero.
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DISK SPACE ALLOCATION IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED. EXCESS
SPACE IS WASTED
Reason:

If you are using LIBFMT=H, you allocated more space than can be formatted. The excess space is not released, and is
never used. It is not yet possible to allocate a file beyond the capacity of LIBFMT=F.

Action:

Reduce the space allocation, or change to LIBFMT=F.

DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? YES_NO
Reason:

Self-explanatory. This message is issued to the operator.

Action:

Reply YES to continue or NO to cancel.

***** END OF MEMBER *****
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

***** ERRORS FOUND DURING BACKUP OF LIBRARY. NOTIFY SYSTEMS
Reason:

Message indicating that the BACKUP is incomplete. It can still be used to restore part of the library contents, but some
members are missing.

Action:

If the backup process discovers errors, the file is corrupt. Members may be missing from the backup because the index
can no longer locate them, or individual members may have internal inconsistencies, and have been bypassed. This
message is a summary message. There are other messages providing extra detail.

The current backup cannot be used to re-create the library on its own. It may be possible to restore all members from a
combination of this and earlier backups.

Do not continue to use the library, as the indicated corruption may spread to other members such as, if the space map
has been overlaid.

FINISHED BACKUP OF MEMBER
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.
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FORMAT RUN SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

FULL BACKUP FILE USED. CREATION DATE - mm_dd_yy TIME - hhmm
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

GRAND TOTALS_ nnn,nnn,nnn MEMBERS, nnn,nnn,nnn RECORDS
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

IF THE ERROR OCCURRED ON A BACKUP RUN, THE MEMBER WILL NOT BE
ON THE BACKUP FILE_ AN EARLIER ONE MUST BE USED TO RESTORE.
Reason:

Issued when reporting an error in a member format.

Action:

This message is issued with another message detailing the problem with the member. Youmay have to re-create the
library, if that message indicates library corruption.

IF THE MEMBER CANNOT BE RECREATED, IT SHOULD BE RECOVERED VIA A
SELECTIVE RESTORE FROM A BACKUP FILE.
Reason:

Issued when a member cannot be copied or restored (during a full restore).

Action:

Restore the member from an earlier backup.

ILLOGICAL CONDITION ON BACKUP FILE. MEMBER SKIPPED. NAME IS
membername
Reason:

Typically a conflict between member headers and block counts. The operation continues at the next member header.
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Action:

The format of the member on the backup file is incorrect. Use a prior backup to restore the member concerned.

INCORRECT LIBRARY FORMAT. EXECUTE FORMAT OPTION, THEN DO THE
RESTORE
Reason:

The file is not a VLS library. Most often, this message is issued because a RESTORE was attempted before the file was
formatted.

Action:

This message can be issued if you attempt to restore to a library that is not VLS (such as a z/OS PDS, or z/VSE system
library). In that case, correct the JCL, and re-run. If the data set is freshly allocated, a FORMAT must be run before the
RESTORE.

INTERNAL FORMAT ERROR. SEE NOTE 1 AT END OF LISTING. MEMBER NAME
IS membername
Reason:

VLSUTIL has found an inconsistency in a specific member.

Action:

This message is issued during BACKUP if a member of the library is corrupt, and cannot be backed up. Do not simply
delete the member, as that is likely to cause further corruption. Re-create the library, using the current (incomplete)
backup, supplemented with earlier backups for the missing members.

INVALID BEGIN OR END COLUMN
Reason:

Out-of-range value, or non-numeric.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID HEX FIELD IN MEMBER NAME
Reason:

If specifying un-printable member names using the HEX method, the characters between the chosen delimiters must be
0-9, A-F.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID MEMBER NAME
Reason:

The member name is too long, or starts with an illegal character.

Action:
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Either shorten the member name or rename without the illegal character.

INVALID NAME LENGTH ON FORMAT CARD
Reason:

The name length was out-of-range or non-numeric.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit. Allowable values are numbers up to 40.

INVALID OPERAND IN ABOVE CARD
Reason:

General syntax error. The command is known, but an operand does not match.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID OPERAND ON DDNAMES CARD
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID OPERAND ON FORMAT CARD
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID RECORD NUMBER
Reason:

A command that takes a range of record numbers was given a non-numeric, or out-of-range operand.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID REQUEST IN ABOVE CARD
Reason:

The first word on the input card image is not recognized as a valid command.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.
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INVALID SCAN STRING
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID USER ID - user
Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

INVALID VALUE OF OPERAND LIBFMT SPECIFIED
Reason:

Self explanatory.

Action:

Specify only "H" or "F". Correct the control statement and re-submit.

I-O ERROR ON BACKUP FILE. MEMBER HAS BEEN SKIPPED. NAME IS
membername
Reason:

Unreadable block on backup. Only the current member operation is aborted, and the RESTORE/SELREST continues.

Action:

The restore process continues, but at least this member is missing from the library. The member may exist on prior
backups.

I-O ERROR ON LIBRARY. ABOVE REQUEST TERMINATED. BLOCK NBR IS
nnn,nnn,nnn
Reason:

An I/O request failed. The most likely cause is an attempt to read a record beyond the end of the file. This happens if
utilities other than VLSUTIL have been used to process it, and the size of the file no longer matches the information in the
header block.

Action:

Correct the JCL, or re-create the destroyed library.

I-O ERROR. SEE NOTE 1 AT END OF LISTING. MEMBER NAME is membername
Reason:
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An unreadable block was encountered. The BACKUP continues, but is missing the named member.

Action:

The backup process continues, but at least this member is missing from the backup. Recreate the library using a
combination of the current backup, and prior ones.

LIBRARY BLOCK SIZE_ nn,nnn
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

LIBRARY FORMAT_ x-BYTE BLOCK NUMBERS
Reason:

Confirms the choice of 2- or 4-byte block numbers (LIBFMT=H or F).

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

LIBRARY INDEX IS INVALID. TO RECOVER, DO BACKUP AND RESTORE
Reason:

Chaining error detected in the index blocks.

Action:

Run a BACKUP, then FORMAT the library, and RESTORE the contents. The index (and space map) will be rebuilt.

LIBRARY NAME LENGTH_ nn
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

LIST NOT ALLOWED FOR BLOCK DATA. USE DUMP INSTEAD
Reason:

LIST applies only to record members. Block data members have no "lines".

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS. COPY SKIPPED. NAME IS membername
Reason:
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When a COPY operation finds a member exists and the (R) option to replace the member was not used, this message
notes which member was not replaced.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS. RESTORE SKIPPED. NAME IS membername
Reason:

When a RESTORE operation finds a member exists and the (R) option to replace the member was not used, this
message notes which member was not replaced.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

MEMBER HAS BEEN COPIED - membername
Reason:

Confirmation message.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

MEMBER HAS BEEN DELETED - membername
Reason:

Confirmation message.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

MEMBER HAS BEEN REPLACED - membername
Reason:

Confirmation message.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

MEMBER HAS BEEN RESTORED - membername
Reason:

Confirmation message during RESTORE or SELREST operation.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.
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MEMBER IS OUT OF SEQUENCE AND HAS BEEN SKIPPED. NAME IS
membername
Reason:

When multiple members are selectively restored, their names must be in the same order as the backup file. Out-of-
sequence names are skipped, rather than aborting the run.

Action:

The remainder of the members have been restored as requested. It is only necessary to resubmit the failing SELREST
statements (in the correct order.

MEMBER NAME IN THE INDEX IS OUT OF SEQUENCE AND HAS BEEN SKIPPED.
NAME IS membername
Reason:

The entries in the index are out of order. Usually detected during a BACKUP operation on a corrupted library. VLSUTIL
continues to process any members it can.

Action:

As with any situation where the BACKUP detects a corruption in the library, re-create it using the current and prior
backups. For example, re-format the library to rebuild the index and space maps, and restore the content from the current
and prior backups.

MEMBER NOT FOUND - membername
Reason:

A command was used requiring the named member to pre-exist on the library, but it does not.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

MEMBER NOT FOUND ON BACKUP FILE - membername
Reason:

A request was made to restore (SELREST) a named member, but it was not on the backup file.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

MEMBER SUCCESSFULLY RENAMED
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.
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MISSING OR INVALID ASSIGNMENT FOR LIBRARY FILE
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

NAME ALREADY EXISTS ON THE FILE
Reason:

A member operation cannot be completed because it would result in a duplicate name.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

NEW NAME ALREADY EXISTS
Reason:

A RENAME operation failed because the new name is already in use.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

NEW NAME HAS ILLEGAL FORMAT
Reason:

The name is too long or starts with an illegal character.

Action:

The member name exceeds the maximum specified length when the library was formatted. This error may indicate that
the library has just been formatted with the wrong name length, or that there was an error in the control statement. The
only character that cannot start a VLS member name is x'00'.

nnn,nnn,nnn DATA BLOCKS ALREADY PROCESSED
Reason:

Issued when an operation is aborted.

Action:

This informational message may help when a FORMAT request fails. An I/O error may indicate a hardware issue, and the
block count can be used to locate the reason.

********** NO ERRORS FOUND IN THIS RUN
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:
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None. This message is for information only.

NO FREE DATA BLOCKS LEFT ON LIBRARY
Reason:

The space map has no unused entries. There may be "dead" blocks that are not in use but they cannot be located.

Action:

BACKUP the library, re-allocate additional space if needed, FORMAT, and RESTORE.

NON-NUMERIC BLOCK SIZE ON FORMAT CARD
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

NO OCCURRANCES FOUND FOR THIS USER
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

NO ROOM LEFT IN INDEX
Reason:

This never happens since the index expands dynamically.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

NO SCAN STRINGS SPECIFIED
Reason:

A SCAN was requested, but no search data specified.

Action:

Correct the control statement and re-submit.

******* NOTE 1 *******
Reason:

This message is the header for member-level error details.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.
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Note Dead blocks are caused by certain abends and system crashes. To recover
the blocks, restore library from the backup file. They do no harm other than
waste disk space.
Reason:

Issued when a non-zero number of dead blocks is reported.

Action:

None, unless the number indicated is unreasonably large.

OLL ACCESSED_ VOLUME= volume, FILE= data.set.name
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

********** ONE OR MORE ERRORS FOUND IN THIS RUN
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

This message is a summary message. Other detailed messages have explained the errors that need correcting.

PREMATURE END-FILE ON BACKUP FILE
Reason:

The backup file hit end-of-file before processing a trailer sentinel record. The backup is incomplete.

Action:

It is possible that the backup was a multi-volume file, and only the first volume was specified, or the backup step may
have failed to complete. Determine the reason for the incomplete backup first.

PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:

A sanity check (for example, number of entries in space map > file size) failed.

Action:

None. This never happens.

READ ERROR ON INDEX BLOCK. CANNOT CONTINUE
Reason:

Reading a block that was part of the index returned a non-index block.

Action:
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The library is corrupt. Re-create from backup.

REFER TO SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL FOR MAXIMUM ALLOCATIONS
Reason:

Accompanies the previous message. A maximum of 60,900 blocks can be formatted, and allocations in tracks or cylinders
require a conversion based on the number of blocks that can fit.

Action:

Re-allocate the library, or use LIBFMT=F.

REQUEST SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

RESTORE RUN COMPLETED. nn,nnn MEMBERS, nnn,nnn,nnn RECORDS
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS nnnn
Reason:

The code is listed in abend codes (101 onward). It's always a three digit number, so the nnnn is misleading, but the base
message in the code has four positions available.

Action:

Correct the error and re-run.

********** RUN TERMINATED BY CONSOLE OPERATOR REPLY
Reason:

Issue to log if operator replies "NO" to the message "DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? YES/NO".

Action:

Reply YES to continue or NO to cancel.

SENTINEL RECORD AT END OF INDEX IS MISSING. MEMBERS AT THE END OF
THE LIBRARY MAY HAVE BEEN LOST.
Reason:
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The last record in the index block chain is not the last block of the index, suggesting that the chain is broken.

Action:

As with any situation where the BACKUP detects a corruption in the library, re-create it using the current and prior
backups. For example, re-format the library to rebuild the index and space maps, and restore the content from the current
and prior backups.

SEQUENCE ERROR ON BACKUP FILE
Reason:

The members on a backup file are expected to be in collating sequence. A member was read indicating that this is not
true.

Action:

This error can happen with multi-volume backups, when the volumes do not represent a single file, but parts of several
files.

SPACE ALLOCATION FOR LIBRARY FILE IS TOO SMALL
Reason:

After allocating blocks for index and space map, no blocks are left for members.

Action:

Re-allocate a larger library.

THE MEMBER WHOSE NAME WAS SPECIFIED IN THE ERROR MESSAGE HAS
BEEN DAMAGED BY UNKNOWN CAUSES AND SHOULD BE DELETED.
Reason:

Issued when a member cannot be backed up. Usually accompanies another message indicating what error was found.

Action:

As with any situation where the BACKUP detects a corruption in the library, re-create it using the current and prior
backups. I.e. re-format the library to rebuild the index and space maps, and restore the content from the current and prior
backups.
Do not simply delete the member from the library, despite the wording of the message.

TO CORRECT CONDITION, REFORMAT LIBRARY AND RESTORE FROM THE
LATEST VALID BACKUP FILE.
Reason:

This message accompanies any message that indicates an illogical condition on the library.

Action:

As with any situation where the BACKUP detects a corruption in the library, re-create it using the current and prior
backups. For example, re-format the library to rebuild the index and space maps, and restore the content from the current
and prior backups.
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TOO MANY SCAN STRINGS SPECIFIED
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Split the search into multiple runs.

TOO MANY USER ID FIELDS
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

Split the search into multiple runs.

TOTAL BLOCKS ON FILE_ nnn,nnn,nnn UNUSED BLOCKS_ nnn,nnn,nnn
Reason:

Self-explanatory.

Action:

None. This message is for information only.

TRANSLATE TABLE NOT FOUND
Reason:

The Translate table requested in the LIBRARY command is not found in the steplib/joblib concatenation.

Action:

Add missing table into concatenation or use correct name in command.

IPC Abend Codes
Broadcom products can receive abend codes from internal services when internal system errors occur. After a brief
explanation of the types of abends issued through IPC components, the IPC abend codes are described in the following
topics. The codes are ordered by:

• Letter
• Number
• Special character

Any time you receive an abend, make sure you save the dump listing to help Ideal for Datacom Technical Support
determine the problem.

PSS Abend Codes
The Print Sub-System (PSS) has three modules that can issue abends:

• SCPSINIT
Issues abend codes in the xxxx format, where xxxx is a four-character abend identifier.

• SCPSNETT
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Issues abend codes in the NETx format, where NET stands for SCPSNETT and x is a one-character identifier.
• SCPSUTIL

Issues abend codes in the xxxx format, where xxxx is a four-character abend identifier.

SCF Abend Codes
The Session Control Facility (SCF) has five modules that can issue abends:

• SCBTINIT
Issues abend codes in the BTIx format, where BTI stands for SCBTINIT and x is a one-character identifier.

• SC00DISP
Issues abend codes in the DISx format, where DIS stands for SC00DISP and x is a one-character identifier.

• SC00INIT
Issues abend codes in the INIx format, where INI stands for SC00INIT and x is a one-character identifier.

• SC00SAST
Issues abend codes in the STSx format, where STS stands for SC00SAST and x is a one-character identifier.

• SC00SNON
Issues abend codes in the SNOx format, where SNO stands for SC00SNON and x is a one-character identifier.

If SCF abends from a terminal activity, the abend code displays. If SCF abends from a non-terminal activity, you can find
the abend code in the dump data set.

VLSUTIL Abend Codes
Each abnormal termination of the VLS Batch Utility (VLSUTIL) generates a code formatted as nnn, where nnn is a three-
digit identifier. The abend code is accompanied by an explanatory message.

When you receive a non-zero return code from VLS, such as U2048 user abend, check the VLSUTIL section of your
SYSPRINT output for abend codes and explanatory messages. Some codes can generate more than one message,
depending on the operating system. Some of the codes below are only issued from VSE, some only from z/OS, and some
are issued from both systems.

IPC Abend Code Descriptions
This section lists the IPC abend code descriptions.

1000
USER REQUESTED ABEND CODE IS xxxx

(This batch abend was issued from VPE/z/OS.)

Reason:

Because of a user-requested abend, where xxxx is the user's abend code, an z/OS abend code U1000 was produced.

Action:

Note the name of the Broadcom product you were running when this abend occurred and report this product problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

101
AUXPRINT DD CARD OMITTED RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 101*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)
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Reason:

The auxiliary print file could not be opened for output.

Action:

Insert the AUXPRINT DD statement and resubmit the job. AUXPRINT is required for library list and dump.

102
MISSING OR INVALID ASSIGNMENT FOR LIBRARY FILE RUN CANCELLED. ERRORCODE IS 102

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An attempt to open the VLS library file in the service section logic, for example, VPE9896 for VSE or VPE9897 for z/OS,
failed. Open processing failed because the file was not assigned.

Action:

Make sure the VLS file DLBL (for VSE) or the DD (for z/OS.) statement in the JCL is correct. Resubmit.

103
INVALID UNIT TYPE FOR THE LIBRARY FILE RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS103

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The device type in the UCB for VLSFILE DD did not match any of the disk device types in the device table.

Action:

Check the JCL to make sure that the correct file was used. Next, make sure the file resides on one of the supported
DASD devices. Resubmit. If the problem recurs, call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

104
DD STATEMENT FOR BACKUP FILE IS MISSING RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 104*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The file could not be opened for output.

Action:

Make sure the VLSBKUP DD statement exists and is properly formatted. Resubmit.

1040
BACKUP FILE (SYS010) IS NOT ASSIGNED TO A VALID UNIT TYPE RUNCANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 104

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

The backup file is assigned to an unsupported device (SYS010).

Action:
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Check the assignment for SYS010, assign the backup file to a supported device, and resubmit.

105
SYSPUNCH DD CARD OMITTED RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 105*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The punch file could not be opened for output.

Action:

Make sure the DD statement for the punch file exists and is properly formatted. Resubmit.

1050
WRITE ERROR ON LIBRARY FILE. RUN ABORTED. RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 105

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

An unexpected I/O error occurred during a write to the VLS library.

Action:

Make sure the JCL is correct. If all of the VLS library references are correct, ask your Site Administrator to backup the
library, reformat it, and restore it from the backup. Resubmit.

106
1ST BLOCK OF LIBRARY FILE IS INVALID. CANNOT CONTINUE. CHECK DLBL/EXTENT CARDS FOR LIBRARY
RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 106*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

The first block of the VLS library file is invalid. Either the library file was not upgraded, the DLBL or EXTENT information is
incorrect, or the library was destroyed.

Action:

Make sure the JCL is correct. If all of the VLS library references are correct, ask your Site Administrator to backup the
library, reformat it, and restore it from the backup.

1060
WRITE ERROR ON BACKUP FILE. RUN ABORTED. RUN CANCELLED. ERROR ERROR CODE IS 106*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The program found an error as it tried to write a block of data to the backup file.

Action:

Make sure the DCB of the backup file is correct. Retry the job step.
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108
CANNOT ISSUE SUCCESSFUL ENQUE FOR THE ONLINE LIBRARY RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 108*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

There is an enqueue interlock condition. A program tried to enqueue the file, but found the file already in use. A time
interval of one second was set, after which another enqueue was attempted. Sixty enqueues were tried before this error
code was generated.

Action:

If the file is enqueued by another task, wait and resubmit. If you believe another task is not using the file, ask your Site
Administrator to dequeue the file.

109
INSUFFICIENT CORE AVAILABLE BETWEEN END OF UTILITY PROGRAM ANDEND OF PARTITION FOR
WORKING STORAGE. FOR VS SYSTEMS, PLACE THE KEYWORD 'SIZE=(AUTO,48K)' ON THE EXEC CARD FOR
NON-VS SYSTEMS, RUN PROGRAM IN LARGER PARTITION. RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 109

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

The size of Working Storage exceeds the amount of space available in core.

Action:

For VS systems, place the SIZE=(AUTO,48K) statement on the EXEC card. Under any non-VS system, use a larger
partition to run the program.

110
FILE IS NOT EMPTY. DELETE AND REDEFINE THE FILE, THEN RERUNTHE FORMAT PROGRAM. RUN
CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 110

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The program received feedback, return code number 8, when it tried to get the feedback field from RPL.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to delete and redefine the file. Rerun the format program. Resubmit the job.

111
INTERNAL ERROR. CANNOT COMPUTE VSAM SPACE ALLOCATION.RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 111

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

VSAM is trying to get more space. This is an internal error caused by a miscalculation of the number of blocks needed for
primary extent.

Action:
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Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

1110
INTERNAL ERROR. REFER TO SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL FOR RECOVERYPROCEDURES. RUN
CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 111

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

VSAM is trying to get more space. This is an internal error caused by a miscalculation of the number of blocks needed for
primary extent.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

112
ERROR RETURN FROM VSAM ON macro RETURN CODE FROM REG IS nn (decimal) VSAM ERROR CODE OR
FEEDBACK CODE IS nnn (DECIMAL) RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 112

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The program found an error in one or more of the GET, PUT, GENCB, MODCB, or SHOWCB VSAM macros. See the
additional messages on the listing for the return or feedback code for more information.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to try to correct all errors and resubmit the job. If this error recurs, report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

113
**PARM LINES PER PAGE MUST BE 2 DIGITS*

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS.)

Reason:

The PARM value must be 2 digits to specify the number of lines per page in the VLSUTIL report output. If no PARM is
specified on the EXEC statement, the default is 55 lines per page.

Action:

Check the JCL for a valid 2-digit value if PARM has been specified. For example:

//LIST EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL,PARM='99'

114
INSUFFICIENT GETVIS AREA RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 114

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

There is not enough memory to continue running the job.
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Action:

For VS systems, place the SIZE=(AUTO,48K) statement on the EXEC card. Under any non-VS system, use a larger
partition to run the program.

115
OLL FILE MUST BE VSAM SINCEASSIGNMENT IS FOR AN FBA DEVICE, BUT CANNOT FIND FILE NAME IN
VSAM CATALOG. PLEASE CHECK JCL FOR THE FILE IN THIS RUN AND ALSO RESULTS OF IDCAMS RUN THAT
CATALOGUED THE FILE RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 115

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under VSE.)

Reason:

The VLS library file must be a VSAM file, but it is not found in the catalog.

Action:

Check the JCL for the correct VSAM file name. If the name is correct, then the VLS library file was not correctly cataloged.
Ask your Site Administrator to review the IDCAMS control statement, redefine the file, and catalog it.

200
SPACE ALLOCATION FOR LIBRARY IS TOO SMALL. RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 200

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

You have too few space blocks to format the library. If the blocksize of the online library is less than 4000, you need at
least 14 space blocks to format the file. If the blocksize of the online library is greater than or equal to 4000, you need at
least 8 space blocks to format the library.

Action:

Increase the number of space blocks and rerun.

201
1ST READ FROM BACKUP FILE WAS AN END FILE. RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 201

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An attempt to read the first block of a backup file resulted in an end-file condition. This is usually caused by a file mark at
the front of the backup file. The backup file is destroyed.

Action:

If you have the information in another backup file, ask your Site Administrator to restore that file. If this abend recurs,
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

202
1ST BLOCK OF BACKUP FILE IS INVALID. CHECK ASSIGNMENT FOR THE FILE.RUN CANCELLED. ERROR
CODE IS 202

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)
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Reason:

The first block of the backup file is invalid. An attempt to read the first block produced a read error. If the assignment for
the backup file is correct, the file was destroyed.

Action:

Make sure the JCL is correct. If you have the information in another backup file, ask your Site Administrator to restore that
file. If this abend recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

203
INCORRECT LIBRARY FORMAT. EXECUTE FORMAT OPTION, THEN DO THERESTORE RUN CANCELLED.
ERROR CODE IS 203

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The space maps for the online library have an invalid format. A logic check found this error.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to do a format run, then restore the library from a backup file.

204
I-O ERROR LIBRARY CONTROL BLOCK. BLOCK NBR IS nnnnn.RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 204

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An attempt to read a block from a library file produced a read error. This error occurs for functions other than a file format.

Action:

Resubmit the job. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to format and restore the library from a backup file.

205
PREMATURE END-FILE ON BACKUP FILE. RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 205

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An attempt to read a backup file resulted in an error. The end-file on the backup file was not preceded by the final control
record. In most cases, the rest of the backup file was destroyed.

Action:

Resubmit the job. If this abend recurs and you have the information in another backup file, ask your Site Administrator to
restore that file. If this error is generated from a read attempt on the second backup file, report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

206
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 206

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)
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Reason:

An illogical condition occurred in the space map. The end of the space map was reached before a byte not equal to FF
was found.

Action:

Resubmit the job. If this error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to make a backup of the file, then format and restore
the library from the backup file. In most cases, this error does not affect the backup file, and the subsequent format and
restore corrects the illogical condition. However, if this error recurs after the format and restore, report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

207
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 207

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An illogical condition occurred. The number of bytes that contain control information for the space block is zero.

Action:

Resubmit the job. If this error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to make a backup of the file, then format and restore
the library from the backup file. In most cases, this error does not affect the backup file, and the subsequent format and
restore corrects the illogical condition. However, if this error recurs after the format and restore, report this problem to
Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

208
NO ROOM LEFT IN INDEX RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 208

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

All of the index blocks in the front of the file are used. VLSUTIL did not find another available data block that could be
used as an index block.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to create a backup file of the library and to redefine and reformat the file with a different space
allocation. Restore the data from a backup file.

209
NO FREE DATA BLOCKS LEFT ON LIBRARY RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 209

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The library is full. There are no available data blocks.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to create a backup file of the library and to redefine and reformat the file with a different space
allocation. Restore the data from a backup file.
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210
READ ERROR ON INDEX BLOCK. CANNOT CONTINUE. RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 210

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

VLSUTIL encountered a read error on an index block before it could create a backup file. The backup run cannot
continue. You can access members that do not have index entries in the bad block online or with the VLS Batch Utility.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to restore the library from a backup file.

211
LIBRARY INDEX IS INVALID. TO RECOVER, DO A BACKUP AND RESTORERUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS
211

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the master index block. This can be the result of a system crash.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to take a backup file and restore the library from that file.

212
BLOCK SIZE IS LARGER THAN TRACK SIZE OR 32K RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The BLKSIZE specification on the format control card is invalid. Either the block size is larger than the track size or the
block size is larger than 32767.

Action:

Review control card syntax, correct or replace the BLKSIZE specification on the format control card, and resubmit the job.

2120
BLOCK SIZE MUST BE AT LEAST 960 BYTES RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The BLKSIZE specification on the format control card is invalid. A valid specification is a number from 960 through 32767.

Action:

Review control card syntax, correct or replace the BLKSIZE specification on the format control card, and resubmit the job.
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2121
DISK SPACE ALLOCATION IS GREATER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED. EXCESS SPACEIS WASTED. REFER TO
SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL FOR MAXIMUM ALLOCATION. RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The disk space allocated to the data set is greater than the maximum amount of space that can be allocated to any single
VLS library.

Action:

Reformat the VLS library and specify smaller space allocations.

2122
INVALID NAME LENGTH ON FORMAT CARD RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The NAMELEN specification on the format control card is invalid.

Action:

Review control card syntax, correct or replace the NAMELEN specification on the format control card, and resubmit the
job.

2123
INVALID OPERAND ON FORMAT CARD RUN CANCELLED. ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS, or VSE)

Reason:

At least one operand on the format control card is invalid.

Action:

Review control card syntax, correct or replace the operands on the format control card and resubmit the job.

2124
NON-NUMERIC BLOCKSIZE ON FORMAT CARD RUN CANCELLED.ERROR CODE IS 212

(This abend was issued from VLSUTIL, the VLS Batch Utility under z/OS or VSE.)

Reason:

The BLKSIZE specification on the format control card is invalid. A valid specification is a number from 960 through 32767.

Action:

Review control card syntax, correct or replace the BLKSIZE specification on the format control card and resubmit the job.

BFUN
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)
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Reason:

An unknown batch utility function was requested. This is a product error.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

BTI1
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load a module into core) macro failed to load the SC00OPTS module.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred and contact your Site Administrator. If you are the Site
Administrator, check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code issued from the $LDM macro and see the section on
VPE Return Codes. Make sure that SC00OPTS is in the PPT and the active load library. If you cannot solve this problem,
save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI2
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initializ ation (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $RBS (read block from sequential file) macro failed to read the sign-on card.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $RBS macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If the abend
recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI3
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load a module into core) macro failed to load the SC00TRAN module.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred and contact your Site Administrator. If you are the Site
Administrator, check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code issued from the $LDM macro and see the section on
VPE Return Codes. Make sure that SC00TRAN is in the PPT and the active load library. If you cannot solve this problem,
save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI4
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT.
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Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If the abend
recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI5
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT when an error
condition was found.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If the abend
recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI6
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT when an error was
found on the sign-on card.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL on the sign-on card and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If the abend
recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTI7
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $IQE (inquire about the environment) macro failed.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code issued
from the $IQE macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

BTI8
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $IQF (inquire into the status of a data field) macro failed.

Action:
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Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code issued
from the $IQF macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

BTI9
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $RBS (read block from sequential file) macro failed during an attempt to flush SYSIN at termination time.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $RBS macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If the abend
recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTIA
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The Session Control Block (SCB) was not created.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

BTIB
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The VPE $CSP (call a subprogram) macro failed during a call to the SYSIN reader.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code issued
from the $CSP macro and see the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was produced, save the dump and report this
problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

BTIC
(This abend was issued from the SCF batch initialization (SCBTINIT)module.)

Reason:

The SYSIN reader issued a bad return code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this abend occurred. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code from the
SYSIN reader. If a dump was produced, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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DEQx
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while dequeueing the exclusive enqueue on the Spool after a recovery. The value of x is the
return code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

DIRR
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while reading the PSS Spool directory.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

DIS1
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP01.

DIS2
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP02.

DIS3
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP03.

DIS7
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP07.
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DISA
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP10.

DISB
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the message ICSCDISP02. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

DISC
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the message ICSCDISP03. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

DISD
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the message SCDISP10. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

DISU
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP0U.

DISV
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP0V.
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DISW
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP0W.

DISX
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP0X.

DISZ
(This abend was issued from the SCF Dispatcher (SC00DISP) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCDISP0Z.

DQ2x
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while dequeueing the PSS Directory after a recovery of the Spool. The value of x is the return
code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

DQ3x
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while dequeueing the PSS Directory after creation of the PSS Directory. The value of x is the
return code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

EDK2
(This abend was issued from the EDK dispatcher (EDEDITOR) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered during an edit session.
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Action:

Check ADRLOG output for internal error messages, save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

EDK9
(This abend was issued from the EDK dispatcher (EDEDITOR) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered during an edit session. The EDK buffer cannot be located, most likely due to a CICS storage
violation.

Action:

Check ADRLOG output for internal error messages, save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

ENQ1
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS directory.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQ2
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS directory.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQ3
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS directory. PSS could not gain control of the PSS Directory.

Action:

Wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS on-line utility to dequeue the resource.

ENQ4
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)
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Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS directory.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQD
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to reserve the PSS Spool directory for update.

Action:

For a return code of 3, wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS on-line utility to
dequeue the resource. For all other return codes, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

ENQJ
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS spool library.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQK
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS spool library.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQL
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS spool library. PSS could not gain control of the PSS Spool.

Action:

Wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS on-line utility to dequeue the resource.
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ENQM
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS spool library.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQS
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered enqueueing the PSS spool library after a recovery.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ENQT
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered enqueueing the PSS spool library after a recovery.

Action:

Wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS on-line utility to dequeue the resource.

ENQU
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered enqueueing the PSS spool library after a recovery.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

ESPx
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to reserve the PSS Spool library.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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EURD
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to update the PSS spool directory.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

FS
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

An error was encountered while trying to free storage obtained during a blocked data read of PSS options from the panel
library.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

INI1
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT01.

INI2
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT02.

INI3
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT03.

INI4
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT04.
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INI5
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT05. 

INI6
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT06.

INI7
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT07.

INI8
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT08.

INI9
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT09.

INIA
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT10.

INIB
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT11.
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INIC
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT12.

INID
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT13.

INIE
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT55.

INIF
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT56.

INIG
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT57.

INIH
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT58.

INII
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT59.
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INIJ
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT60.

INIK
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT61.

INIL
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT62.

INIM
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT63.

ININ
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT64.

INIO
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT14.

INIP
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT66.
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INIQ
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the SCINIT07 message. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

INIR
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the SCINIT14 message. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

INIX
(This abend was issued from the SCF Initialization (SC00INIT)module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCINIT69.

INT2
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to initialize the spool library to obtain a VCB for accessing the print file.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• The spool was created and is properly formatted.
• The spool was initialized and is defined to the system.

If the above conditions are met and the abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

INTL
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to initialize the panel or spool library for execution of the PSS batch utility.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:
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• The panel library is defined to the system and is properly formatted.
• The spool was created, defined to the system, and is properly formatted.

If the above conditions are met and the abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

IQFC
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while inquiring about the type of carriage control character defined to AUXPRINT.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

LDMx
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while loading the SCF options module. The value of x is the return code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

LDMx0
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to load a module. The value of x is the return code.

Action:

For a return code of 8, make sure the PMSTRUC and SC00OPTS modules exist in the system. If they do not, place them
in the system and rerun. If this abend recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

For all other return codes, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NET1
Error from VPE $IQE

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

PSS issued a $IQE (inquire about environment) request to VPE during a network print recovery, but received a non-zero
return code from the VPE $IQE macro.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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NET3
Error from global, exclusive $ENQ on spool directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

PSS used the VPE $ENQ (enqueue a resource) macro to attempt a global, exclusive enqueue during a network print
recovery, but received a non-zero return code from $ENQ. Another CICS might have an enqueue outstanding on the PSS
Directory name.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to determine whether another CICS is using the same PSS Directory name. If you are the Site
Administrator and another system is using the same name, ensure that the PSS Directory was not permanently locked out
by that CICS. If it was not, issue the PSS command to dequeue the PSS Directory from that CICS. Try again. If this abend
recurs, produce a dump. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you cannot, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

NET4
Error from a $VLS FUNC=SCAN

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error was detected while scanning the PSS Directory during a network print recovery.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NET5
Error from a $PSNPT FUNC=INSERT

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while adding an entry to the network printer table.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NET6
Error from a $PSNPT FUNC=LOCATE

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while locating an entry in the network printer table.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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NET7
Error from a $PSNPT FUNC=REMOVE

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while removing an entry from the network printer table.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NET8
Error from global, exclusive $ENQ on spool directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

PSS used the VPE $ENQ (enqueue a resource) macro to attempt a global, exclusive enqueue on the PSS Directory, but
received a non-zero return code from $ENQ. The PSS Directory might be locked out.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to determine whether the PSS Directory was locked out. If it was not and if you are the Site
Administrator, issue the PSS command to dequeue the PSS Directory. Try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump.
Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you cannot, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NET9
Error from $VLS FUNC=READ of directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a PSS Directory record.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETA
Error from $VLS FUNC=INIT

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while initializing the PSS Spool to obtain a VCB for the print member.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that the PSS Spool was correctly formatted and initialized. If you are the Site
Administrator, you must also ensure that the PSS Spool was correctly defined to the CICS file control table. If both of
these conditions are met, try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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NETB
Error from $VLS FUNC=OPEN of print member

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while opening the print member.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETC
Error from VPE $GS for data buffer

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred during a VPE $GS (get storage) request.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETD
Error from $VLS FUNC=READ of print member

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while reading the print member.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETE
Error from VPE $DT

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred during a VPE $DT (get date and time) request to get a date and time stamp for the header page.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETF
Error from VPE $WTM

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:
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An error occurred during a VPE $WTM (write message to terminal) request to write data to the network printer.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETG
Error from VPE $LDM of PMSTRND

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $LDM (load program into core) macro while loading the PMS translation table used to
translate unprintable characters to ? to produce pure EBCDIC lines.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that an entry exists in the PPT for this module and that the module exists in the
load library. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

NETH
Error from VPE $LDM of PMSTRNDK

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $LDM (load program into core) macro while loading the PMS translation table used to
translate unprintable characters to ? for mixed DBCS (double-byte character set) lines.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that an entry exists in the PPT for this module and that the module exists in the
load library. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

NETI
Error from VPE $LDM of PMSTRUC

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $LDM (load program into core) macro while loading the PMS translation table used to
translate characters to upper-case characters.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that an entry exists in the PPT for this module and that the module exists in the
load library. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

NETJ
Error from global, exclusive $ENQ on spool directory
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(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

PSS used the VPE $ENQ (enqueue a resource) macro to attempt a global, exclusive enqueue on the PSS Directory
during the update of a directory record, but received a non-zero return code from $ENQ. The PSS Directory might be
locked out.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to determine whether the PSS Directory was locked out. If it was not, and if you are the Site
Administrator, issue the PSS command to dequeue the PSS Directory. Try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump.
Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you cannot, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETK
Error from $VLS FUNC=READ of directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to read a PSS Directory record for updating.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETL
Error from $VLS FUNC=REP

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while replacing a PSS Directory record.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETM
Error from global $DEQ of spool directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $DEQ (dequeue a resource) macro during an attempt to dequeue the PSS Directory.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETN
Error from $VLS FUNC=DELMEM of print member

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)
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Reason:

An error occurred while deleting a print member that was printed on a network printer.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETO
Error from VPE $SNT

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $SNT (start a new task) macro during an attempt to start a backup task.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETP
Error from VPE $LDM of SC00OPTS

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred from the VPE $LDM (load program into core) macro while loading the SCF options load module.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that an entry exists in the PPT for this module and that the module exists in the
load library. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

NETQ
Error from $VLS FUNC=INIT of panel library

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while initializing the panel library to obtain a VCB for the PSS#OPTIONS member.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that the panel library was correctly formatted and initialized. If you are the Site
Administrator, you must also ensure that the panel library was correctly defined to the CICS file control table. If both of
these conditions are met, try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETR
Error from $VLS FUNC=BDREAD of PSS#OPTIONS

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:
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An error occurred while reading the blocked-data member, PSS#OPTIONS.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that the PSS#OPTIONS member exists in the panel library. If this condition is
met and if you are the Site Administrator, try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump. Try to identify the problem and
solve it. If you cannot, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETS
Error from $VLS FUNC=INIT of spool library

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while initializing the PSS Spool to obtain a VCB for the PSS Directory.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure that the PSS Spool was correctly formatted and initialized. If you are the Site
Administrator, you must also ensure that the PSS Spool was correctly defined to the CICS file control table. If both of
these conditions are met, try again. If this abend recurs, produce a dump. Try to identify the problem and solve it. If you
cannot, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NETT
Error from $VLS FUNC=OPEN of spool directory

(This abend was issued from the PSS SCPSNETT module.)

Reason:

An error occurred while opening the PSS Directory member.

Action:

Produce a dump, save it, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NMCB
(This abend was issued from the PSS Main Routine (SCPSMAIN) module.)

Reason:

The PSS main control block was not found or has been overwritten. This can indicate a storage violation occurred or
ADROUT has not been properly formatted.

Action:

Contact your Site Administrator to confirm that ADROUT has been formatted with NAMELEN=11 and BLOCKSIZE=4000.
If the abend occurs recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NOGS
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to obtain working storage space.
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Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to increase the region size and rerun.

NQ1x
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS Directory during creation of the PSS Directory. The value of x the
return code.

Action:

For a return code of 3, wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS online utility to
dequeue the resource. For all other return codes, note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the
dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NQ2x
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while enqueueing the PSS Directory during a recovery. The value of x is the return code.

Action:

For a return code of 3, wait and try again. If this abend recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use the PSS online utility to
dequeue the resource. For all other return codes, note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the
dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

NVP1
(This abend was issued from VPE/CICS)

Reason:

The TWASIZE specified on the PCT entry for the transaction is less than 12.

Action:

Increase the TWASIZE of the PCT for the transaction ID that abended.

NVP2
(This abend was issued from VPE/CICS)

Reason:

This is the result of broken sessions in an MRO environment. The AOR terminated when the TOR still had pending
transactions.

Action:

A second attempt to signon to Ideal for Datacom or DDOL should be successful. To avoid the problem, recycle the TOR
when the AOR is recycled.
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NVP4
(This abend was issued from VPE/CICS)

Reason:

A VPE global table cannot be loaded. This is usually the result of an installation error such as missing PPT entries or an
incorrectly linked module.

Action:

Review the installation process and recycle the CICS region. If the abend continues to occur, save the dump and report
this problem to Ideal for Datacom Tech support.

OPND
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to open the PSS spool directory member.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

OPPF
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to open the print member.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

PLIB
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to print a line to the system printer.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• The AUXPRINT file exists and is in the system.
• The DD card (for z/OS) or the ASSIGN card (for VSE) exists.

Correct any errors and rerun. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

PSS1
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:
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VLS errors were encountered while initializing the PSS spool library or the panel library.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• The panel library is defined to the system and is properly formatted.
• The spool was created, is defined to the system, and is properly formatted.

If the above conditions are met and the abend recurs, note the circumstances under which you received the abend. Save
the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

PSS2
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while opening the PSS spool directory member.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSS3
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while creating the PSS spool directory member.

Action:

Make sure the spool has space for a new directory member. If there is no space, ask your Site Administrator to delete
unused members. If there is space, try again. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSS4
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while adding records to the PSS spool library.

Action:

Make sure the spool has space for new directory record members. If there is no space, ask your Site Administrator to
delete unused members. If there is space, try again. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal
for Datacom Technical Support.

PSS6
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while opening the destination table.
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Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSS7
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while allocating the global storage area for the destination table.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSS8
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while reading the destination table member.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSS9
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while replacing records in the PSS spool directory.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSSA
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

Error reading a directory record during a recovery of the spool library.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSSB
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)
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Reason:

Error reading the PSS OPTIONS from the panel library.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the PSS#OPTIONS member exists in the panel library and is a blocked data
member. After these conditions are met, rerun. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSSC
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

There was an error in freeing storage obtained during the blocked data read of PSS options from the panel library.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSSD
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization(SCPSINIT) module.)

Reason:

There was an error while trying to build the destination table in Global storage.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which you received this abend. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

PSSx
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered in PSS processing.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

RCB
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to read the PSS options from the panel library.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the PSS#OPTIONS member exists in the panel library as a blocked data
member. Correct any errors and rerun. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.
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RCTL
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to read the PSS control file.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• The SYSIN file exists and is in the system.
• The DD card (for z/OS) or the ASSIGN card (for VSE) exists.

Correct any errors and rerun. If this abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

RDIR
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to read the PSS spool directory entries.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

RMP1
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to retrieve PSS spool member parameters. In most cases, ADROUT, the PSS spool
output library, was not initialized (INIT) correctly.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

RMP2
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to retrieve PSS spool member parameters. In most cases, ADROUT, the PSS spool
output library, was not initialized (INIT) correctly.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

ROPN
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:
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Errors were encountered while trying to reopen the PSS directory member.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

RPLN
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to read the PSS spool member records.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

SFCA
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

An error occurred on a VPE request to change the parameters on the AUXPRINT file.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• There is an entry for AUXPRINT in the file table.
• The DD card (for z/OS) or the ASSIGN card (for VSE) exists.

If the above conditions are met and the abend recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

SFCC
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

An error occurred on a VPE request to close the AUXPRINT file.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• There is an entry in the batch file table for AUXPRINT.
• The DD card (for z/OS) or the ASSIGN card (for VSE) exists.

Correct any errors and rerun. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

SFCO
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

An error was encountered while opening the AUXPRINT file.
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Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the following conditions are met:

• There is an entry in the batch file table for AUXPRINT.
• The DD card (for z/OS) or the ASSIGN card (for VSE) exists.

Correct any errors and rerun. If these conditions are met and this abend recurs, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support.

SNO2
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON02.

SNO5
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON05.

SNO8
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON08.

SNO9
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON09.

SNOA
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Reason:

See the message description for ICSCSNON10.

SNOB
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the SCSNON08 message. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:
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Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

SNOC
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Reason:

A write to terminal failed for the SCSNON10 message. This message cannot be written to the terminal.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

SNOD
(This message was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON06.

SNOS
(This message was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNONOS.

SNOU
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0U.

SNOV
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0V.

SNOW
(This message was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0W.

SNOX
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)
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Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0X.

SNOY
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0Y.

SNOZ
(This abend was issued from the SCF Signon (SC00SNON) module.)

Action:

See the message description for ICSCSNON0Z.

STS1
(This abend was issued from the SCF Asynchronous Task Processor(SC00SAST) module.)

Action:

See the message description for LOGMSG: ABEND - Asynchronous SCB cannot be located.

STS2
(This abend was issued from the SCF Asynchronous Task Processor(SC00SAST) module.)

Action:

See the message description for LOGMSG: Error in product initialization.

STS3
(This abend was issued from the SCF Asynchronous Task Processor(SC00SAST) module.)

Action:

See the description for the message LOGMSG: ABEND - Insufficient main storage.

VAH1
(This abend was issued from the VPE abend handler module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered attempting to format a dump for a previous abend. During the abend processing, an
unrecoverable error occurred in the abend handler, most likely due to a CICS storage violation.

Action:

Check CICS for the original abend for that task, save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.
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VISM
(This abend was issued from VPE in a CICS environment.)

Reason:

During an attempt to read a temporary storage queue, CICS returned SYSIDERR. The site can have a temporary storage
table (DFHTSTxx) that specifies the residence of the temporary storage queue on a remote system that is unavailable.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

VLSR
(This abend was issued from the PSS initialization (SCPSINIT)module.)

Reason:

PSS requires VPE/VLS 1.4 or higher.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to make sure the proper version and release of the VPE/VLS software is installed and that the
libraries are concatenated. Rerun.

VPE1
(This abend was issued from VPE in a CICS environment.)

Reason:

There was an unrecoverable error in a temporary storage function call. A write error was found on the CICS temporary
storage file.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

VPE8
(This abend was issued from VPE in a CICS environment.)

Reason:

You tried to start another transaction at the end of a session, but the transaction ID was not in the PCT. This can occur as
a result of the following Ideal for Datacom command or PDL statement, if the required PCT entry is missing:

SET ENV FINAL-ID xxxx

Or

SET $FINAL-ID = 'xxxx'

Where xxxx is the transaction to initiate at logoff from Ideal for Datacom.

Action:

Make sure the transaction ID is defined to CICS.
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WPLN
(This abend was issued from the PSS Utilities (SCPSUTIL) module.)

Reason:

Errors were encountered while trying to write a line to a system(SYS) printer.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

PMS Return Codes
The following are PMS return codes that can display as part of message text, for example:

messagenum the text of the error message, RC=retcode

The value of retcode is the two- to three-character return code. PMS services generate these codes. These services are
listed in alphabetic order with brief descriptions, followed by the service's return codes.

APS (Acquire Panel Set)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
04 Main panel not found
06 Panel-set does not fit region size (trunc not allowed)
07 REGION parameter or subparameter is invalid
08 Error when retrieving main panel from panel library
09 Subpanel not found in panel library
10 Error when retrieving subpanel from panel library
11 Invalid panel name: Either blanks or zeroes
12 Variable size panel is used as a subpanel
19 HEXID parameter missing or invalid
20 Binding not executed since panel already in stack
21 Main panel found in library is not valid panel definition
22 Subpanel found in library is not valid panel definition
23 Main-panel update time high or equal user given time
24 Invalid structure of dynamic panel definition
25 Main-panel name not matching member name
26 Subpanel name not matching member name
31 Main panel has no fields
32 Subpanel has no fields
33 Main panel definition conflicts with 2.0 mode
34 Subpanel definition conflicts with 2.0 mode
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36 An existing exclusive copy of this panel-set must be freed
42 Subpanel appears more than once in panel-set
45 Fields must be standard-format if FILNULL option
48 PMS Global Control Table cannot be located
49 Panel must already be acquired before REFRESH option
50 Library name specified is blank or zeroes
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
52 Width specified cannot be less than defined panel width
53 Multi-row field requires panel width equal to screen width
54 Refresh is invalid with REPLACE, REPSTAK, LEAVE
55 Only one variable-width field is allowed in a row
56 Panel buffer (PBF) size is greater than 32700 bytes
57 Library name was destroyed in the PCB in global storage
61 Panel in load module format updated or deleted while in use
62 Error returned by user exit
63 Invalid to bind panel acquired with option MAKELDM
64 Panel not found in load module library
65 Panel in load module in invalid format
255 PMS internal error

DCP (Define Cursor Position)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
16 Invalid output cursor row or column number
18 Field parameter is invalid
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
44 The MFF is ignored for a panel that does not specify the FILNULL

option
47 Cursor is outside panel
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

DMP (Dump Global Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
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02 PACB parameter invalid
11 Invalid panel name: Either blanks or zeroes
48 PMS Global Control Table cannot be located
50 Library name specified is blank or zeroes
255 PMS internal error

DPA (Define Presentation Area)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 Number of regions requested exceeds maximum
14 Total number of lines for regions exceeds screen size
15 Number of lines for some regions exceeds screen size
20 Binding not executed since panel already in stack
43 Length error in Define-Presentation-Area
46 Invalid characters in PMSTRND translation table
51 PMS table unable to acquire storage
60 Unable to load the PMS tables module
255 PMS internal error

FPS (Free Panel Set)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
04 Main panel not found
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
11 Invalid panel name: Either blanks or zeroes
19 HEXID parameter missing or invalid
28 Free panel function failed since panel in stack
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
61 Panel in load module format updated or deleted while in use
255 PMS internal error
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MFA (Modify Field Attributes)
Register 15 is set to one of the following values only when you specify ATTR, COLOR, or XHILITE as a label or register.

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
17 Invalid extended highlighting attribute
18 Invalid color attribute
19 Invalid color and extended highlighting attributes
20 Invalid field attribute
21 Invalid field and extended highlighting attributes
22 Invalid field and color attributes
23 All three attributes are invalid

MFF (Modify Field Flags)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code specified
02 PACB parameter is invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
18 FIELD parameter is invalid
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
44 MFF ignored for panel without FILNULL option
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

MPF (Modify Panel Fields)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
38 OPTIONS parameter is invalid
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error
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OBS (Make Panel Obsolete)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
11 Invalid panel name: Either blanks or zeroes
50 Library name specified is blank or zeroes
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

PPA (Print Presentation Area)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
27 No panel is bound to any region
35 No storage available for print image
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

PPN (Print Panel Images)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
35 No storage available for print image
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

RFI (Retrieve Field Information)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
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02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter or sub-parameter is invalid
18 Field parameter is invalid
29 PNLBUF parameter is invalid
40 AREA parameter is invalid
41 FLDNAME does not exist in panel
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
52 WIDTH cannot be less than the defined panel width
255 PMS internal error

RPA (Receive Presentation Area)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
27 No panel is bound to any region
30 Input from terminal is invalid
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
61 Panel in load module format updated or deleted while in use
255 PMS internal error

SPA (Send Presentation Area)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
07 REGION parameter of sub-parameter is invalid
27 No panel is bound to any region
37 Output stream too long for terminal i/o buffer
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

TPA (Terminate Presentation Area)

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 Invalid PMS function code was specified
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02 PACB parameter invalid
03 Wrong number of parameters in PMS call
51 PMS unable to acquire storage
255 PMS internal error

$PMSEDIT (Edit Pattern Services (Complete phase only))

Code Meaning
00 Function completed successfully
01 (X'01') Too many picture positions
02 (X'02') Illegal picture character
04 (X'04') Duplicate decimal point
08 (X'08') Mixed suppression characters
16 (X'10') Duplicate signs
32 (X'20') Mixed sign characters
64 (X'40') Invalid repeat character
128 (X'80') No digit positions

NOTE
Multiple errors can be ORed together. For example, a return code of 48 means that there are both duplicate
signs and mixed sign characters.

SCF Return Codes
Some SCF return codes can display as part of message text. These return codes usually appear in messages with the
following format:

messagenum the text of the error message, RC=retcode

The value of retcode is the two-character return code.

Some SCF return codes, such as the SCBTINIT auxiliary return codes, do not display. Because they are handled
internally, an end-user only sees them when they call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support to help with debugging and
problem resolution.

SCF SCBTINIT Auxiliary Return Codes
This section lists the SCF SCBTINIT auxiliary return codes in the numerical order.

01
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load a module into core) macro failed to load the SC00OPTS module.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
issued from the $LDM macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was produced, contact your Site
Administrator to check the dump. If you are the Site Administrator, make sure that SC00OPTS is in the active load library.
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Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related abend is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical
Support.

02
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $RBS (read block from sequential file) macro failed to read the sign-on card.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $RBS macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump
was produced, contact your Site Administrator to check the dump. Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related
abend is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

030
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $LDM (load a module into core) macro failed to load the SC00TRAN module.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
issued from the $LDM macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes If a dump was produced, contact your Site
Administrator to check the dump. If you are the Site Administrator, make sure that SC00TRAN is in the active load library.
If you cannot identify and solve this problem, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

040
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump
was produced, contact your Site Administrator to check the dump. Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related
abend is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

05
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT when an error
condition was found.

Action:
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Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump
was produced, contact your Site Administrator to check the dump. Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related
abend is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

060
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $WBS (write block to sequential file) macro failed to write the sign-on card to SYSPRINT when an error was
found on the sign-on card.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL on the sign-on card and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the job
output to find the return code issued from the $WBS macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was
produced, contact your Site Administrator to check the dump. Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related abend
is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

07
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $IQE (inquire about the environment) macro failed.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
issued from the $IQE macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was produced, contact your Site
Administrator to save the dump, and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

08
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $IQF (inquire into the status of a data field) macro failed.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
issued from the $IQF macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was produced, save the dump and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

09
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $RBS (read block from sequential file) macro failed during an attempt to flush SYSIN at termination time.

Action:
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Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL for file specifications and try to correct the problem. Check MSG 13 in the
job output to find the return code issued from the $RBS macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump
was produced, contact your Site Administrator to check the dump. Try again. If this return code is reissued or a related
abend is issued, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

10
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

SCBTINIT failed to create the Session Control Block (SCB).

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support.

11
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The VPE $CSP (call a subprogram) macro failed during a call to the SYSIN reader.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
issued from the $CSP macro and refer to the section on VPE Return Codes. If a dump was produced, save the dump and
report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

12
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

The SYSIN reader issued a bad return code.

Action:

Note the circumstances under which this return code was issued. Check MSG 13 in the job output to find the return code
from the SYSIN reader and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

16
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

There is a parameter error on the sign-on card.

Action:

Ask your Site Administrator to check the JCL on the sign-on card and try to correct the problem.

17
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)
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Reason:

An error was encountered during an attempt to open Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary.

Action:

For more information, refer to the message SCF ICSCBTIN17.

18
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

A call attach error was received from the DB2 Dictionary Service.

Action:

For more information, refer to the message SCF ICSCBTIN18.

19
(This return code was issued from the SCF batch initialization(SCBTINIT) module)

Reason:

A DB2 SQL error was detected.

Action:

For more information, refer to the message SCF ICSCBTIN19.

VLS Return Codes in Message Text
The following are VLS return codes that can display as part of message text, for example:

messagenum the text of the error message, RC=retcode

The value of retcode is the two-character return code. VLS Services generate these codes. These services are listed in
alphabetic order with brief descriptions, followed by the service's return codes.

When a return code of 04 (error) is issued, an auxiliary return code is provided in Register 0 (R0) to further identify the
problem. The section contains descriptions of these auxiliary return codes.

ADD (Add New Records to a Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 No room left on the file.

AMP (Alter Member Parameters)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
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BDREAD (Reading a Block Data Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Member does not exist or, if it does exist, is not a block data

member.
12 User supplied his own area for the data and it is too small.
16 Installation error. Program VTPM9891 not found.

BDWRITE (Writing a Block Data Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 For TYPE=NEW, member already exists. For TYPE=OLD,

member does not exist. For TYPE=IGN, member exists, but is a
record member.

12 No room left on the file.
16 Installation error. Program VTPM9891 not found.
20 Area is too large.

COPMEM (Copy An Entire Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Output member name already exists.
12 Input member could not be found.
16 No room left on the file.

COPY (Copy A Group of Records)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Name specified in FROMMEM keyword was not found.
12 No room left on the file.

CREATE (Create A New Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
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04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Member with this name already exists.
12 No room left on the file.

DELMEM (Delete An Entire Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Member not found.

DEQUE (Emergency Dequeue of Library)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.

INIT (Initialization)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Specified library could not be accessed. Possible reasons are the

library does not exist or the file is closed.

MOVE (Move a Group of Records)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 No room left on the file.

OPEN (Open A Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Member with this name does not exist.
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READ (Retrieve Data From Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Name in MEMBER keyword does not exist.
12 End of member reached. The number of records retrieved by this

call before the end was reached is given by the COUNT keyword
(the number can be 0).

RELEASE (Release VLS User)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.

RENAME (Rename A Member)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 Old name does not exist.
12 New name already exists.

REP (Replace or Delete Records)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 No room left on the file.

RMP (Retrieve Member Parameters)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 FLAG=B or FLAG=N: No entries left. FLAG=L: Member not found.
12 FLAG=N was issued without previous FLAG=B.
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SCAN (Scan Member for Character String)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 String not found.

SEQ (Put Sequence Numbers in Records)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.
08 The restriction regarding positions 1-4 of each record was

violated. The records of the member up to the bad record were
already sequenced, but the remaining records are not.

SPACE (Return Library Space Figures)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.

STATUS (Return Status Information)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
04 Error. See the section on VLS auxiliary return codes.

VLS Auxiliary Return Codes
When a VLS service receives a return code of 04, an auxiliary return code is provided in Register 0 (R0) to further identify
the problem. This section contains the auxiliary return codes that are listed as decimal and hexadecimal values and their
meanings.

00(X'00')
Reason:

The product specified conflicting parameters on a VLS call. For example, the line number specified in the START
operand is greater than the line number specified in the END operand.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

04(X'04')
Reason:
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The product requested a function that requires a member to be open, for example, FUNC=MOVE, but no member is open.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

08(X'08')
Reason:

A call to VPE made by VLS resulted in an error return from VPE. An internal error occurred in either VLS or VPE.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

12(X'0C')
Reason:

The first block of the online library has an invalid format.

Action:

Try again. A recurrence of this error means that the library was destroyed. To recover the library, ask your Site
Administrator to restore it from a backup file. If this library was a new on-line library, reformat it.

16(X'10')
Reason:

An internal error occurred in VLS.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

20(X'14')
Reason:

A read error occurred on the on-line library. Possible explanations follow:

• A hardware error occurred. For example, there is a bad spot on the pack or there is a channel problem.
• You used an invalid definition for the file. For example, there is an invalid table entry or the JCL is invalid. When this

error occurs at the start of your session, this kind of invalid syntax is usually the cause.
• An internal error occurred in VLS that causes VLS to request a block outside the range of the file.
• The library was overwritten or damaged.

Action:

If you cannot resolve the problem, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

24(X'18')
Reason:

A write error occurred on the on-line library. Possible explanations follow:
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• A hardware error occurred. For example, there is a bad spot on the pack or there is a channel problem.
• You used an invalid definition for the file. For example, there is an invalid table entry or the JCL is invalid. When this

error occurs at the start of your session, this kind of invalid syntax is usually the cause.
• An internal error occurred in VLS that causes VLS to request a block outside the range of the file.
• The library was overwritten or damaged.

Action:

If you cannot resolve the problem, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

28(X'1C')
Reason:

Repeated attempts to obtain core failed and VLS aborted the transaction.

Action:

Wait and try again. If this condition occurs often, ask your Site Administrator to make more core available for this
transaction.

32(X'20')
Reason:

At least one member on the library has an invalid format.

Action:

If this error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use VLSUTIL to delete the invalid member from the library. Then, if you
have a backup tape, use VLSUTIL to selectively restore the member. Since an error of this sort usually points to an error
in VLS, report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

36(X'24')
Reason:

There is an illogical condition on a VLS free-space map.

Action:

Wait and try again. If this error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to use VLSUTIL to backup the file, reformat it, and
restore the file from the backup. This error does not prevent the taking of a backup file.

40(X'28')
Reason:

Possible explanations follow:

• The product specified FUNC=INIT and the maximum number of users was reached.
• The product made a request before it issued the FUNC=INIT request. This error does not apply to the

FUNC=RELEASE request.
• The product specified a value for the VCB operand that does not match the value returned by VLS for a previous

FUNC=INIT request.

Action:

This is a product error. Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.
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44(X'2C')
Reason:

There is an illogical condition in the master index structure of the VLS library.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, ask your Site Administrator to dump the library to a backup file and restore the
library to eliminate the condition.

48(X'30')
Reason:

The product tried an illegal operation on a Block Data member.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

52(X'34')
Reason:

A timeout occurred during a global enqueue request. In most cases, another partition that accessed a VLS library
abended and left a global enqueue still in effect.

Action:

Save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

56(X'38')
Reason:

All the slots in the Block Data table are in use.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the problem persists, ask your Site Administrator to increase the maximum size of the Block Data
table.

60(X'3C')
Reason:

The Block Data table entry needed for a VLS DELMEM or RENAME function is in use. It cannot be altered.

Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

64(X'40')
Reason:

The Block Data table entry that is accessed for any VLS function reached its maximum of 255 users. It cannot be
allocated for further use.
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Action:

Wait and try again. If the error recurs, save the dump and report this problem to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

VPE Return Codes
VPE return codes can be displayed as part of the message text in the following format:

messagenum the text of the error message, RC=retcode

The value of retcode is the two-character return code generated by a VPE macro. These macros are listed in alphabetical
order.

$ABT (Abnormal Termination)

Code Meaning
01 Parameter error

$AGS (Allocate Global Storage)

Code Meaning
00 The area already exists. The use count is incremented by one.
01 Parameter error.
02 The length specified is invalid.
03 Core is not available.
04 The name starts with X'00'.

$APS (Allocate Permanent Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 The length specified is invalid.
03 Core is not available.
04 The name starts with X'00'.

$CDU (Check Duplicate Userid)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return. In other words, no duplication of user ID.
01 Parameter error.
02 User is signed on to another terminal.
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$CSP (Call a Subprogram)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The program does not exist.
03 There are too many parameters in the keyword.

$DBC (Data Base Call)

Code Meaning
00 The request was accepted by the database interface. Check the

return code field in the DB request area to find out the results of
the request.

01 Parameter error.
02 For FUNC=OPEN, the open was unsuccessful. This code cannot

occur under CICS.
03 The database interface could not be opened.
04 The file table did not assemble properly.
05 The file table could not be loaded.

NOTE
On all $DBC calls other than OPEN or CLOSE, you must check the return code provided by Datacom/DB in the
DB request area to see if the operation was successful. This must be done even when VPE returns a code of 0.

$DEQ (Dequeue Resource)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 An enqueue for this name was not issued for this session.
03 Internal VPE error condition.
04 For emergency dequeue: there was no outstanding enqueue for

the resource for any session in the system.

$DT (Get Date and Time)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
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$ENQ (Enqueue Resource)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 An enqueue for this name has already been issued by the same

task (i.e., terminal) that issued this enqueue. This return code will
not occur if AUTODEL=NO was specified on the related enqueue,
or if the length of the enqueue name is more than eight bytes.

03 For COND=YES, the resource is busy. For COND=NO, VPE was
unable to gain control of the resource after trying for an extended
period of time. This implies that the resource may be permanently
locked out. Issue an abend or take some recovery action.

04 An operating system error or a VPE internal error has occurred.
05 Incompatible DISP= on multiple enqueues.

$EXT (Exit From a Program)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.

$FGS (Free Global Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 The area does not exist, or it exists with a use count of zero. The

PURGE=YES keyword is an exception.

$FPS (Free Permanent Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 Area with this name does not exist.

$FSS (Free Session Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 The area specified does not exist.
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$GS (Get Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 The length requested is invalid.

$GSS (Get Session Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return.
01 Parameter error.
02 Session Storage Name is already defined.
03 Core is not available.
04 The first byte of the name is X'00' or is greater than X'F9'.
05 For CICS only, one of two conditions exist:

1. LOC=ANY was requested for a class of storage that cannot be
moved, VPE is not XA command level, and the requested size is
greater than 64,200 bytes.
2. LOC=ANYWAY was requested for a class of storage that
cannot be moved, and the requested size is greater than 16
megabytes.

$IQE (Inquire about Environment)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

$IQF (Inquire Into Status of a Data File)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 File information could not be found

$IQT (Inquire About a Terminal)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 Terminal could not be located
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$ITR (Input Translate Facility)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 TYPE=T request was made before TYPE=N or TYPE=F
03 Not authorized (CICS/MRO only)
04 For TYPE=T, translation is on
05 For TYPE=T, translation is off

$LDM (Load a Module)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 If COND=Y was specified, the module does not exist

$LGS (Locate Global Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 An area with this name does not exist

$LPS (Locate Permanent Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 Area with this name does not exist

$LSS (Locate Session Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 Area with this name does not exist

$RBL (Read Block in Direct Mode)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
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01 Parameter error
02 This file does not exist or is not open. This may be caused by a

missing DD card under z/OS, or by an invalid ASSGN card under
VSE.

03 Read error
04 The UBUF and UBUFL operands were specified, but the area

does not have enough room to hold the data.
10 For VSE batch only, no logic module address is present in the

DTF.

$RBS (Read Block in Direct Mode)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The file does not exist or is not open. This may be caused by a

missing DD card under z/OS, or by an invalid ASSGN card under
VSE.

03 A read error has occurred.
04 You are at the end of the file.
05 For VSE only, the file is currently open for output instead of input.
06 The UBUF= and UBUFL= keywords were specified, but the area

does not have enough room to hold the data.
10 For VSE batch only, no logic module is present in the DTF.

$RLM (Release a Module)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The module was not previously loaded

$RPD (Retrieve Passed Data)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 No data to be returned

$RTC (Turn Runaway Task Check On or Off)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
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$RTM (Receive Text From Terminal)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

$SFC (Sequential File Control)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

This code is also returned if the macro call was issued from an
online session.

02 No file table entry for this entry
03 For z/OS, the DD card was omitted.

For VSE, the file is not assigned.
04 If an open request or type was omitted, the file is already open.

For a close request, the file is already closed.
05 For VSE batch, the BLKSIZE= operand, if processed, would result

in a block size greater than that defined by the ROSFD macro.
For z/OS batch, the BLKSIZE= operand, if processed, would result
in a block size greater than 3216 bytes.

06 For both VSE batch and z/OS batch: for fixed-format files, the
BLKSIZE= or the LRECL= operand was specified and BLKSIZE=
is not an integral multiple of LRECL=.
For both VSE batch and z/OS batch: for variable-format files,
(LRECL=number * integer) + 4 is not equal to BLKSIZE=.

10 For VSE batch, no logic module address exists in the DTF for the
file.

$SNT (Start a New Task)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The TP monitor refused to accept the request. This return is

generated if the terminal does not exist, or if the TP monitor does
not contain the necessary options for this facility (for example,
Interval Control for CICS).

$TTC (Trace Table Control)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
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$UGS (Trace Table Control)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 An area with this name does not exist.
03 One or more of the specified changes is outside the boundaries of

the area.

$WBL (Write Block in Direct Mode)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The file does not exist or is not open. This return may be caused

by a missing DD card in z/OS, or an invalid ASSGN card in VSE.
03 Write error
10 For VSE batch, no logic module address exists in the DTF for the

file.

$WBS (Write Block to Sequential File)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The file does not exist or is not open. This return may be caused

by a missing DD card under z/OS, or by an invalid ASSGN card
under VSE.

03 Write error
04 The end of the volume was reached.
05 For VSE only, the file is currently open for input instead of output.
08 For print files, the print control character conflicts with the DCB or

DTF specifications.
10 For VSE batch, no logic module address exists in the DTF for this

file.

$WEV (Wait For Event To Complete)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
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$WJS (Write Job Stream)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 The internal reader has not been started.
nn A return code of 03 or higher means system problems.

NOTE
Any return code of 02 or higher also has an error message associated with it.

$WPS (Write Permanent Storage)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error
02 An area with this name does not exist.

$WTI (Wait for Time Interval)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

$WTM (Write To Terminal)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

$WTO (Write Message To Operator)

Code Meaning
00 Normal return
01 Parameter error

Typically due to an invalid length.
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